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Abstract
Relational databases are the most popular repository for structured data, and are thus one of the richest
sources of knowledge in the world. In a relational database, multiple relations are linked together via entity-
relationship links. Unfortunately, most existing data mining approaches can only handle data stored in
single tables, and cannot be applied to relational databases. Therefore, it is an urgent task to design data
mining approaches that can discover knowledge from multi-relational data.
In this thesis we study three most important data mining tasks in multi-relational environments: clas-
siﬁcation, clustering, and duplicate detection. Since information is widely spread across multiple relations,
the most crucial and common challenge in multi-relational data mining is how to utilize the relational in-
formation linked with each object. We rely on two types of information, — neighbor tuples and linkages
between objects, to analyze the properties of objects and relationships among them.
Because of the complexity of multi-relational data, eﬃciency and scalability are two major concerns in
multi-relational data mining. In this thesis we propose scalable and accurate approaches for each data mining
task studied. In order to achieve high eﬃciency and scalability, the approaches utilize novel techniques
for virtually joining diﬀerent relations, single-scan algorithms, and multi-resolutional data structures to
dramatically reduce computational costs. Our experiments show that our approaches are highly eﬃcient
and scalable, and also achieve high accuracies in multi-relational data mining.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data mining is the process of discovering knowledge from data. In the last decade there have been great
advances in data mining research, and many data mining approaches have been invented for real-life appli-
cations such as market basket analysis, direct marketing, and fraud detection. Data mining is also providing
many useful methods for other disciplines such as insurance, civil engineering, and bioinformatics.
Most existing data mining algorithms (including algorithms for classiﬁcation, clustering, association
analysis, outlier detection, etc.) work on single tables. For example, a typical classiﬁcation algorithm (e.g.,
C4.5 [95] or SVM [19]) works on a table containing many tuples, each of which has a class label, and a value
on each attribute in the table.
It is doubtless that well-formatted, highly regular tables are easy to model and to analyze. Unfortunately,
most information in the world can hardly be represented by such independent tables. In a real-world dataset
there are usually many types of objects, which are linked together through diﬀerent types of linkages. Such
data is usually stored in relational databases or, sometimes, in XML ﬁles (which can often be converted into
relational formats). For example, a computer science department may store its information in a database
containing relations of professors, students, courses, course registrations, research groups, publications, etc.
A simple schema of such a database is shown in Figure 1.1, and a real database will have a much more
complicated schema.
This thesis studies data mining in relational databases. A relational database contains multiple inter-
connected relations, each of which represents a certain kind of objects or a type of relationships. As mentioned
above, most existing data mining algorithms cannot be applied to relational data, unless the relational data is
ﬁrst converted into a single table. Unfortunately such conversion is seldom an easy task. In order to keep the
useful and necessary information in data conversion, one needs to be familiar with both relational database
systems and a particular database. Such data conversions are usually task speciﬁc, since diﬀerent data
mining tasks usually require diﬀerent information. Moreover, even with good expertise, much information
may still be lost during the process of compressing relational data into a table, especially the linkages between
objects which cannot be represented by ﬂat tables.
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Figure 1.1: The schema of the database of a computer science department
On the other hand, a multi-relational database can often provide much richer information for data mining,
and thus multi-relational data mining approaches can often achieve better performances than single-table
methods. For example, in the database shown in Figure 1.1, each student is associated with various types of
information in diﬀerent relations, such as their courses, advisors, research groups, publications. Moreover,
the objects linked with students are also linked with each other. This rich information source provides us
countless opportunities of data mining. For example, we can classify students according to their academic
performances, cluster students based on their research, ﬁnd patterns/correlations of course registrations and
publications, or detect duplicate entries among authors of publications. Because of the high popularity of
relational databases, multi-relational data mining can be used in many disciplines, such as ﬁnancial decision
making, direct marketing, and customer relationship management.
Although very useful, multi-relational data mining faces two major challenges. First, it is much more
diﬃcult to model multi-relational data. Unlike tuples in a single table which can be modelled by vectors,
multi-relational data contains heterogeneous objects and relationships among them, and there has not been
widely accepted model for mining such data.
Second, many data mining approaches (e.g., classiﬁcation) aim at ﬁnding a model (or hypothesis) that
ﬁts the data. In a relational database, the number of possible models is much larger than that in a single
table. For example, in rule-based multi-relational classiﬁcation, each rule is associated with a join path.
If each relation is joinable with two other relations on average, there are 2k+1 − 1 join paths of length no
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Figure 1.2: A road map of our work in multi-relational data mining
greater than k. Thus it is more complicated or at least more time consuming to search for good models in
relational databases than in single tables.
The main purpose of this thesis is to study the application of data mining technology in multi-relational
environments. Because most real-world relational databases have complicated schemas and contain huge
amount of data, eﬃciency and scalability become our major concerns as well as the accuracy and eﬀectiveness
of the algorithms. In this thesis we make step-by-step developments for multi-relational data mining. Figure
1.2 shows a road map of our work. There are mainly two types of multi-relational information that are
widely used for data mining: Neighbor objects (objects linked to each object through certain join paths) and
linkages between objects. These two types of information are complementary for each other, as neighbor
objects represent the contexts of objects, and linkages indicate relationships between objects. We propose
new methods for eﬃciently acquiring both types of information, which are Tuple ID Propagation in Chapter
3 for ﬁnding neighbor objects in each relation, and Path decomposition in Chapter 5 for ﬁnding all linkages
between two objects eﬃciently.
Based on Tuple ID Propagation, we propose CrossMine (Chapter 3), a highly eﬃcient and scalable
approach for multi-relational classiﬁcation. Then we move to multi-relational clustering, which is a more
sophisticated problem as no pre-deﬁned classes are given. We propose CrossClus (Chapter 4), which can utilize
user guidance and perform eﬃcient clustering. Based on linkage information, we propose Relom (Chapter
5), a new approach for duplicate detection using linkages between objects. Enlightened by the pioneer work
by Jeh and Widom, we invent LinkClus (Chapter 7), a new approach for linkage-based similarity analysis
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and clustering. Because neighbor objects and linkages are two complementary types of information, it is
very helpful to combine both of them in data mining tasks. In Chapter 6 we propose DISTINCT, the ﬁrst
approach for distinguishing objects with identical names, which utilizes both types of information.
Speciﬁcally, the following contributions are made in this thesis.
• Tuple ID Propagation (Chapter 3)
Many existing multi-relational data mining approaches suﬀer from eﬃciency and scalability problems
because they repeatedly join diﬀerent relations. There is often a large portion of repeated computation
in these join operations. In order to address this problem, we propose tuple ID propagation, a method
for virtually joining diﬀerent relations and avoiding repeated computation. Many multi-relational
mining tasks involve a target relation, which contains target tuples that are the targets for the mining
task (e.g., classiﬁcation, clustering, duplicate detection). Tuple ID propagation propagates the IDs
of target tuples to non-target relations, so that one can easily ﬁnd tuples joinable with each target
tuple. This method is also very ﬂexible, as IDs can be easily propagated between any two relations,
and each relation can be associated with multiple sets of IDs. In general, tuple ID propagation gives
us signiﬁcant help in making our approaches eﬃcient and scalable.
• Eﬃcient Multi-relational Classiﬁcation (Chapter 3)
We start from multi-relational classiﬁcation, which aims at classifying data objects in one relation
using information in other relations. This is one of the simplest data mining tasks for relational data,
because it has a well-deﬁned goal with clear semantics. With the help of tuple ID propagation and
adoption of divide-and-conquer strategy, we propose CrossMine, a scalable and accurate approach for
multi-relational classiﬁcation. It uses two algorithms for classiﬁcation, one being rule-based and the
other decision-tree based. The experimental results show that CrossMine is tens or hundreds of times
faster than existing approaches, and achieves higher accuracy.
• Multi-relational Clustering with User’s Guidance (Chapter 4)
After studying classiﬁcation, we turn our focus to clustering, where there is no pre-deﬁned class labels
and one has to discover relationships among objects. Unlike clustering in a single table where every
attribute is considered to be pertinent, a relational database usually contains information of many
aspects, and in most cases only a small part of information is relevant to the clustering task. For
example, in the database in Figure 1.1 a user may want to cluster students according to their research
areas, instead of their demographic information.
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In multi-relational clustering it is crucial to let the user indicate her clustering goal, while it is very
unlikely that the user can specify all pertinent attributes. Therefore, we allow the user to provide a
simple guidance, which is one or a few pertinent attributes in the relational database. We design a
methodology called CrossClus, which selects pertinent attributes across diﬀerent relations by observing
whether these attributes group objects in similar ways as the user guidance.
• Multi-relational Duplication Detection (Chapter 5)
With the similarity analysis innovated by multi-relational clustering, we go one step further to detect
duplicate objects in relational databases. After analyzing the linkages among objects in relational
databases, we found that diﬀerent references to the same object (e.g., a person or a conference) tend
to be much more intensively connected than references to diﬀerent objects. Based on this observation,
we design similarity measures for evaluating how likely two objects are likely to be duplicates. The
experiments show that our approach achieves high accuracy in duplicate detection.
One crucial issue in the above method is how to eﬃciently ﬁnd all linkages between two objects up to a
maximum length. We design path decomposition, a method that only requires propagating information
for half of that maximum length, which greatly improves the eﬃciency of our approach.
• Object Distinction in Relational Databases (Chapter 6)
In many real databases there are diﬀerent objects with identical names, such as authors with identical
names in a publication database. Distinguishing objects with identical names is a diﬀerent problem
compared with duplicate detection, as there is very limited information associated with each reference
to the name, and one needs to group the many references with identical names into clusters, so that
each cluster corresponds to a real object. We use a hybrid similarity measure which combines both
the context of references and linkages between them to measure their similarities. Experiments show
that our approach can successfully distinguish diﬀerent objects with identical names.
• Link-based Similarity Analysis (Chapter 7)
In some studies discussed above, we analyze the similarity between objects using their neighbor objects,
i.e., objects in other relations that are linked with the objects being analyzed. However, the neighbor
objects are also related to each other and should not be treated separately. Thus we go one step
further to perform link-based analysis on the similarity between objects using the similarities between
their neighbor objects. We design hierarchical data structures that store the signiﬁcant similarities and
compress insigniﬁcant ones, which greatly improve the eﬃciency and scalability of link-based similarity
analysis.
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We conclude this thesis by summarizing our contributions and analyzing future directions in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
A Survey on Multi-relational Data
Mining
As discussed in Chapter 1, most existing data mining algorithms operate on a single table, while most real
world databases store information in relational format. In general, multi-relational data mining is a new
ﬁeld and attracts signiﬁcant attention from computer scientists in the past several years. In this chapter I
will make an overview of research on multi-relational data mining.
2.1 Approaches for Multi-relational Data Mining
Multi-relational data mining has a precursor in the ﬁeld of inductive logic programming (ILP) [38]. In recent
years it has been approached from diﬀerent angles, including adapting traditional feature-based data mining
approaches, applying probabilistic analysis, and creating new linkage-based approaches. In this chapter I
will introduce each category of approaches, and then discuss the applications of multi-relational data mining.
2.1.1 Inductive Logic Programming
Inductive Logic Programming aims at inductively learning relational descriptions in the form of logic pro-
grams. Take classiﬁcation as an example, given background knowledge B, a set of positive examples P , and
a set of negative examples N , an ILP approach aims at inductively ﬁnding a hypothesis H, which is a set of
Horn clauses such that: (1) ∀p ∈ P : H ∪B |= p (completeness), and (2) ∀n ∈ N : H ∪B |= n (consistency).
The well known ILP classiﬁcation approaches include FOIL [96], Golem [82], and Progol [81]. FOIL is a
top-down learner, which builds clauses that cover many positive examples and few negative ones. Golem is
a bottom-up learner, which performs generalizations from the most speciﬁc clauses. Progol uses a combined
search strategy. The above three approaches are all rule-based and learn hypotheses that contain set of
rules. Some more recent ILP classiﬁcation approaches inductively construct decision trees, such as TILDE
[13], Mr-SMOTI [5], and RPTs [83].
Besides classiﬁcation, ILP has also been used in similarity analysis and clustering. In [39] an logic-based
approach is proposed to measure the similarity between two objects based on their neighbor objects in a
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relational environment. Based on this similarity measure, ILP approaches are proposed for clustering objects
in relational environments, including hierarchical clustering [67] and k-means clustering [68].
One most important factor that limits the applicability of ILP approaches is scalability issue [35, 111].
Because of the complexity in the procedure of hypothesis search, most ILP algorithms are not highly scalable
with respect to the number of relations and attributes in the database, and thus are very expensive for
databases with complex schemas. Many ILP approaches create physical joins of diﬀerent relations when
evaluating diﬀerent hypothesis that involve multiple relations, which is very expensive because the joined
relation is often much larger than the original relations.
2.1.2 Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining [3, 57] is by far the most studied topic in data mining, and has been applied in
numerous applications such as market analysis and computational biology. Frequent pattern mining and
association rule mining have also been studied in the multi-relational environments [28, 29, 90], in which
a frequent pattern is deﬁned a frequent substructure, with each node in the substructure being either a
constant or a variable. However, because of complexity of relational data and the high computational
cost of θ-subsumption test (i.e., whether two substructures are consistent with each other), multi-relational
association rule mining still remains as an expensive job.
2.1.3 Feature-based Approaches
Given the variety of data mining approaches that work on objects with multiple attributes stored in a
single table, it is comparatively easy to adapt such approaches to multi-relational environments by designing
feature-based multi-relational data mining approaches. Such approaches use a certain type of joined objects
(or their attributes) as a feature, and modify traditional data mining approaches to adapt to such features.
In [8, 9] the authors propose approaches for duplicate detection in relational environments, which consider
the neighbor objects of each object as features, and use such features to detect duplicates. In [112] an
approach is proposed for clustering objects in relational databases, which treats each type of linked objects
as a feature and uses such features for clustering.
2.1.4 Linkage-based Approaches
In the two pieces of milestone work on web search, — PageRank [92] and Authority-Hub Analysis [70],
linkages between web pages play the most crucial roles. Linkage information is also very important in
multi-relational data mining, because relational databases contain rich linkage information.
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In [62] the authors propose SimRank, an approach that infers similarities between objects purely based
on the inter-object linkages in a relational database. This idea is further developed in [113], which presents
a scalable approach for linkage-based similarity analysis.
In [64] an approach is proposed for detecting duplicate objects by analyzing the linkages between objects.
It uses random walk to model the strength of connections between objects, and conclude that two objects
are likely to be duplicates if they share similar names and are strongly connected. This work illustrates the
dependency between linkages and object identities.
2.1.5 Probabilistic Approaches
Bayesian Networks [77] has long been used for modeling relationships and inﬂuences among a large group
of objects, and it has also been applied in relational environments. Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs)
[44, 102] is an extension of Bayesian networks for handling relational data. It can integrate the advantages
of both logical and probabilistic approaches for knowledge representation and reasoning. PRMs has been
used in diﬀerent data mining and database applications, including classiﬁcation and clustering [102] and
selectivity estimation [51].
In [99] the authors use Markov Random Fields to model the relationships among objects in relational
databases, in order to detect duplicate objects. The Markov Random Fields can model the interaction
between the relationships between diﬀerent pairs of objects. For example, two books may be duplicates if
their authors are the same person, and two persons may be duplicates if they wrote the same book. This
work is a typical example of applying sophisticated statistical models in relational data mining, and it may
lead to more work in the same direction.
2.2 Applications of Multi-relational Data Mining
Because of the high popularity of relational database systems, multi-relational data mining can be applied
in many ﬁelds with numerous applications. Here I list several major ﬁelds.
2.2.1 Financial Applications
Because most ﬁnancial organizations (banks, credit card companies, etc.) store their information in relational
formats, multi-relational data mining is often required to provide business intelligence for them. For example,
multi-relational classiﬁcation [96, 111] can be used for automatically handling loan applications or credit card
applications, which has been studied in the discovery challenge of the PKDD conference in 1999 [93].
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Another major application of data mining in ﬁnance is fraud detection. Some traditional data mining and
machine learning approaches have been widely used in detecting credit card fraud, such as neural networks
[18] and rule-based classiﬁcation [41]. In recent years multi-relational data mining has also been used in
fraud detection [84].
2.2.2 Computational Biology
Since biological datasets are often multi-relational, multi-relational data mining has many potential appli-
cations in computational biology. In [91] the authors provide a survey on this topic, and here I give a few
examples. ILP has been used in prediction in molecular biology [100]. Multi-relational frequent pattern
mining is used in [30] to ﬁnd frequent structures in chemical compounds. Relational Bayesian networks is
used in [16] for gene prediction. In general this is a fast growing research area and we can expect to see
much more work in future.
2.2.3 Recommendation Systems
Recommendation systems are widely used by online retailers (e.g., Amazon.com and Buy.com) for recom-
mending products to potential buyers. Collaborative ﬁltering [17] has been the most popular approach to
this problem. Because both the product catalog data and purchase history data are stored in relational
databases, multi-relational data mining has many applications in their recommendation systems. In [50] and
[87] Probabilistic Relational Models is used to improve collaborative ﬁltering. It is also promising to apply
similarity analysis [62] to better model the similarity between products and customers, in order to make
better recommendations.
2.3 Summary
As discussed above, there have been many studies on diﬀerent approaches of multi-relational data mining,
and they have been used in many ﬁelds including bioinformatics and e-business. On the other hand, there is
also growing interests in the software industry, such as the multi-relational data mining functions in Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 [27]. The vast amount of relational data in the real world provides countless opportunities
for various types of multi-relational data mining, and I believe it will undergo greater development in the
coming years.
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Chapter 3
Eﬃcient Multi-relational
Classiﬁcation
Compared with many other multi-relational data mining problems, multi-relational classiﬁcation is a well-
deﬁned task. It has a clear goal, — building a model for predicting class labels of target objects using
information in multiple relations, and the goal is represented explicitly by the class labels in the training
set. Therefore, multi-relational classiﬁcation is chosen as the ﬁrst topic in this thesis.
3.1 Overview
Multi-relational classiﬁcation aims at building a classiﬁcation model that utilizes information in diﬀerent
relations. A database for multi-relational classiﬁcation consists of a set of relations, one of which is the target
relation Rt, whose tuples are called target tuples and are associated with class labels. (We will use “target
tuple” and “target object” exchangeably, as each target tuple represents a target object.) The other relations
are non-target relations. Figure 3.1 shows an example database of a bank, which contains information about
loan applications, clients, credit cards, transactions, etc. The underlined attributes are primary-keys, and
arrows go from primary-keys to corresponding foreign-keys [47]. The target relation is Loan. Each target
tuple is either positive or negative, indicating whether the loan is paid on time. The following types of joins
are considered as bridges between diﬀerent relations: (1) join between a primary key k and some foreign key
pointing to k, and (2) join between two foreign keys k1 and k2, which point to the same primary key k. (For
example, the join between Loan.account-id and Order.account-id.) We ignore other possible joins because
they do not represent strong semantic relationships between entities in the database.
Rule-based classiﬁer is the most popular approach in multi-relational classiﬁcation. Such a classiﬁer
is a set of rules, each having a list of predicates that involve attributes in diﬀerent relations. Rule-based
classiﬁcation is suitable for multi-relational environments, because one can search across diﬀerent relations
for useful predicates, and build rules at the same time.
The study of rule-based classiﬁcation has been focused on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). There have
been many ILP approaches for multi-relational classiﬁcation [13, 14, 15, 81, 82, 83, 96]. In order to identify
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Figure 3.1: The schema of a ﬁnancial database (from PKDD CUP 1999)
good predicates, most ILP approaches repeatedly join the relations along diﬀerent join paths and evaluate
predicates in diﬀerent relations. This is very time consuming, especially when the joined relation contains
many more tuples than the target relation. Therefore, although ILP approaches achieve high accuracy, most
of them are not scalable w.r.t. the number of relations and the number of attributes in databases, thus are
usually ineﬃcient for databases with complex schemas.
From the above analysis we can see that the biggest challenge in designing scalable multi-relational
classiﬁers is how to combine the information in diﬀerent relations in an eﬃcient way. We ﬁnd that it is
seldom necessary to physically join diﬀerent relations when searching for good predicates. Instead, we can
pass the most essential information for classiﬁcation, — the IDs and class labels of target tuples, to the other
relations. The propagated information will enable to us to evaluate predicates on diﬀerent relations.
We call this technique of propagating information among diﬀerent relations as tuple ID propagation. It
propagates the IDs and class labels of target tuples to other relations. In the relation R to which the IDs
and labels are propagated, each tuple t is associated with a set of IDs representing the target tuples joinable
with t. In this way we can evaluate the classiﬁcation power of each predicate in R, and useful predicates
can be easily found. Tuple ID propagation is a convenient and ﬂexible method for virtually joining diﬀerent
relations, with as low cost as possible. Since IDs can be easily propagated between any two relations, one
can search freely in multiple relations via any join path, just by continuously propagating IDs. No repeated
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computation is needed when searching along diﬀerent join paths that share common preﬁxes.
Based on the above method, we propose CrossMine, a scalable and accurate approach for multi-relational
classiﬁcation. The main idea of CrossMine is to repeatedly divide the target relation into partitions, and
recursively work on each partition. There are two diﬀerent algorithms of CrossMine: CrossMine-Tree and
CrossMine-Rule. CrossMine-Tree is a decision-tree based classiﬁer, which recursively selects the best attribute
and divides all target tuples into partitions. CrossMine-Rule is a rule-based classiﬁer, which repeatedly builds
predictive rules and then focuses on remaining target tuples.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem deﬁnition is presented in Section 3.2.
Section 3.3 introduces the idea of tuple ID propagation and its theoretical background. We describe the
algorithm and implementation issues in Section 3.4. Experimental results are presented in Section 3.5. We
discuss related work in Section 3.6 and how to adapt CrossMine to data stored on disks in Section 3.7.
3.2 Problem Deﬁnitions
In this section we will introduce the basic concepts of rule-based and decision-tree-based multi-relational
classiﬁcation. We will start from the basic deﬁnitions of predicates and rules, and then brieﬂy explain the
procedure of two classiﬁcation algorithms.
3.2.1 Predicates
A predicate is the basic element of a rule. It is a constraint on a certain attribute in a certain relation, and
a target tuple either satisﬁes it or not. For example, predicate “p1 = Loan(L, , , , >= 12, )” means
that the duration of loan L is no less than 12 months. A predicate is often deﬁned based on a certain join
path. For example, “p2 = Loan(L,A, , , , ), Account(A, ,monthly, )” is deﬁned on the join path
Loan  Account, which means that the associated account of a loan has frequency “monthly”.
There are three types of predicates:
1. Categorical predicate: A categorical predicate a constraint that a categorical attribute must take
a certain value, such as p2 in the above example.
2. Numerical predicate: A numerical predicate is deﬁned on a numerical attribute. It contains a
certain value and a comparison operator, such as p1 in the above example.
3. Aggregation predicate: An aggregation predicate also deﬁned on numerical attributes. It is a con-
straint on the aggregated value of an attribute. It contains an aggregation operator, a certain value, and
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a comparison operator. For example, p3 = Loan(L,A, , , , ), Order( , A, , , sum(amount) >=
1000, ) is an aggregation predicate, which requires the sum of amount of all orders related to a loan
is no less than 1000. The following aggregation operators can be used: count, sum, and avg.
Both CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree use tuple ID propagation (described in Section 3.3) to transfer
information across diﬀerent relations when building classiﬁers. To better integrate the information of ID
propagation, they use complex predicates as elements of classiﬁers. A complex predicate pˆ contains two parts:
1. prop-path: indicates how to propagate IDs. For example, the path “Loan.account id→Account.account id”
indicates propagating IDs from Loan relation to Account relation using account id. prop-path could
be empty if no ID propagation is involved.
2. constraint: indicates the constraint on the relation where the IDs are propagated to. It is actually a
predicate that is either categorical, numerical, or involving aggregation.
A complex predicate is usually equivalent to two conventional predicates. For example, the rule “Loan(L,+)
:– Loan(L,A, , , , ), Account(A, ,monthly, )” can be represented by “Loan(+) :– [Loan.account id →
Account.account id, Account.frequency = monthly]”.
3.2.2 Rules
A rule-based classiﬁcation algorithm (such as CrossMine-Rule) aims at building a set of rules that can
distinguish positive examples from negative ones. Each rule is a list of predicates, associated with a class
label. A target tuple satisﬁes a rule if and only if it satisﬁes every predicate of the rule. In the example
shown in Figure 3.1 where Loan is the target relation, there exists the following rule r:
Loan(+) :– [Loan.account id → Account.account id,Account.frequency = monthly].
We say a tuple t in Loan satisﬁes r if and only if any tuple in Account that is joinable with t has value
“monthly” in the attribute of frequency. In this example, there are two tuples (with account-id 124 and 45)
in Account satisfying the predicate “Account(A, ,monthly, )”. So there are four tuples (with loan-id 1,
2, 4, and 5) in Loan satisfying this rule.
In order to build rules, CrossMine-Rule needs to evaluate the prediction capability of predicates. There
are diﬀerent measures for this purpose, including information gain, gini-index [56], and foil gain [96]. Among
these measures foil gain is most suitable for evaluating predicates, because it measures the change in entropy
caused by each predicate. Thus we choose Foil gain as our measure.
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Loan
loan-id account-id amount duration payment class
1 124 1000 12 120 +
2 124 4000 12 350 +
3 108 10000 24 500 −
4 45 12000 36 400 −
5 45 2000 24 90 +
Account
account-id frequency date
124 monthly 960227
108 weekly 950923
45 monthly 941209
67 weekly 950101
Figure 3.2: An example database (the last column of Loan relation contains class labels.)
Deﬁnition 1 (Foil gain). For a rule r, we use P (r) and N(r) to denote the number of positive and
negative examples satisfying r. Suppose the current rule is r. We use r + p to denote the rule constructed
by appending predicate p to r. The foil gain of predicate p is deﬁned as follows,
I(r) = − log P (r)
P (r) + N(r)
(3.1)
foil gain(p) = P (r + p) · [I(r)− I(r + p)] (3.2)
Intuitively, foil gain(p) represents the total number of bits saved in representing positive examples by
appending p to the current rule. It indicates how much the predictive power of the rule can be increased by
appending p to it.
In order to build a rule, we repeatedly search for the predicate with highest foil gain and attach it to the
current rule, until no gainful predicates can be found. This procedure will be described in Section 3.4.2.
3.2.3 Decision Trees
CrossMine-Tree is a decision-tree-based classiﬁer. Each tree node n contains two parts: (1) prop-path, which
indicates how tuple IDs are propagated, and (2) a splitter that divides all target tuples on n into several
partitions, each corresponding to one of its child nodes. There are three types of tree nodes:
1. Categorical node: A categorical node is deﬁned on a categorical attribute A. It has a child node for
each value of A, and divides tuples according to their values on A.
2. Numerical node: A numerical node is deﬁned on a numerical attribute. It is like a numerical
predicate and has only two child nodes.
3. Aggregation node: An aggregation node is deﬁned on the aggregated value of an attribute. It is
similar to an aggregation predicate, and has only two child nodes.
A tree node can be considered as a list of predicates on the same attribute, each corresponding to a child
node. Unlike decision trees for single tables, a target tuple t may be joinable with multiple tuples in other
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relations, thus t may satisfy multiple predicates in a tree node. Since t can only be assigned to one child
node, the child nodes of a node should be ranked, and the ﬁrst child node satisﬁed by t is chosen for t. In
Section 3.4 we will describe how to determine the order of child nodes. CrossMine-Tree uses Information gain
[95] to evaluate the classiﬁcation capability of attributes, which is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (Information gain). Suppose there are P positive and N negative examples at a tree node.
Suppose an attribute A divides those examples into k parts, each containing Pi positive and Ni negative
examples.
entropy(P,N) = −
(
P
P + N
· log P
P + N
+
N
P + N
· log N
P + N
)
(3.3)
info gain(A) = entropy(P,N)−
k∑
i=1
Pi + Ni
P + N
· entropy(Pi, Ni) (3.4)
The main idea of decision tree algorithm is to ﬁnd the attribute with highest information gain, partition
all target tuples using that attribute, and then work on each partition recursively. The CrossMine-Tree
algorithm will be described in Section 3.4.1.
3.3 Tuple ID Propagation
In this section we present the method of tuple ID propagation. In general, tuple ID propagation is a method
for transferring information among diﬀerent relations by virtually joining them. It is a convenient method
that enables ﬂexible search in relational databases, and is much less costly than physical join in both time
and space.
3.3.1 Searching for Predicates by Joins
Consider the mini example database in Figure 3.2, together with two other relations shown in Figure 3.3.
Suppose we want to compute the foil gain of predicates in all non-target relations (Account, Order, and
Transaction). A possible approach is to join all four relations into one as in Figure 3.4 (joined by account-
id), and compute the foil gain of each predicates. However, the foil gain computed based on the joined
relation may be highly biased, since diﬀerent target tuples appear diﬀerent times in the relation. For
example, predicate “Loan.duration = 24” is satisﬁed by six negative and two positive tuples in the joined
relation, and should have high foil gain accordingly. But in fact it is only satisﬁed by one positive and one
negative tuple in the Loan relation, and thus has low foil gain. This problem cannot be solved by assigning
weights to tuples in the joined relation. Suppose we set the weight of each tuple in the joined relation to
one over the number of times the corresponding target tuple appears, which is a most reasonable way to
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assign weights because it guarantees the correct statistics for predicates satisﬁed by all tuples. Then predict
“Transaction.operation = withdrawal” is satisﬁed by 3 positive and 1.33 negative tuples. But it is actually
satisﬁed by 3 positive and 2 negative tuples in Loan relation (as deﬁned in Section 3.2.2).
Moreover, joining many relations together often leads to unaﬀordable cost in computation and storage.
In this mini example where four relations are joined directly and each account− id only appears a few times,
the joined relation is still much larger than the original relations. In the real database where each relation
has at least thousands of tuples and each account − id appears tens or hundreds of times in relations such
as Transaction or Order, if we join all original relations together, there can be millions or billions of tuples
in the joined relation, which is unaﬀordable to store or to compute.
Order
order-id account-id amount type
1 45 500 misc
2 45 800 house
3 108 1000 car
4 108 2000 house
5 124 5000 car
6 124 400 misc
Transaction
trans-id account-id operation amount
1 45 withdrawal 100
2 108 deposit 800
3 108 withdrawal 400
4 108 deposit 100
5 124 withdrawal 200
Figure 3.3: Order and Transaction relation in the mini example database
Loan  Account  Order  Transaction
l-id a-id l-amnt dur pay freq date o-amnt o-type oper t-amnt class
1 124 1000 12 120 monthly 960227 5000 car withdrawal 200 +
1 124 1000 12 120 monthly 960227 400 misc withdrawal 200 +
2 124 4000 12 350 monthly 960227 5000 car withdrawal 200 +
2 124 4000 12 350 monthly 960227 400 misc withdrawal 200 +
3 108 10000 24 500 weekly 950923 1000 car deposit 800 −
3 108 10000 24 500 weekly 950923 1000 car withdrawal 400 −
3 108 10000 24 500 weekly 950923 1000 car deposit 100 −
3 108 10000 24 500 weekly 950923 2000 house deposit 800 −
3 108 10000 24 500 weekly 950923 2000 house withdrawal 400 −
3 108 10000 24 500 weekly 950923 2000 house deposit 100 −
4 45 12000 36 400 monthly 941209 500 misc withdrawal 100 −
4 45 12000 36 400 monthly 941209 800 house withdrawal 100 −
5 45 2000 24 90 monthly 941209 500 misc withdrawal 100 +
5 45 2000 24 90 monthly 941209 800 house withdrawal 100 +
Figure 3.4: The joined relation of Loan, Account, Order, and Transaction
In order to avoid creating huge joined relations, some ILP approaches (e.g., FOIL [96]) repeatedly join
diﬀerent relations along diﬀerent join paths. For example, the target relation Loan may be joined with
Account, Order, Transaction and Disposition separately, and then each joined relation is further joined
with other relations (e.g., Card, Client, and District) to explore information in them. Because each relation
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is usually joinable with several relations, one needs to explore a large number of diﬀerent join paths during
the process of building a classiﬁer, and needs to perform a physical join for each join path explored. This is
very expensive since the joined relation is often much larger than the original relations (as shown in Figure
3.4). In the next section we will introduce tuple ID propagation, a technique for performing virtual joins
among relations, which is much less expensive than physical joins. When searching for good predicates,
one can propagate tuple IDs between any two relations, which requires much less computation and storage
cost compared with creating joined relations. This makes it possible to “navigate freely” among diﬀerent
relations when building classiﬁers.
3.3.2 Tuple ID Propagation
For simplicity we assume the primary key of the target relation is an attribute of integers, which represents
the ID of each target tuple (we can create such a primary key if there is not one). Consider the example
database shown in Figure 3.5, which has the same schema as in Figure 3.2. Instead of performing physical
join, the IDs and class labels of target tuples can be propagated to Account relation. The procedure is
formally deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3 (Tuple ID propagation). Suppose two relations R1 and R2 can be joined by attributes R1.A
and R2.A. Each tuple t in R1 is associated with a set of IDs in the target relation, represented by idset(t).
For each tuple u in R2, we set idset(u) =
⋃
t∈R1,t.A=u.A idset(t).
The following lemma and its corollary show the correctness of tuple ID propagation and how to compute
foil gain from the propagated IDs.
Lemma 1 Suppose two relations R1 and R2 can be joined by attributes R1.A and R2.A, and R1 is the target
relation with primary key R1.id. With tuple ID propagation from R1 to R2 via join R1.A = R2.A, for each
tuple u in R2, idset(u) represents all target tuples joinable with u via join R1.A = R2.A.
Proof. From deﬁnition 3, we have idset(u) =
⋃
t∈R1,t.A=u.A idset(t). That is, idset(u) represents the target
tuples joinable with u using join R1.A = R2.A.
Loan
loan-id account-id · · · class
1 124 +
2 124 +
3 108 −
4 45 −
5 45 +
Account
account-id frequency date IDs class labels
124 monthly 960227 1, 2 2+, 0−
108 weekly 950923 3 0+, 1−
45 monthly 941209 4, 5 1+, 1−
67 weekly 950101 – 0+, 0−
Figure 3.5: Example of tuple ID propagation (some attributes in Loan are not shown).
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Corollary 1 Suppose two relations R1 and R2 can be joined by attribute R1.A and R2.A, R1 is the target
relation, and all tuples in R1 satisfy the current rule (others have been eliminated). If R1’s IDs are propagated
to R2, then the foil gain of every predicate in R2 can be computed using the propagated IDs on R2.
Proof. Given the current rule r, for a predicate p in R2, such as R2.B = b, its foil gain can be computed
based on P (r), N(r), P (r + p) and N(r + p). P (r) and N(r) have been computed during the process of
building the current rule. P (r+p) and N(r+p) can be calculated by ﬁnding all target tuples that are joinable
with any tuple t in R2 that satisﬁes predicate p.
For example, suppose “Loan(L,+) :– Loan(L,A, , , , )” is the current rule. For predicate
“Account(A, ,monthly, )”, we ﬁrst ﬁnd out tuples in Account relation that satisfy this predicate, which
are {124, 45}. Then we ﬁnd out tuples in Loan relation that can be joined with these two tuples ({1, 2, 4,
5}), which contain three positive and one negative examples. Then we can easily compute the foil gain of
predicate “Account(A, ,monthly, )”.
Besides propagating IDs from the target relation to relations directly joinable with it, one can also
propagate IDs transitively by propagating the IDs from one non-target relation to another, according to the
following lemma.
Lemma 2 Suppose two non-target relations R2 and R3 can be joined by attribute R2.A and R3.A. For
each tuple v in R2, idset(v) represents the target tuples joinable with v (using the join path speciﬁed by the
current rule). By propagating IDs from R2 to R3 through the join R2.A = R3.A, for each tuple u in R3,
idset(u) represents target tuples that can be joined with u (using the join path in the current rule, plus the
join R2.A = R3.A).
Proof. Suppose a tuple u in R3 can be joined with v1, v2, · · ·, vm in R2, using join R2.A = R3.A.
Then idset(u) =
⋃m
i=1 idset(vi). A target tuple t is joinable with any one of v1, v2, · · ·, vm if and only if
t.id ∈ ⋃mi=1 idset(vi). Therefore, a target tuple t is joinable with u (using the join path in the current rule,
plus the join R2.A = R3.A) if and only if t.id ∈ idset(u).
A corollary similar to Corollary 1 can be proved for Lemma 2. That is, by tuple ID propagation between
diﬀerent relations, one can also compute the foil gain of predicates based on the propagated IDs on each
relation.
3.3.3 Analysis and Constraints
Tuple ID propagation is a method to perform virtual join. Instead of physically joining relations, they are
virtually joined by attaching the IDs of target tuples to tuples in non-target relations. In this way the
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predicates can be evaluated as if physical join is performed. Tuple ID propagation is an eﬃcient method,
since IDs can be easily propagated from one relation to another, with small amounts of data transfer and
extra storage space. By doing so, predicates in diﬀerent relations can be evaluated with little redundant
computation.
Consider the example in Figure 3.2 and 3.3. These four relations contain 86 entries in total. If we join
all four tables as in Figure 3.4, a joined relation of 168 entries is created. If we propagate IDs from Loan
relation to the other three relations, we only need 22 entries for propagated IDs. Even in this mini example
where only direct joins are explored, tuple ID propagation can save much space. The savings in storage and
computational cost will be much more signiﬁcant on real databases with large relations and if longer join
paths are explored.
Tuple ID propagation is also a highly ﬂexible method. One can associate a relation with multiple sets of
IDs corresponding to diﬀerent join paths, and use any set for further propagation. Compared to previous
approaches [6, 15], tuple IDs can be propagated freely between any two relations, following any join paths.
These features enables CrossMine to search for predicates freely and eﬃciently in databases with complex
schemas.
ID propagation, though valuable, should be enforced with certain constraints. There are two cases that
such propagation could be counter-productive: (1) propagate via large fan-outs, and (2) propagate via long
weak links. The ﬁrst case happens if after IDs are propagated to a relation R, it is found that every tuple
in R is joined with many target tuples and every target tuple is joined with many tuples in R. Then the
semantic link between R and the target relation is usually very weak because the link is very unselective.
For example, propagation among people via birth-country links may not be productive. The second case
happens if the propagation goes through very long links, e.g., linking a student with his teacher’s group
mate’s students may not be productive, either. From the consideration of eﬃciency and accuracy, CrossMine
discourages propagation via such links.
3.4 Building Classiﬁers
In this section we present the algorithms of CrossMine for building classiﬁers. In general, CrossMine is a
divide-and-conquer algorithm, which searches for the best way to split the target relation into partitions,
and then recursively works on each partition. CrossMine uses tuple ID propagation to eﬃciently search
for good predicates or tree nodes among diﬀerent relations, in order to build accurate classiﬁers based on
relational information.
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CrossMine-Tree and CrossMine-Rule use diﬀerent methods to split the target relation. CrossMine-Tree
searches for the best tree node in each step, and split the target tuples according to the attribute of the tree
node. In this way it recursively builds a decision tree for classiﬁcation. In contrast, CrossMine-Rule generates
a good rule in each step, and splits the target tuples according to whether they satisfy the rule. Then it
focuses on the tuples not satisfying the rule to generate more rules. CrossMine-Tree is usually more eﬃcient
because it usually splits the target tuples into small partitions, while CrossMine-Rule is usually more accurate
because each rule is built based on a large set of tuples. We will ﬁrst introduce the overall procedures
of CrossMine-Tree and CrossMine-Rule, then describe the detailed methods for searching for predicates or
attributes by tuple ID propagation in Section 3.4.3.
3.4.1 The CrossMine-Tree Algorithm
CrossMine-Tree is a divide-and-conquer algorithm that builds a decision tree for a relational database. It
starts from all the target tuples, and recursively ﬁnds the best attribute to divide the tuples into partitions.
It stops working on one branch if there is not enough tuples or no attribute with suﬃcient information gain
can be found.
Because of the huge number of join paths starting from the target relation, it is impossible to perform an
exhaustive search by evaluating all possible attributes and selecting the best one. On the other hand, most
ILP approaches can successfully conﬁne the searching process in promising directions by keep searching the
neighborhood of relations that are used in the current rule or decision tree. Therefore, CrossMine-Tree starts
from the neighborhood of the target relation, and gradually expands the search range, as described below.
Initially, CrossMine-Tree works on all target tuples and set the target relation to active. At each step, it
searches for the best attribute A in all active relations and relations joinable with any active relation, and
uses A to divide the target tuples. The relation containing A is also set to active. Then CrossMine-Tree
works on each partition of tuples, and recursively builds a tree for that partition. A tree node is not further
divided if the number of target tuples is less than MIN SUP, or the maximum info gain of any attribute is
less than MIN INFO GAIN. The algorithm is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.4.2 The CrossMine-Rule Algorithm
Unlike CrossMine-Tree, CrossMine-Rule builds a classiﬁer containing a set of rules, each containing a list of
complex predicates and a class label. The overall procedure is to build rules one by one. After a rule r is
built, all positive target tuples satisfying r are removed from the dataset. The negative tuples are never
removed, so each rule is built with all remaining positive tuples and all negative tuples, which guarantees
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Algorithm 1 Build-Tree
Input: A relational database D with a target relation Rt.
Output: A decision tree for predicting class labels of target tuples.
Procedure
tree node n ← empty-node
if |Rt| < MIN SUP then
return
evaluate all attributes in any active relation or relations joinable with active relation
A ← attribute with max information gain
if info gain(A) < MIN INFO GAIN then
return
n.attr ← A
set relation of A to active
divide Rt according to A
for each partition R′t
tree node ni ← Build-Tree(D,R′t)
add ni as a child of n
end for
for each relation R′ that is set active by this function
set R′ inactive
end for
return n
Figure 3.6: Algorithm Build-Tree
the quality of the rules. The algorithm is shown in Figure 3.7.
To build a rule, CrossMine-Rule repeatedly searches for the best complex predicate and appends it to the
current rule, until the no gainful predicate can be found. This can be considered as a general-to-speciﬁc
learning procedure. We start from the most general rule with no predicates (and thus is satisﬁed by any
target tuple), keep adding predicates to make it more and more speciﬁc, until we cannot further improve it.
Because of the huge hypothesis space, we also need to conﬁne the rule-building process in promising
directions instead of searching aimlessly. We say a relation is active if it appears in the current rule. Every
active relation is required to have the correct propagated IDs on every tuple before searching for the next
best predicate. When searching for a predicate, all possible predicates on any active relation or relation
joinable with any active relation will be evaluated. The algorithm for searching for best predicate will be
described in Section 3.4.3. When there are more than two classes of target tuples, CrossMine-Rule builds a
classiﬁer for each class.
3.4.3 Finding Best Predicate or Attribute
CrossMine needs to search for good predicates (or attributes) in diﬀerent relations, to which tuple IDs
have been propagated to. Suppose the best predicate/attribute needs to be found in a certain relation R.
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Algorithm 2 Find-A-Rule
Input: A relational database D with a target relation Rt.
Output: A set of rules for predicting class labels of target tuples.
Procedure
rule set R ← ∅
while(true)
rule r ← empty-rule
set Rt to active
do
Complex predicate p ← the predicate with highest foil gain
if foil gain(p) < MIN FOIL GAIN
then break
else
r ← r + p
remove all target tuples not satisfying r
update IDs on every active relation
if p.constraint is on an inactive relation
then set that relation active
end else
while(r.length < MAX RULE LENGTH)
if r = empty-rule then break
R ← R ∪ {r}
set all relations inactive
end while
return R
Figure 3.7: Algorithm Find-A-Rule
CrossMine evaluates all possible predicates (or attributes) in R and selects the best one. A method similar
to RainForest [48] is used to eﬃciently ﬁnd out the numbers of tuples of diﬀerent classes that have each
value on each attribute.
Suppose CrossMine-Rule is searching for the best predicate on a categorical attribute Ac. For each value
ai of Ac, a predicate pi = [R.Ac = ai] is built. CrossMine-Rule scans the values of each tuple on Ac to ﬁnd
out the numbers of positive and negative target tuples satisfying each predicate pi. Then the foil gain of
each pi can be computed and the best predicate can be found.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, a target tuple t may join with multiple tuples in other relations, thus
the child nodes of a tree node should be ranked, since t can only be assigned to one child node. A greedy
approach is used to order the nodes. CrossMine-Tree ﬁrst selects the child node with highest information
gain, then the second one, and so on. Finally a child node is built for those target tuples that are not
assigned to all other nodes.
To ﬁnd the best predicate on a numerical attribute An, suppose a sorted index for An has been built
beforehand. CrossMine-Rule (or CrossMine-Tree) iterates from the smallest value of An to the largest one. A
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pool of tuple IDs is maintained, so that when iterating to each value vi, all target tuples satisfying predicate
[An ≤ vi] or [An > vi] can be found. In this way, one can compute the foil gain (or information gain) of using
each value to partition the tuples. To search for the best aggregation predicate for An, CrossMine-Rule (or
CrossMine-Tree) ﬁrst computes the corresponding statistics (count, sum, and average) for each target tuple,
by scanning the IDs associated with tuples in R. Then the foil gain (or information gain) of all aggregation
predicates (or tree nodes) can be computed using a method similar to that for ﬁnding the best numerical
predicates.
In each step of CrossMine the best predicate or attribute is searched in all the active relations, or relations
joinable with any active relation by propagating IDs. Consider the database in Figure 3.1. At ﬁrst only
Loan relation is active. Suppose the ﬁrst best predicate is in Account relation, which becomes active as well,
and CrossMine will try to propagate the tuple IDs from Loan or Account to other relations to ﬁnd the next
best predicate. In this way the search range can be gradually expanded along promising directions, which
avoid aimless search in the huge hypothesis space.
loan−id
client−id
Has−Loan
district−id
gender
client−id
Client
birthdate
District
#people
region
district−id
name
#city
ratio−urban
avg−salary
payment
duration
amount
date
loan−id
Loan
account−id
Figure 3.8: Another example database
The above algorithm may fail to ﬁnd good predicates in databases containing some relations that are
used to join with other relations (Figure 3.8). There is no useful attribute in Has Loan relation, thus the
algorithm will never use information out of Loan relation. CrossMine uses look-one-ahead method [13] to
solve this problem. After IDs have been propagated to a relation R¯, if R¯ contains a foreign-key pointing to
relation R¯′, IDs are propagated from R¯ to R¯′, and used to search for good predicates (or attributes) in R¯′.
In this way, information in Client relation and District relation can be used in building classiﬁers.
To achieve high accuracy in multi-relational classiﬁcation, an algorithm should be able to ﬁnd most of the
useful predicates (or attributes) in the database and build good classiﬁers with them. There are two types
of relations in most commercial databases following the E-R model design: entity relation and relationship
relation. Usually each entity relation is reachable from some other entity relations via join paths going
through relationship relations. With the usage of prop-path in predicates or attributes, and the method of
look-one-ahead, CrossMine can search across two joins at a time. It can also gradually expand the search
range based on relations containing useful predicates or attributes. This enables CrossMine to build accurate
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classiﬁers while conﬁning the search process in promising directions.
3.4.4 Predicting Class Labels
After generating a classiﬁer, one needs to predict the class labels of unlabeled target tuples. Suppose a rule
r = Rt(+) :– p1, p2, . . . , pk. (where each pi is a complex predicate.) CrossMine-Rule propagates the IDs of
all target tuples along the prop-path of each predicate pi, and prune all IDs of target tuples not satisfying
the constraint of pi. For each target tuple t, the most accurate rule that is satisﬁed by t is found, and the
class label of that rule is used as the predicted class. Similar to CrossMine-Rule, CrossMine-Tree recursively
propagates tuple IDs from the root of the tree to the leaf nodes. Each target tuple belongs to only one leaf
node, and the class label of that node is used as the prediction.
3.4.5 Tuple Sampling
From the algorithm of CrossMine-Rule we can see that during the procedure of building rules, the number
of positive tuples keeps decreasing and the number of negative tuples remains unchanged. Let r.sup+ and
r.sup− be the number of positive and negative tuples satisfying a rule r. Let r.bg+ and r.bg− be the number
of positive and negative tuples from which r is built. We estimate the accuracy of r by Accuracy(r) =
(r.sup++1)/(r.sup+ + r.sup−+ c) [24]. Usually the ﬁrst several rules can cover the majority of the positive
tuples. However, it still takes a similar amount of time to build a rule because r.bg− is large. When r.bg+
is small, even if r.bg− is large, the quality of r cannot be guaranteed. That is, one cannot be conﬁdent that
Accuracy(r) is a good estimate for the real world accuracy of r. Therefore, although much time is spent in
building these rules, the quality of them is usually much lower than that of the rules with high bg+ and bg−.
Based on this observation, the following method is proposed to improve the eﬃciency of CrossMine-Rule.
Before a rule is built, we require that the number of negative tuples is no greater than NEG POS RATIO
times the number of positive tuples. Sampling is performed on the negative tuples if this requirement is
not satisﬁed. We also require that the number of negative tuples is smaller than MAX NUM NEGATIVE,
which is a large constant.
When sampling is used, the accuracy of rules should be estimated in a diﬀerent way. Suppose before
building rule r, there are P positive and N negative tuples. N ′ negative tuples are randomly chosen by
sampling (N ′ < N). After building rule r, suppose there are p positive and n′ negative tuples satisfying r.
We need to estimate n, the number of negative tuples satisfying r. The simplest estimation is n ≈ n′ NN ′ .
However, this is not a safe estimation because it is quite possible that r luckily excludes most of the N ′
negative examples but not the others. We want to ﬁnd out a number n, so that the probability that n′ ≤ nN ′N
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is 0.9. Or to say, it is unlikely that nN ≤ n
′
N ′ .
As we know, N ′ out of N negative tuples are chosen by sampling. Assume we already know that n negative
tuples satisfy r. Consider the event of a negative tuple satisfying r as a random event. Then n′ is a random
variable obeying binomial distribution, n′ ∼ B(N ′, nN ). n′ can be considered as the sum of N ′ random
variable of B(1, nN ). When N
′ is large, according to central limit theorem, we have n
′
N ′ ∼ N( nN ,
n
N (1− nN )
N ′ ).
For a random variable X ∼ N(μ, σ2), P (X ≥ μ− 1.28σ) ≈ 0.9. So we require
n′
N ′
=
n
N
− 1.28
√
n
N (1− nN )
N ′
(3.5)
Let x = nN and d =
n′
N ′ . Equation (3.5) is converted into
(
1 +
1.64
N ′
)
x2 −
(
2d +
1.64
N ′
)
x + d2 = 0 (3.6)
Equation (3.6) can be easily solved with two solutions x1 and x2, corresponding to the positive and negative
squared root in equation (3.5). The greater solution x2 should be chosen because it corresponds to the
positive squared root. If there are x2N negative tuples satisfying the rule before sampling, then it is unlikely
that there are less than n′ tuples satisfying the rule after sampling. Therefore, we use x2N as the safe
estimation of n, by which we can estimate the accuracy of r.
3.5 Experimental Results
We performed comprehensive experiments on both synthetic and real databases to show the accuracy and
scalability of CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree. They are compared with FOIL [96] and TILDE [13] in every
experiment. The source code of FOIL and binary code of TILDE are from their authors. CrossMine-Rule,
CrossMine-Tree and FOIL ran on a 1.7GHz Pentium 4 PC with Windows 2000. TILDE ran on a Sun
Blade 1000 workstation. Ten-fold experiments are used unless speciﬁed otherwise. The following parameters
are used in CrossMine-Rule. MIN FOIL GAIN = 2.5. MAX RULE LENGTH = 6, NEG POS RATIO
= 1, MAX NUM NEGATIVE = 600. The following are used in CrossMine-Tree. MIN INFO GAIN =
0.05, MIN SUP = 10. The performances of CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree are not sensitive to above
parameters according to our experiences.
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3.5.1 Synthetic Databases
To evaluate the scalability of CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree, a set of synthetic relational databases are
generated, which mimic the real relational databases. Our data generator takes the parameters in Table
3.1. We ﬁrst generate a relational schema with |R| relations, one being the target relation. The number of
attributes of each relation obeys exponential distribution with expectation A and is at least Amin. One of
the attributes is the primary-key. All attributes are categorical, and the number of values of each attribute
(except primary key) obeys exponential distribution with expectation V and is at least Vmin. Besides these
attributes, each relation has a few foreign-keys, pointing to primary-keys of other relations. The number of
foreign-keys of each relation obeys exponential distribution with expectation F and is at least Fmin.
Name Description Default value
|R| # relations x
Tmin Min # tuples in each relation 50
T Expected # tuples in each relation y
Amin Min # attributes in each relation 2
A Expected # attributes in each relation 5
Vmin Min # values of each attribute 2
V Expected # values of each attribute 10
Fmin Min # foreign-keys in each relation 2
F Expected # foreign-keys in each relation z
|r| # rules 10
Lmin Min # complex predicates in each rule 2
Lmax Max # complex predicates in each rule 6
fA Prob. of a predicate on active relation 0.25
Table 3.1: Parameters of data generator.
After the schema is generated, we generate rules that are lists of complex predicates, with randomly
generated class labels. The number of complex predicates in each rule obeys uniform distribution between
Lmin and Lmax. Each predicate has probability fA to be on an active relation and probability (1− fA) to
be on an inactive relation (involving a propagation).
Then we generate tuples. The target relation has exactly T tuples. Each target tuple is generated
according to a randomly chosen rule. In this way we also need to add tuples to non-target relations to
satisfy the rule. After generating target tuples, we add more tuples to non-target relations. The number of
tuples in each relation R obeys exponential distribution with expectation T and is at least Tmin. We use
“Rx.Ty.Fz” to represent a database with x relations, expected y tuples in each relation, and expected z
foreign-keys in each relation.
To test the scalability and accuracy of the approaches, we perform experiments on databases with diﬀerent
numbers of relations, diﬀerent numbers of tuples in each relation, and diﬀerent numbers of foreign-keys in
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Figure 3.9: Runtime and accuracy on R*.T500.F2.
each relation. The running time and accuracy of CrossMine-Rule, CrossMine-Tree FOIL, and TILDE are
compared.
To test the scalability w.r.t. the number of relations, ﬁve databases are created with 10, 20, 50, 100, and
200 relations respectively. In each relation the expected number of tuples is 500 and the expected number
of foreign-keys is 2. Figure 3.9 (a) shows the running time of the four methods. Ten-fold experiments are
used in most tests, and the average running time is reported. If the running time of an algorithm is greater
than 10 hours, only one fold is used and further experiments are stopped. One can see that CrossMine-Rule
and CrossMine-Tree are hundreds of times faster than FOIL and TILDE, and they are much more scalable.
Their accuracies are shown in Figure 3.9 (b). One can see that CrossMine-Rule is more accurate than FOIL
and TILDE. CrossMine-Tree achieves high accuracy on some datasets.
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To test the scalability w.r.t. the number of tuples, ﬁve databases are created with the expected number
of tuples in each relation being 200, 500, 1000, 2000, and 5000, respectively. There are twenty relations
in each dataset, thus the expected number of tuples ranges from 4K to 100K. The expected number of
foreign-keys in each relation is 2. In this experiment, the performances of CrossMine-Rule with and without
sampling are tested to show the eﬀectiveness of sampling method. Figure 3.10 (a) shows the running time of
the four methods. One can see that CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree are much more scalable than FOIL
and TILDE. When the number of tuples increases from 4K to 20K, the running time of CrossMine-Rule and
CrossMine-Tree increase 8 times and 2.4 times, while those of FOIL and TILDE increase 30.6 times and
104 times. It is also shown that tuple sampling nontrivially improves the eﬃciency of CrossMine-Rule. The
accuracy of the three methods is shown in Figure 3.10 (b). CrossMine-Rule is more accurate than other
methods, and the sampling method only slightly aﬀects the accuracy.
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Figure 3.11: Scalability of CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree.
We also test the scalability of CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree on larger datasets with up to 2M tuples,
as shown in Figure 3.11. It can be seen that both of them are highly scalable w.r.t. the number of tuples, and
can run on very large databases. CrossMine-Tree is more eﬃcient than CrossMine-Rule, while CrossMine-Rule
is more accurate.
Finally we test the scalability w.r.t. the number of foreign-keys. Five databases are created with the
expected number of foreign-keys in each relation being 1 to 5. The running time of four methods are shown
in Figure 3.12 (a) and the accuracies shown in Figure 3.12 (b). One can see that the running time of FOIL
and TILDE decreases as number of foreign-keys increase, because it is easier for them to ﬁnd predicates.
However, CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree are still much more eﬃcient than FOIL and TILDE.
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3.5.2 Real Databases
Experiments are conducted on two real databases to compare the eﬃciency and accuracy of CrossMine-Rule,
CrossMine-Tree, FOIL, and TILDE. The ﬁrst database is the ﬁnancial database used in PKDD CUP 1999,
whose schema is shown in Figure 3.1. We modify the original database by shrinking 90% of Trans relation
which was extremely huge, and randomly removing some positive tuples in Loan relation to make the
numbers of positive tuples and negative tuples more balanced. The ﬁnal database contains eight relations
and 75982 tuples in total. The Loan relation contains 324 positive tuples and 76 negative ones. The
performances on this database is shown in Table 3.2.
Approach Accuracy Runtime
CrossMine-Rule w/o sampling 89.5% 20.8 sec
CrossMine-Rule 88.3% 16.8 sec
CrossMine-Tree 87.3% 8.23 sec
FOIL 74.0% 3338 sec
TILDE 81.3% 2429 sec
Table 3.2: Performances on the ﬁnancial database of PKDD CUP’99.
The second database is the Mutagenesis database, which is a frequently used ILP benchmark. It contains
four relations and 15218 tuples. The target relation contains 188 tuples, with 124 being positive and 64
being negative. This dataset is pretty small and sampling method has no inﬂuence on CrossMine-Rule. The
performance is shown in Table 3.3. The accuracy of CrossMine-Tree is quite low because the decision-tree
based method is not quite suitable for small datasets. Since this data set contains only a very small number
of relations, CrossMine-Rule does not achieve higher accuracy than FOIL and TILDE.
In general, one can see that CrossMine-Rule is a highly accurate and scalable approach. Although
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Approach Accuracy Runtime
CrossMine-Rule 89.3% 2.57 sec
CrossMine-Tree 75.0% 0.66 sec
FOIL 79.7% 1.65 sec
TILDE 89.4% 25.6 sec
Table 3.3: Performances on the Mutagenesis database.
CrossMine-Tree is not as accurate as CrossMine-Rule, it is signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient. Thus we may use
boosting technique to improve its accuracy.
3.6 Related Work
The most important category of approaches in multi-relational classiﬁcation is ILP [80, 73], which is deﬁned
as follows. Given background knowledge B, a set of positive examples P , and a set of negative examples N ,
ﬁnd a hypothesis H, which is a set of Horn clauses such that: (1) ∀p ∈ P : H ∪B |= p (completeness), and
(2) ∀n ∈ N : H ∪B |= n (consistency).
The well known ILP systems include FOIL [96], Golem [82], and Progol [81]. FOIL is a top-down
learner, which builds clauses that cover many positive examples and few negative ones. Golem is a bottom-
up learner, which performs generalizations from the most speciﬁc clauses. Progol uses a combined search
strategy. Some recent approaches TILDE [13], Mr-SMOTI [5], and RPTs [83] use the idea of C4.5 [95] and
inductively construct decision trees from relational data.
Most ILP approaches do not have high scalability w.r.t. numbers of relations and numbers of tuples. An
ILP approach needs to evaluate features in many relations, each of which can be connected with the target
relation via multiple join paths. Therefore it usually needs to construct many joined relations when searching
for good features, which is ineﬃcient in both time and space. This is also veriﬁed in our experiments.
There have been some studies on improving eﬃciency and scalability of ILP algorithms [6, 14, 15]. In
[14] an approach was proposed to build multi-relational decision trees from data stored on disks. In [15] the
authors proposed an approach that can evaluate packs of queries that share common preﬁxes simultaneously,
in order to improve eﬃciency by utilizing the shared parts of diﬀerent queries. This approach shares a similar
idea with CrossMine, that is, if the evaluation of diﬀerent features share common preﬁxes in join paths, no
repeated computation needs to be performed. However, the approach in [15] requires the queries to be known
beforehand, which is not true in the searching process of most ILP algorithms. In contrast, CrossMine can
propagate tuple IDs freely among diﬀerent relations at any time, which enables it to decide the direction of
search on the ﬂy, in order to avoid aimless search in the huge hypothesis space of relational classiﬁcation.
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In [6] the authors proposed an approach called label propagation, which propagates class labels along
n-to-1 joins for evaluating predicates. However, for join paths that involve 1-to-n or n-to-n relationships,
it cannot ﬁnd the numbers of positive and negative target tuples satisfying each predicate. For example,
some target tuples may join with 10 tuples in relation R, while some others may join with only 1 tuple. If
only class labels are propagated, some target tuples may have much higher weight than others, which leads
to high skew in evaluating predicates or attributes. Therefore, label propagation cannot be applied to most
real world databases which contain 1-to-n or n-to-n relationships. In contrast, tuple ID propagation can
be performed on any join paths, thus can help to identify important features in multiple inter-connected
relations.
Besides ILP, probabilistic approaches [44, 102, 94] are also popular for multi-relational classiﬁcation.
Probabilistic relational model [44, 102] is an extension of Bayesian networks for handling relational data,
which can integrate the advantages of both logical and probabilistic approaches for knowledge representation
and reasoning. In [94] an approach is proposed to integrate ILP and statistical modelling for document
classiﬁcation and retrieval. There has also been some study on mining data stored in multiple databases
[109], especially on analysis of local patterns and combination of such patterns. CrossMine can be used for
identifying local patterns, and can be adapted to multi-database environments.
3.7 Discussions
Till now it is assumed that the dataset can ﬁt in main memory, so that random access can be performed
on tuples. In some real applications the dataset cannot ﬁt in main memory, and is stored in a relational
database in secondary storage. However, this will not aﬀect the scalability of CrossMine. In this section we
show that all the operations of CrossMine can be performed eﬃciently on data stored on disks.
Tuple ID propagation is the basic operation of CrossMine. When data is in main memory, a set of tuple
IDs associated with a relation R are stored in a separate array. When data cannot ﬁt in main memory, we
can store a set of tuple IDs as an attribute of R. Since CrossMine limits the fan-out of tuple ID propagation
(Section 3.3.3), the number of IDs associated with each tuple is limited, thus the IDs can be stored as a string
of ﬁxed or variable length. In CrossMine, only joins between keys or foreign-keys are considered (Section
3.2). An index can be created for every key or foreign key. When propagating IDs from R1 to R2, only the
tuple IDs and the two joined attributes are needed. If one of them can ﬁt in main memory, this propagation
can be done eﬃciently. Otherwise, a join operation can be performed between R1 and R2 to ﬁnd joinable
tuples and propagated IDs.
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Suppose tuple IDs have been propagated to a relation R, and the best predicate (or attribute) on R
needs to be identiﬁed. If all attributes of R are categorical, then the numbers of positive and negative target
tuples satisfying every predicate can be calculated by one sequential scan. With this sequential scan, we
can also generate simple statistics (sum, average, etc.) for every target tuple and every numerical attribute.
The best aggregation literal can be found by these statistics. For a numerical attribute A, suppose a sorted
index has been built on A. Then a sorted scan on A is needed to ﬁnd the best literal on A. If this index
and the tuple IDs can ﬁt in main memory, this can be done eﬃciently. In general, both CrossMine-Rule and
CrossMine-Tree can be easily adapted to data stored on disks.
3.8 Summary
Multi-relational classiﬁcation is an important problem in data mining and machine learning involving large,
real databases. It can be widely used in many disciplines, such as ﬁnancial decision making and medical
research. Traditional ILP approaches are usually ineﬃcient and unscalable for databases with complex
schemas because they repeated join diﬀerent relations when evaluating many features in diﬀerent relations. In
this chapter we propose a set of novel tools for multi-relational classiﬁcation, including tuple ID propagation,
an eﬃcient and ﬂexible approach for virtually joining relations, and new deﬁnitions for predicates and
decision-tree nodes in multi-relational environments. Based on these techniques, we propose two eﬃcient
and accurate approaches for multi-relational classiﬁcation: CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree. They can
perform eﬃcient and eﬀective search in the huge search space, and identify good elements for building
accurate classiﬁers. Experiments show that CrossMine-Rule and CrossMine-Tree are highly scalable comparing
with the traditional ILP approaches, and also achieve high accuracy. These features make them appropriate
for multi-relational classiﬁcation in real world databases.
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Chapter 4
Multi-relational Clustering with User
Guidance
After studying multi-relational classiﬁcation, we turn to a slightly more complicated task: Multi-relational
clustering. The main diﬀerence between clustering and classiﬁcation is that, clustering does not require
pre-labelled data. It partitions the data objects into groups, so that objects in each group are more similar
to each other than objects in diﬀerent groups. This is a challenging task in multi-relational environments,
because it is both more diﬃcult and more expensive to model the similarity between objects. In this chapter
we will describe our method for clustering objects using multi-relational data, which is guided by the user’s
goal of clustering.
4.1 Overview
In clustering process, objects are grouped according to their similarities between each other, and thus the
most essential factor for generating reasonable clusters is a good measure for object similarity. Most existing
clustering approaches work on a single table, and the similarity measure is pre-deﬁned. In most traditional
clustering approaches [61, 65, 75, 88], the similarity measure is deﬁned as the Euclidean distance or cosine
similarity. In some recent studies of projected clustering in high-dimensional space [1, 2], the similarity
between two objects is deﬁned based on the top-k dimensions on which they are most similar.
Clustering in multi-relational environments is a diﬀerent story. A relational database usually contains
information of many aspects. For example, a database of computer science department usually contains the
following types of information about students: Demographic information, courses, grades, research groups,
advisors, publications, etc. If all these relations and attributes are used indiscriminately, it is unlikely that
reasonable clusters can be generated.
On the other hand, the user usually has some expectation for clustering, which is of crucial importance in
multi-relational clustering. We call such expectation as “the goal of clustering”. For example, the user may
want to cluster students based on their research interests (as in the database shown in Figure 4.1). It may
not be meaningful to cluster them based on their attributes like phone number, ssn, and residence address,
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Figure 4.1: Schema of the CS Dept database. This database contains information about the professors,
students, research groups, courses, publications, and relationships among them.
even they reside in the same table. The crucial information, such as a student’s advisor and publications,
are stored in some attributes in a few relations.
In general, the greatest challenge in multi-relational clustering is how to let the user express her clustering
goal, and how to cluster target objects according to this goal. This problem has been studied in clustering
in individual tables. We will summarize their work, and then analyze the new challenges in multi-relational
environments.
Semi-supervised clustering [10, 69, 103, 110] is proposed to incorporate user-guidance into the clustering
process. It takes user-provided information, which is a set of “must-link” or “cannot-link” pairs of objects. It
generates clusters according to these constraints, so that most “must-link” pairs are put into the same cluster,
and most “cannot-link” pairs are not. However, semi-supervised clustering requires the user to provide a
reasonably large set of constraints, each being a pair of similar or dissimilar objects. Since diﬀerent users have
diﬀerent clustering goals, each user has to provide her own constraints, and this requires good knowledge
about the data and the clustering goal. The situation is even worse in relational databases. In order to judge
whether two objects in a relational database should be clustered together, a user needs to consider the many
tuples joinable with them, instead of only comparing their attributes. Therefore, it is very burdensome for
a user to provide a high quality set of constraints, which is critical to the quality of clustering.
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In this chapter we introduce a new methodology called user-guided multi-relational clustering, and an
approach called CrossClus for clustering objects using multi-relational information. User guidance is of crucial
importance because it indicates the user’s needs. The main goal of user-guided clustering is to utilize user
guidance, but minimize user’s eﬀort by removing the burden of providing must-link and cannot-link pairs
of objects. In fact even a very simple piece of user guidance, such as clustering students based on
research areas, could provide essential information for eﬀective multi-relational clustering. Therefore, we
adopt a new form of user guidance, — one or a small set of pertinent attributes, which is very easy for users
to provide.
Example 1. In the CS Dept database in Figure 4.1, the goal is to cluster students according to their research
areas. A user query for this goal could be “CLUSTER Student WITH Group.area AND Publication.conference”.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the constraints of semi-supervised clustering contains pairs of similar (must-link)
or dissimilar (cannot-link) records, which is “horizontal guidance”. In contrast, CrossClus uses “vertical
guidance”, which are the values of one or more attributes. Both types of guidance provide crucial information
for modelling similarities between objects. It is usually very time-consuming to provide the “horizontal
guidance”, as much information in multiple relations is usually needed to judge whether two objects are
similar. In comparison, it is much easier for a user to provide “vertical guidance” by observing the database
schema (and possibly some data) and selecting one (or a few) attribute that she thinks to be most pertinent.
Semi-supervised clustering
Horizontal guidance
User-guided clustering (CrossClus)
Vertical guidance
Similar
Dissimilar
Dissimilar
SimilarEach row 
represents 
a tuple
Figure 4.2: Constraints of semi-supervised clustering vs. user hint of user-guided clustering
The user hint in user-guided clustering shows the user’s preference. Although such hint is represented
by one or a small set of attributes, it is fundamentally diﬀerent from class labels in classiﬁcation. First, the
user hint is used for indicating similarities between objects, instead of specifying the class labels of objects.
For example, in Example 1 the user hint “Publication.conference” has more than 1000 diﬀerent values, but
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a user probably wants to cluster students into tens of clusters. Therefore, CrossClus should not treat the
user hint as class labels, or cluster students only with the user hint. Instead, it should learn a similarity
model from the user hint and use this model for clustering. Second, the user hint may provide very limited
information, and many other factors should be incorporated in clustering. Most users are only capable or
willing to provide a very limited amount of hints, and CrossClus needs to ﬁnd other pertinent attributes for
generating reasonable clusters. For example, in Example 1 many other attributes are also highly pertinent
in clustering students by research areas, such as advisors, projects, and courses taken.
In user-guided multi-relational clustering, the user hint (one or a small set of attributes) are not suﬃcient
for clustering, because they usually provide very limited information or have inappropriate properties (e.g.,
too many or too few values). Therefore, the crucial challenge is how to identify other pertinent features for
clustering, where a feature is an attribute either in the target relation or in a relation linked to the target
relation by a join path. Here we are faced with two major challenges.
Challenge 1: How to measure the pertinence of a feature? There are usually a very large number of features
(as in Figure 4.1), and CrossClus needs to select pertinent features among them based on user hints. There
have been many measures for feature selection [33, 37, 54, 78] designed for classiﬁcation or trend analysis.
However, the above approaches are not designed for measuring whether diﬀerent features cluster objects in
similar ways, and they can only handle either only categorical features or only numerical ones. We propose
a novel method for measuring whether two features cluster objects in similar ways, by comparing the inter-
object similarities indicated by each feature. For a feature f , we use the similarity between each pair of
objects indicated by f (a vector of N ×N dimensions for N objects) to represent f . When comparing two
features f and g, the cosine similarity of the two vectors for f and g is used. Our feature selection measure
captures the most essential information for clustering, — inter-object similarities indicated by features. It
treats categorical and numerical features uniformly as both types of features can indicate similarities between
objects. Moreover, we design an eﬃcient algorithm to compute similarities between features, which never
materializes the N ×N dimensional vectors and can compute similarity between features in linear space and
almost linear time.
Challenge 2: How to search for pertinent features? Because of the large number of possible features, an
exhaustive search is infeasible, and CrossClus uses a heuristic method to search for pertinent features. It
starts from the relations speciﬁed in user hint, and gradually expands the search scope to other relations, in
order to conﬁne the search procedure in promising directions and avoid fruitless search.
After selecting pertinent features, CrossClus uses three methods to cluster objects: (1) Clarans [88], a
scalable sampling based approach, (2) k-means [75], a most popular iterative approach, and (3) agglomerative
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hierarchical clustering [61], an accurate but less scalable approach. Our experiments on both real and
synthetic datasets show that CrossClus successfully identiﬁes pertinent features and generates high-quality
clusters. It also shows the high eﬃciency and scalability of CrossClus even for large databases with complex
schemas.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the related work in Section 4.2 and
present the preliminaries in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes the approach for feature search, and Section
4.5 presents the approaches for clustering objects. Experimental results are presented in Section 4.6, and
this study is concluded in Section 4.7.
4.2 Related Work
Clustering has been extensively studied for decades in diﬀerent disciplines including statistics, pattern
recognition, database, and data mining, using probability-based approaches [22], distance-based approaches
[65, 75], subspace approaches [2, 1], and many other types of approaches.
Clustering in multi-relational environments has been studied in [46, 67, 68], in which the similarity be-
tween two objects are deﬁned based on tuples joinable with them via a few joins. However, these approaches
are faced with two challenges. First, it is usually very expensive to compute similarities between objects,
because an object is often joinable with hundreds or thousands of tuples. Second, a multi-relational feature
can be created from an attribute in a relation R and a join path connecting the target relation and R. There
are usually a large number of multi-relational features in a database (such as in Figure 4.1), generated from
diﬀerent attributes with diﬀerent join paths. They cover diﬀerent aspects of information (e.g., research,
grades, address), and only a small portion of them are pertinent to the user’s goal. However, all features are
used indiscriminately in above approaches, which is unlikely to generate desirable clustering results.
Semi-supervised clustering [10, 69, 103, 110] can perform clustering under user’s guidance, which is
provided as a set of “must-link” and “cannot-link” pairs of objects. Such guidance is either used to reassign
tuples [103] to clusters, or to warp the distance metric to generate better models [10, 69, 110]. However,
it is burdensome for each user to provide such training data, and it is often diﬃcult to judge whether two
tuples belong to same cluster since all relevant information in many relations needs to be shown to user. In
contrast, CrossClus allows the user to express the clustering goal with a simple query containing one or a
few pertinent attributes, and will search for more pertinent features across multiple relations.
Selecting the right features is crucial for cross-relational clustering. Although feature selection has been
extensively studied for both supervised learning [54], unsupervised learning [37, 78], the existing approaches
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may not be appropriate for multi-relational clustering. The most widely used criteria for selecting numerical
features include Pearson Correlation [55] and least square error [78]. However, such criteria focus on trends
of features, instead on how they cluster tuples, because two features with very diﬀerent trends may cluster
tuples in similar ways. For example, the values of 60 tuples on two features are shown in Figure 4.3.
According to the above criteria, the two features have correlation of zero. We create 6 clusters according to
each feature, as in the right side of Figure 4.3. If two tuples are in the same cluster according to feature
1, they have chance of 50% be in the same cluster according to feature 2; and vice versa. This chance
is much higher than when feature 1 and feature 2 are independent (e.g., if feature 2 has random values,
then the chance is only 16.7%). Therefore, feature 1 and feature 2 are actually highly correlated, and they
cluster tuples in rather similar ways, although they are “uncorrelated” according to the correlation measures
mentioned above.
For categorical features, the most popular criteria include information gain [77] or mutual information
[54]. However, it is diﬃcult to deﬁne information gain or mutual information for multi-relational features,
because a tuple has multiple values on a feature. Therefore, we propose a new deﬁnition for similarity
between features, which focuses on how features cluster tuples and is independent with types of features.
tuple index
feature value feature 1
feature 2
1     10     20     30     40     50     60 
{1, …, 10} 
{11, …, 20} 
{21, …, 30} 
{31, …, 40} 
{41, …, 50} 
{51, …, 60}
{1, …, 5, 56, …, 60} 
{6, …, 10, 51, …, 55} 
{11, …, 15, 46, …, 50} 
{16, …, 20, 41, …, 45} 
{21, …, 25, 36, …, 40} 
{26, …, 30, 31, …, 35}
Clusters by 
feature 1
Clusters by 
feature 2
Figure 4.3: Two “uncorrelated” features and their clusters
4.3 Problem Deﬁnitions
We use Rx to represent a relation in the database. The goal of multi-relational clustering is to cluster objects
in a target relation Rt, using information in other relations linked with Rt in the database. The tuples of
Rt are the objects to be clustered and are called target tuples. CrossClus accepts user queries that contain
a target relation, and one or a small set of pertinent attribute(s). Consider the query “CLUSTER Student
WITH Group.area AND Publication.conference” in Example 1, which aims at clustering students according
to their research areas. Student is the target relation, and Group.area and Publication.conference are
the pertinent attributes. Since the pertinent attributes provide crucial but very limited information for
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clustering, CrossClus searches for other pertinent features, and groups the target tuples based on all these
features. Diﬀerent relations are linked by joins. As in some other systems on relational databases (such as
DISCOVER [60]), only joins between keys and foreign-keys are considered by CrossClus. Other joins are
ignored because they do not represent strong semantic relationships between objects. Due to the nature of
relational data, CrossClus uses a new deﬁnition for objects and features, as described below.
4.3.1 Multi-Relational Features
Unlike objects in single tables, an object in relational databases can be joinable with multiple tuples of a
certain type, and thus has multiple values on a multi-relational feature. For example, a feature may represent
courses taken by students, and a student has multiple values on this feature if he takes more than one course.
In CrossClus a multi-relational feature f is deﬁned by a join path Rt  R1  · · ·  Rk, an attribute
Rk.A of Rk, and possibly an aggregation operator (e.g., average, count, max). f is formally represented
by [f.joinpath, f.attr, f.aggr]. A feature f is either a categorical feature or a numerical one, depending on
whether Rk.A is categorical or numerical. For a target tuple t, we use f(t) to represent t’s value on f . We
use Tf (t) to represent the set of tuples in Rk that are joinable with t, via f.joinpath.
If f is a categorical feature, f(t) represents the distribution of values among Tf (t).
Deﬁnition 4 (Values of categorical features) Let f be a categorical feature, and suppose f.attr has l
values v1, . . . , vl. For a target tuple t, suppose there are n(t, vi) tuples in Tf (t) that have value vi (i = 1, . . . , l).
t’s value on f , f(t), is an l-dimensional vector (f(t).p1, . . . , f(t).pl), where
f(t).pi =
n(t, vi)√∑l
j=1 n(t, vj)2
(4.1)
433t5
505t4
451t3
730t2
044t1
THAIDB
#Courses in each areaStudent
Values of Feature f 
f(t1) = (0.71,0.71,0)
f(t2) = (0, 0.39, 0.92)
f(t3) = (0.15, 0.77, 0.62)
f(t4) = (0.71, 0, 0.71)
f(t5) = (0.51, 0.51, 0.69)
Courses taken by students
(a) A categorical feature (areas of courses)
3.1
t1
3.93.73.53.3h(t)
t5t4t3t2Values of 
feature h
(b) A numerical feature (average grade)
Figure 4.4: Values of a categorical feature f and a numerical feature h
From Deﬁnition 4 it can be seen that f(t).pi is proportional to the number of tuples in Tf (t) having value
vi, and f(t) is a unit vector. For example, suppose Student is the target relation in the CS Dept database.
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Consider a feature f = [Student  Register  OpenCourse  Course, area, null1] (where area represents
the areas of the courses taken by a student). An example is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). A student t1 takes
four courses in database and four in AI, thus f(t1) = (database:0.5, AI:0.5). In general, f(t) represents t’s
relationship with each value of f.attr. The higher f(t).pi is, the stronger the relationship between t and vi
is. This vector is usually sparse and only non-zero values are stored.
If f is numerical, then f has a certain aggregation operator (average, count, max, . . . ), and f(t) is the
aggregated value of tuples in the set Tf (t), as shown in Figure 4.4 (b).
4.3.2 Tuple Similarity
Tuple Similarity for Categorical Features
In CrossClus a categorical feature does not simply partition the target tuples into disjoint groups. Instead,
a target tuple may have multiple values on a feature. Consider a categorical feature f that has l values
v1, . . . , vl. A target tuple t’s value on f is a unit vector (f(t).p1, . . . , f(t).pl). f(t).pi represents the proportion
of tuples joinable with t (via f.joinpath) that have value vi on f.attr.
Because we require the similarity between two values to be between 0 and 1, we deﬁne the similarity
between two target tuples t1 and t2 w.r.t. f as the cosine similarity between the two unit vectors f(t1) and
f(t2), as follows.
Deﬁnition 5 The similarity between two tuples t1 and t2 w.r.t. f is deﬁned as
simf (t1, t2) =
l∑
k=1
f(t1).pk · f(t2).pk (4.2)
We choose cosine similarity because it is a most popular method for measuring the similarity between
vectors. In Deﬁnition 5 two values have similarity one if and only if they are identical, and their similarity
is always non-negative because they do not have negative values on any dimensions.
Tuple Similarity for Numerical Features
Diﬀerent numerical features have very diﬀerent ranges and variances, and we need to normalize them so that
they have equal inﬂuences in clustering. For a feature h, similarity between two tuples t1 and t2 w.r.t. h is
deﬁned as follows.
1The null value indicates that no aggregation operator is used in this feature.
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Deﬁnition 6 Suppose σh is the standard deviation of tuple values of numerical feature h. The similarity
between two tuples t1 and t2 w.r.t. h is deﬁned as
simh(t1, t2) = 1− |h(t1)− h(t2)|
σh
, if |h(t1)− h(t2)| < σh; 0, otherwise. (4.3)
That is, we ﬁrst use Z score to normalize values of h, so that they have mean of zero and variance of
one. Then the similarity between tuples are calculated based on the Z scores. If the diﬀerence between two
values is greater than σh, their similarity is considered to be zero.
4.3.3 Similarity Vectors
When searching for pertinent features during clustering, both categorical and numerical features need to
be represented in a coherent way, so that they can be compared and pertinent features can be found. In
clustering, the most important information carried by a feature f is how f clusters tuples, which is conveyed
by the similarities between tuples indicated by f . Thus in CrossClus a feature is represented by its similarity
vector, as deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 7 (Similarity Vector) Suppose there are N target tuples t1, . . . , tN . The similarity vector of
feature f , vf , is an N2 dimensional vector, in which vf iN+j represents the similarity between ti and tj
indicated by f .
The similarity vector of feature f in Figure 4.4 (a) is shown in Figure 4.5. In the visualized chart, the
two horizontal axes are tuple indices, and the vertical axis is similarity. The similarity vector of a feature
represents how it clusters target tuples, and is used in CrossClus for selecting pertinent features according
to user guidance. Similarity vector is a universal method for representing features, no matter whether they
are categorical or numerical.
4.4 Finding Pertinent Features
4.4.1 Similarity between Features
Given the user guidance, CrossClus selects pertinent features based on their relationships to the feature
speciﬁed by user. Similarity between two features is measured based on their similarity vectors, which
represent the ways they cluster tuples. If two features cluster tuples very diﬀerently, their similarity vectors
are very diﬀerent, and their similarity is low. Therefore, when measuring the similarity between two features
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Figure 4.5: Similarity vectors of feature f
f and g, we compare their similarity vectors vf and vg. The similarity between two features is deﬁned as the
cosine similarity between their similarity vectors2. This deﬁnition can be applied on any types of features.
Deﬁnition 8 The similarity between two features f and g is deﬁned as
sim(f, g) =
vf · vg
|vf | · |vg| , ( |v
f | =
√
vf · vf ) (4.4)
sim(f, g) = 1 if and only if vf and vg diﬀer by a constant ratio, and sim(f, g) is small when most pairs
of tuples that are similar according to f are dissimilar according to g. Figure 4.6 shows the values of two
features f = [Student  Register  OpenCourse  Course, area, null] (areas of courses taken by each
student) and g = [Student  WorkIn, group, null] (research group of each student). Their similarity
vectors vf and vg are shown in Figure 4.7. To compute sim(f, g), one needs to compute the inner product
of vf and vg, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Feature f
t ID DB AI TH
1 0.5 0.5 0
2 0 0.3 0.7
3 0.1 0.5 0.4
4 0.5 0 0.5
5 0.3 0.3 0.4
Feature g
t ID Info sys Cog sci Theory
1 1 0 0
2 0 0 1
3 0 0.5 0.5
4 0.5 0 0.5
5 0.5 0.5 0
Figure 4.6: The values on two features f and g
2Most clustering algorithms group tuples that are relatively similar, instead of considering absolute similarity values. Thus
we use cosine similarity to ignore magnitude of similarity values.
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Figure 4.7: Inner product of vf and vg
4.4.2 Eﬃcient Computation of Feature Similarity
It is very expensive to compute the similarity between two features in the brute-force way following Deﬁnition
8. Actually we cannot even aﬀord storing N2 dimensional vectors for many applications. Therefore, we design
an eﬃcient algorithm to compute sim(f, g) without materializing vf and vg, in linear or almost linear time.
Similarity between Categorical Features
We ﬁrst describe the approach for computing similarities between categorical features. The main idea is
to convert the hard problem of computing the inner product of two similarity vectors of N2 dimensions,
into an easier problem of computing similarities between feature values, which can be solved in linear
time. Similarities between tuples are deﬁned according to their relationships with the feature values, as in
Deﬁnition 5. Similarities between feature values can be deﬁned similarly according to their relationships
with the tuples.
Deﬁnition 9 The similarity between value vk of feature f and value vq of feature g is deﬁned as
sim(f.vk, g.vq) =
N∑
i=1
f(ti).pk · g(ti).pq (4.5)
The deﬁnitions of tuple similarity and feature value similarity are similar and symmetric to each other.
Because of the symmetric deﬁnitions, we can convert the inner product of vf and vg from summation of
tuple similarities into that of feature value similarities.
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Lemma 3 Convert summation of tuple similarities into that of feature value similarities.
vf · vg =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
simf (ti, tj) · simg(ti, tj) =
l∑
k=1
m∑
q=1
sim(f.vk, g.vq)2 (4.6)
Proof.
vf · vg = ∑Ni=1∑Nj=1
[∑l
k=1 f(ti).pk · f(tj).pk
] [∑m
q=1 g(ti).pq · g(tj).pq
]
=
∑l
k=1
∑m
q=1
[∑N
i=1 f(ti).pk · g(ti).pq
] [∑N
j=1 f(tj).pk · g(tj).pq
]
=
∑l
k=1
∑m
q=1 sim(f.vk, g.vq)
2
With Lemma 3, to compute the similarity between f and g, we only need to compute sim(f.vk, g.vq)
for each value vk of f and vq of g. We can compute them by scanning the tuples just once. For each
tuple t, we get f(t) and g(t). For each value vk so that f(t).vk > 0, and each vq so that g(t).vq > 0, we
update sim(f.vk, g.vq) by adding f(t).vk · g(t).vq. In this way sim(f.vk, g.vq) (1 ≤ k ≤ l, 1 ≤ q ≤ m) can be
computed in one scan. This requires an entry in memory for each sim(f.vk, g.vq). In reality most categorical
features have no more than hundreds of values. If f has too many values, CrossClus will make an indexed
scan on f (scanning tuples having each value of f), and it only needs to maintain an entry for each value of
g. In general, vf · vg can be computed in linear time, with very limited extra space.
Similarity between Categorical and Numerical Features
A diﬀerent approach is needed for computing similarities involving numerical features. Consider the nu-
merical feature h in Figure 4.4 (b). For simplicity we assume that t1, . . . , tN are sorted according to h. It
is expensive to directly compute the inner product of two N2 dimensional vectors vh and vf . Again we
try to convert this problem into a problem that can be solved in linear time. From the deﬁnition of tuple
similarity w.r.t. numerical features (Section 4.3.2), one can see that only tuples whose values diﬀer by at
most one standard deviation have non-zero similarity with each other. When we scan tuples ordered by h,
only a subset of tuples need to be considered when scanning each tuple. The main idea of our algorithm is to
decompose vh · vf into two parts, so that one part only depends on each tuple, and the other part contains
some statistics of the previously scanned tuples, which can be maintained incrementally. In this way vh ·vf
can be computed by one scan.
Because of the symmetric deﬁnition of tuple similarity, sim(ti, tj) = sim(tj , ti) for any feature. Let η(i)
represent the minimum index j so that h(ti) − h(tj) ≤ σ. As i increases when scanning tuples, η(i) either
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increases or stays the same. Thus we can ﬁnd all tuples with h(ti)− h(tj) ≤ σ by maintaining two pointers
on ti and tη(i). We have
vh · vf = 2
N∑
i=1
i−1∑
j=η(i)
simh(ti, tj) · simf (ti, tj), (4.7)
which can be eﬃciently computed with Lemma 4.
Lemma 4 For a numerical feature h and categorical feature f , vh · vf can be computed as
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To compute vh ·vf , we scan all tuples in the order of h. When scanning each tuple ti, we get f(ti).pk ·(1−
h(ti)) and f(ti).pk for each value vk of f . We also dynamically maintain the two statistics
∑i−1
j=η(i) f(tj).pk
and
∑i−1
j=η(i) h(tj) · f(tj).pk.3 In this way we can compute the inner product with Lemma 4, using one scan
on the tuples and very limited extra space.
Similarity Between Numerical Features
The similarity between two numerical features h and g is computed in a diﬀerent way. Suppose tuples are
sorted according to their values on h. According to Deﬁnition 6, when scanning tuple t∗, only tuples t with
|h(t)− h(t∗)| < σh and |g(t)− g(t∗)| < σg need to be considered, which is usually a small subset of tuples.
Therefore, we compute vh · vg in the following way.
As shown in Figure 4.8, we scan tuples in the order of h. A search tree is dynamically maintained, which
contains the indices of all tuples t with h(t∗)−h(t) < σh. This tree is sorted and indexed by tuple values on g.
When scanning a tuple t∗, it is inserted into the tree, and all tuples t with h(t∗)−h(t) < σh, |g(t)−g(t∗)| < σg
can be easily found in the tree by an indexed search. vh · vg can be updated with the values of these tuples
according to Deﬁnitions 6 and 8. Because the number of tuples satisfying h(t∗)−h(t) < σh, |g(t)−g(t∗)| < σg
is usually quite small, vh ·vg can be eﬃciently computed by one scan on the tuples. This procedure requires
O(N logN) time because it needs to maintain a search tree.
3This can be done by adding the corresponding part of newly scanned tuple and removing the corresponding part of those
tuples going out of the range.
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Figure 4.8: Computing similarity between numerical features h and g
Triangle Inequality
Although similarity between two features can usually be computed in linear time, it is still expensive to
compute similarities between many features when the number of target tuples is large. We observe that
sim(f, g) is actually the cosine of the angle between two vectors vf and vg, which lie in a Euclidean space.
Thus we can utilize the triangle inequality to further improve eﬃciency.
According to the law of cosines, the distance between vf and vg can be computed by
|vf − vg| =
√
|vf |2 + |vg|2 − 2|vf ||vg|sim(f, g) (4.8)
For any three features f , g and h, since vf , vg and vh are vectors in Euclidean space, according to the
triangle inequality,
|vf − vg| ≥ ∣∣|vf − vh| − |vh − vg|∣∣ ,
|vf − vg| ≤ |vf − vh|+ |vh − vg| (4.9)
With the triangle inequality, before computing the similarity between features f and g, a range can be
determined for sim(f, g) using their similarities to other features. This helps save some computation in
searching for features similar to a certain feature.
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4.4.3 Eﬃcient Generation of Feature Values
When searching for pertinent features, CrossClus needs to generate the values of target tuples on many
diﬀerent features. It is often expensive to join all relations along the join path of a feature. Thus we need
an eﬃcient approach for generating feature values. CrossClus uses a technique called Tuple ID Propagation
[111], which is a way to virtually join tuples in target relation Rt with tuples in another relation Rk, via a
certain join path p = Rt  R1  · · ·  Rk. Its main idea is to propagate the IDs of target tuples from Rt to
the relations along the join path one by one, so that for each relation Ri on the join path, each tuple t′ of
Ri is associated with the IDs of all target tuples joinable with t′. After propagating IDs along a join path,
the IDs are stored on each relation on the path and can be further propagated to other relations.
Suppose a feature f is deﬁned by a join path p = Rt  R1  · · ·  Rk, and an attribute Rk.A. To
generate the values of each target tuple on f , we ﬁrst propagate IDs along path p. (If we have already
propagated IDs along a preﬁx of p, those IDs can be used.) The IDs associated with every tuple t′ in Rk
represent target tuples joinable with t′. From this information we can easily compute the tuples in Rk
joinable with each target tuple, then compute the value on f for each target tuple.
4.4.4 Searching for Pertinent Features
Given a clustering task with user guidance, CrossClus searches for pertinent features across multiple relations.
There are two major challenges in feature search. (1) The number of possible features is very large in multi-
relational environment. The target relation Rt can usually join with each relation R via many diﬀerent join
paths, and each attribute in R can be used as a feature. It is impossible to perform exhaustive search in this
huge feature space. (2) Among the many features, some are pertinent to the user query (e.g., a student’s
advisor is related to her research area), while many others are irrelevant (e.g., a student’s demographic
information). It is a challenging task to identify pertinent features while avoiding aimless search in irrelevant
regions in the feature space.
To overcome the above challenges, CrossClus tries to conﬁne the search procedure in promising directions.
It uses a heuristic approach, which starts from the user-speciﬁed features, and then repeatedly searches for
useful features in the neighborhood of existing features. In this way it gradually expands the search scope
to relevant relations without going deep into random directions.
The large number of possible features cover diﬀerent aspects of information. For example, some features
are about a student’s research area, such as her research group or conferences of publications. Some others
are about her academic performance, such as her grade or awards. Our experiments show that features in the
same aspect usually have high similarities between each other, while features in diﬀerent aspects usually have
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low similarities. A user is usually interested in clustering tuples based on a certain aspect of information,
and indicates this by a query. Recall the user query in Example 1 where the user wants to cluster students
by research areas:
CLUSTER Student WITH Group.area AND Publication.conference
To create the initial features for this query, CrossClus searches for the shortest join path from the target
relation Student to relation Group and relation Publication, and creates a feature f using each path. If f is
not qualiﬁed (e.g., many target tuples have empty values on f), CrossClus searches for the next shortest join
path, and so on. As in Figure 4.1, two initial pertinent features are created: [Student  WorkIn  Group,
name, null] and [Student  Publish  Publication, conference, null].
Based on the initial features, CrossClus searches in multiple relations for pertinent features, which have
high similarity with the initial features. Because exhaustive search is infeasible, CrossClus uses a heuristic
method that has been widely used in ILP methods [12, 96, 111]. This method considers the relational
schema as a graph, with relations being nodes and joins being edges. It starts from the node of the initial
feature, and explores the surrounding nodes of pertinent features. The best feature in the current search
scope is added as a pertinent feature, and the search scope is expanded to all neighbor nodes of those nodes
containing pertinent features. In this way it avoids aimless search in the huge feature space by conﬁning the
search in promising directions.
CrossClus also uses the look-one-ahead strategy in ILP approaches. That is, when it expands the search
scope to a relation of relationship Rr (e.g., Advise, WorkIn, Publish and Registration in Figure 4.1), it
automatically expands the scope to the relation of entity referenced by Rr. For example, when it reaches
Advise relation from Student, it will also search Professor relation. We use this strategy because usually
no pertinent features can be found in relations of relationship, although they may serve as bridges to other
important features.
Each feature is given a weight between 0 and 1, which is determined by its relationship to the user
guidance. The weight of the initial pertinent feature is 1. For each pertinent feature f that is found later,
f ’s weight is determined by its similarity with the initial pertinent features. CrossClus uses the average
similarity between f and each initial pertinent feature as the weight of f . Finally all features whose weight
are above a threshold weightmin are used for clustering.
Figure 4.9 shows the algorithm of feature search. At ﬁrst the initial features are the only pertinent
features. At each step, CrossClus gets all candidate features and evaluates each of them. The triangle
inequality can be used when possible. For example, suppose there are two initial pertinent features f∗1 and
f∗2 , which have high similarity between each other. If a candidate feature fc has low similarity with f
∗
1 , then
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Algorithm 3 Feature Searching
Input: A relational database D, a set of initial features F .
Output: A set of pertinent features.
candidate feature set C ← ∅
for each f ∈ F
add features with join path f.joinpath to C
for each relation R that can be appended to f.joinpath
p ← f.joinpath + R
add features with join path p to C
end for
end for
remove features in F from C
for each f ∈ C
compute the similarity between f and each initial feature
end for
repeat
f ← feature with maximum weight in C
if f.weight ≥ weightmin then add f to F
remove f from C
for each relation R that can be appended to f.joinpath
p ← f.joinpath + R
add features with join path p to C
end for
for each f ∈ C
compute the similarity between f and each initial feature
end for
until (1− ε) target tuples are covered by at least H features
return F
Figure 4.9: Algorithm Feature Searching
we may be able to infer that fc cannot have suﬃcient similarity with f∗2 and should not be considered. In
each step the candidate feature with the highest weight, f∗c , is added to the set of pertinent features, and
new candidate features related to f∗c will be evaluated in the next step. We say a tuple is covered by a
feature if it has non-empty value on this feature. The algorithm stops when most target tuples have been
covered by at least H features.
4.5 Clustering Tuples
Given a group of features f1, . . . , fL, CrossClus groups the target tuples into clusters that contain tuples
similar to each other. We will ﬁrst introduce the similarity measure between tuples, then introduce the three
clustering algorithms: Clarans, k-means, and agglomerative clustering.
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4.5.1 Similarity Measure
The similarity between target tuples w.r.t. each feature has been deﬁned in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.2, and such
similarity has been used for selecting features for clustering. The same deﬁnition is used for measuring tuple
similarity in clustering. Consider two target tuples t1 and t2, which have values on L features f1, . . . , fL.
Each feature fi has weight fi.weight.
Deﬁnition 10 The similarity between t1 and t2 is deﬁned as the weighted average of their similarity on
each feature.
sim(t1, t2) =
∑L
i=1 simfi(t1, t2) · fi.weight∑L
i=1 fi.weight
(4.10)
4.5.2 Clustering Method 1: CLARANS
Clarans [88] is a sampling based k-medoids clustering [65] approach, and is a popular clustering algorithm for
objects in non-Euclidean spaces because it only requires similarity measure between tuples. The main idea
of Clarans is to consider the whole space of all possible clusterings as a graph, and use randomized search to
ﬁnd good clustering in this graph. A clustering (a set of clusters covering all target tuples) is evaluated based
on the average similarity between each example to its closest medoid. Clarans starts with k initial medoids
and constructs k clusters. In each round an existing medoid is replaced by a new medoid that is randomly
picked. If the replacement leads to better clustering, the new medoid is kept; otherwise the clusters remain
unchanged. This procedure is repeated until the clusters remain unchanged for a certain number of rounds
(25 rounds in our experiments). Clarans is eﬃcient and scalable in most cases as the clusters usually become
stable after tens of iterations.
4.5.3 Clustering Method 2: K-Means Clustering
In k-medoids clustering the similarity between a target tuple t and a cluster C is deﬁned as the similarity
between t and the medoid of C, which is another target tuple. In k-means clustering [75] the similarity
between t and C is the average similarity between t and all tuples in C. The similarity measure in k-
means clustering is more accurate, because it is often diﬃcult to ﬁnd a representative medoid in k-medoids
clustering. However, in k-means clustering it is usually unaﬀordable to compute the similarity between
many pairs of individual tuples, and we need to be able to calculate the “average point” of a cluster of target
tuples.
Suppose we want to compute the average similarity between a tuple t and a cluster C. There are
L features used: f1, . . . , fL, each being categorical or numerical. According to Deﬁnition 10, the similarity
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between two tuples is a weighted average of their similarity on each feature. Thus we discuss how to compute
the average similarity between t and C based on each feature.
For a categorical feature f with l values, the average similarity between t and C is
simf (t, C) =
∑
t′∈C
∑l
k=1 f(t).pk · f(t′).pk
|C| =
l∑
k=1
f(t).pk ·
∑
t′∈C f(t
′).pk
|C| (4.11)
Thus we can compute the “average point” of C as a tuple tC¯ , such that f(tC¯).pk =
∑
t′∈C f(t
′).pk
|C| . The
similarity between t and tC¯ on f is just the average similarity between t and C on f .
If f is a numerical feature, the average similarity cannot be computed easily because the similarity
measure (Section 4.3.2) involves absolute values. However, as each tuple has a simple real value on a
numerical feature, the numerical features just form a Euclidean space, and we can just take the arithmetic
average as in regular k-means clustering, i.e., f(tC¯) =
∑
t′∈C f(t
′)
|C| .
With the deﬁnition of the “average point”, we can apply k-means algorithm, – repeatedly assigning
each tuple to its closest cluster and recomputing the “average point” of each cluster. k-means clustering
is often more time-consuming than Clarans for the following reason. The categorical features in CrossClus
are set-valued, and each target tuple usually has only a small number of values on each set-valued feature.
However, the “average point” of a cluster often has a large number of values, which are the union of the
values of each tuple. This makes it expensive to compute the similarity between each target tuple and the
“average point” of each cluster.
4.5.4 Clustering Method 3: Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
Both Clarans and k-means divide all target tuples into clusters and repeatedly reﬁne the clusters. We use
agglomerative hierarchical clustering [61], which generates clusters by merging similar tuples. Initially it
uses each tuple as a cluster, and computes the similarity between each pair of tuples. Then it keeps merging
the most similar pairs of clusters, until no clusters are similar enough or a certain number of clusters remain.
When measuring the similarity between two clusters, we use the similarity between the “average point” of
the two clusters as in Section 4.5.3.
After clustering target tuples, CrossClus provides the results to the user, together with information about
each feature. From the join paths and attributes of the features, the user can know the meaning of clustering,
which helps her understand the clustering results.
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4.6 Experimental Results
We report comprehensive experiments on both synthetic and real databases. All tests were done on a 2.4GHz
Pentium-4 PC with 1GB memory, running Windows XP. The following parameters are used in CrossClus:
H = 10, weightmin = 0.4, and ε = 0.05 in Algorithm 3. All approaches are implemented using Microsoft
Visual Studio.Net.
We compare CrossClus with three other approaches: Baseline, Proclus, and RDBC. (1) The Baseline
algorithm clusters data by the initial feature only, using Clarans. (2) Proclus [1] is the state-of-the-art
subspace clustering approach that works on single tables. To apply Proclus, we ﬁrst convert relational data
into single tables. For each clustering query, we perform a breadth-ﬁrst search of depth three from the initial
features in the schema graph, and use every attribute in every relation as a feature. This generates a table
with 50 to 100 features for each query. (3) RDBC [67, 68] is a recent clustering approach for ﬁrst-order
representations. It uses the similarity measure in [39], which measures the similarity of two objects x and
y by the similarity between the objects joinable with x and those with y, which are further deﬁned by
objects joinable with them. This is very expensive because each object may be joinable with many objects.
RDBC can utilize diﬀerent clustering algorithms, and we choose Clarans as in CrossClus. When measuring
similarities between two objects, only directly related objects (objects of depth 0) are used, because it
becomes prohibitively slow with larger depth.
Proclus and RDBC are slightly modiﬁed to utilize the user guidance. In Proclus the initial features are
forced to be included in the feature set of every cluster. In RDBC, the objects related to a target tuple t
via the join paths of initial features are added to the set of related objects of t.
4.6.1 Measure of Clustering Accuracy
Validating clustering results is very important for evaluating an approach. In most of our datasets the target
tuples are manually labelled according to their semantic information. For example, we labelled the research
areas of each professor in CS Dept dataset using their web sites. Jaccard coeﬃcient [101] is a popular
measure for evaluating clustering accuracy, which is the number of pairs of objects in same cluster and with
same label, over that of pairs of objects either in same cluster or with same label. Because an object in our
datasets may have multiple labels, but can only appear in one cluster, there may be many more pairs of
objects with same label than those in same cluster. Therefore we use a variant of Jaccard coeﬃcient. We
say two objects are correctly clustered if they share at least one common label. The accuracy of clustering
is deﬁned as the number of object pairs that are correctly clustered over that of object pairs in same cluster.
Higher accuracy tends to be achieved when number of clusters is larger. Thus we let each approach generate
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the same number of clusters.
4.6.2 Clustering Eﬀectiveness
In this experiment we test whether CrossClus can produce reasonable clusters under user guidance. Three
real datasets are used: The CS Dept dataset, the DBLP dataset, and the Movie dataset.
CS Dept dataset
CS Dept database4 (as shown in Figure 4.1) is collected from web sources of Dept. of CS, UIUC. It has
10 relations and 4505 tuples. The clustering goal is to cluster professors according to their research areas.
There are 45 professors, and we label their research areas according to the department web site. Fourteen
areas are considered: Theory, artiﬁcial intelligence, operating systems, databases, architecture, programming
languages, graphics, networking, security, human-computer interaction, software engineering, information
retrieval, bioinformatics, and computer-aided design. On average each professor belongs to 1.51 areas.
We test three user guidances: (1) clustering professors based on research groups, (2) based on courses
they have taught, and (3) based on both (1) and (2). In all three tests CrossClus selects the following
features: research group, courses taught, conferences of publications, keywords in publication titles. When
both research groups and courses are used as guidance, the last two features are assigned higher weights,
because they are similar to both features used as guidance.
Six approaches are compared: CrossClus with k-means, Clarans, and agglomerative clustering, Baseline,
PROCLUS, and RDBC. We let each approach group the professors into 14 clusters, as there are 14 research
areas. All approaches ﬁnish within 5 seconds. The clustering accuracies are shown in Figure 4.10. One
can see that CrossClus achieves much higher accuracy than the other approaches. This is mainly because
CrossClus selects a good set of pertinent features and assigns reasonable weights to features. In comparison,
PROCLUS and RDBC use all possible features indiscriminately and cannot generate clusters that meet the
user’s needs, and the Baseline approach can only use a small set of features. Among the three clustering
methods used by CrossClus, agglomerative clustering achieves highest accuracy, mainly because it performs
more computation, — it repeatedly computes similarity between every pair of clusters and always merges
the most similar clusters.
Some clusters found by CrossClus-Agglomerative are shown below:
(Theory): J. Erickson, S. Har-Peled, L. Pitt, E. Ramos, D. Roth, M. Viswanathan.
(Graphics): J. Hart, M. Garland, Y. Yu.
4http://dm1.cs.uiuc.edu/csuiuc dataset/. All relations contain real data, except the Register relation which is randomly
generated.
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Figure 4.10: Clustering Accuracy on CS Dept dataset
(Database): K. Chang, A. Doan, J. Han, M. Winslett, C. Zhai.
(Numerical computing): M. Heath, T. Kerkhoven, E. de Sturler.
(Networking & QoS): R. Kravets, M. Caccamo, J. Hou, L. Sha.
(Artiﬁcial Intelligence): G. Dejong, M. Harandi, J. Ponce, L. Rendell.
(Architecture): D. Padua, J. Torrellas, C. Zilles, S. Adve, M. Snir, D. Reed, V. Adve.
(Operating Systems): D. Mickunas, R. Campbell, Y. Zhou.
DBLP dataset
author-id
author-name
author-id
paper-id
proc-id
conference
location
Authors Publishes Proceedings
year
paper-id
title
Publications
proc-id
conference
Conferences
publisher
paper-id
keyword-id
Has-Keyword
keyword-id
keyword
Keywords
Figure 4.11: The schema of the DBLP dataset. This database contains information about authors, publica-
tions (and keywords in their titles), and conferences.
The DBLP dataset is extracted from the XML data of DBLP [32], whose schema is shown in Figure 4.11.
We focus our analysis on productive authors, and the goal is to cluster authors according to their research
areas. We only keep conferences that have been held for at least 8 times and authors with at least 12 papers.
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There are 4170 authors, 2517 proceedings, 154 conferences, and 2518 keywords in the dataset. We analyze
the research areas of 400 most productive authors. For each of them, we ﬁnd her home page and infer her
research areas from her research interests (or her publications if no research interests speciﬁed). On average
each author is interested in 2.15 areas. We let each approach group the 400 authors into 14 clusters, as there
are 14 research areas. The other authors are not clustered but may serve as feature values.
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Figure 4.12: Clustering Accuracy on DBLP dataset
Three initial features are used as guidance: (1) Conferences of papers, (2) keywords in paper titles, and
(3) coauthors. We test the all combinations of one, two and three initial features. Four features are selected
by CrossClus, including the above three and proceedings of publications. However, not all four features are
used when there is not enough information in user guidance. For example, when only keywords in paper titles
is used as guidance, CrossClus only selects proceedings of publications besides the feature in user guidance.
The results of the six approaches are shown in Figure 4.12. CrossClus achieves highest accuracy, and
agglomerative clustering is still most accurate. Again it usually achieves higher accuracy when using more
user guidance. Baseline algorithm also achieves high accuracy when three initial features are used, because
there is no other important features besides the three initial features. However, it is very diﬃcult for a user
to specify all pertinent features, and our goal is to minimize user eﬀort while still generating reasonable
clusters.
The running time of each approach is shown in Table 4.1. One can see that CrossClus with Clarans is
most eﬃcient, and CrossClus with k-means is not very eﬃcient because the “average point” of a cluster may
have many values on each categorical feature (e.g., keywords or coauthors), which makes it expensive to
compute its similarity with other tuples.
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CrossClus Baseline Proclus RDBC
Clarans k-means Agglm
1 initial feature 54.6 151.5 105.6 7.51 78.51 342.9
2 initial features 61.8 181.2 124.7 13.8 72.28 415.9
3 initial features 73.3 202.1 129.7 21.4 72.83 542.8
Table 4.1: Running time (seconds) on DBLP dataset
Movie dataset
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country
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Studios
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movieid
title
year
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yearend
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movieid
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Figure 4.13: Schema of Movie dataset
We test CrossClus on Movie dataset from UCI KDD Archive5, which has 7 relations and 60817 tuples,
containing 11284 movies, 6773 actors and 3112 directors. Since we do not have labels on this dataset due
to lack of expertise, for each clustering goal we select the standard feature set, which is the set of features
containing information directly related to the task. Using this standard feature set, we create the standard
clustering for the target tuples using Clarans. The accuracy of a clustering is measured by its similarity
with the standard clustering. However, because there exist random factors in clustering procedure, and each
tuple is only assigned to one cluster, slight diﬀerence in features may lead to large diﬀerence in clustering
results. Thus we use a more “lenient” measure for clustering accuracy as in [112].
The similarity between two clusterings C and C ′ is measured by how much the clusters in C and C ′
overlap with each other. Suppose C has n clusters c1, . . . , cn, and C ′ has n′ clusters c′1, . . . , c
′
n′ . The degree
of C subsuming C ′ is deﬁned as,
deg(C ⊂ C ′) =
∑n
i=1max1≤j≤n′(|ci ∩ c′j |)∑n
i=1 |ci|
(4.12)
5http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/
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deg(C ⊂ C ′) is the average proportion of each cluster in C being contained in some cluster in C ′. The
similarity between C and C ′ is the average degree that each of them subsumes the other.
sim(C,C ′) =
deg(C ⊂ C ′) + deg(C ′ ⊂ C)
2
(4.13)
sim(C,C ′) = 1 if and only if C and C ′ are identical.
Task 1: Clustering directors according to the genres and styles of their movies. The query is “CLUSTER
Directors WITH Movies.category”. The movies’ styles are related to their categories (genres), countries,
studios, and award information. The standard feature set is
1. [Director  Movies  MovieCategory,category, null],
2. [Director  Movies, studio, null],
3. [Director  Movies  Studios, country,null],
4. [Director  Movies  Casts, award, null],
The feature set selected by CrossClus includes all above features, plus Movies.year and Movies.process (b&w,
color, silent, etc). The results are shown in Table 4.2. Agglomerative clustering is not tested because it
cannot ﬁnish in reasonable time on the 3112 directors.
CrossClus Clarans CrossClus k-means Baseline Proclus RDBC
Accuracy 0.587 0.590 0.557 0.387 0.192
Runtime (sec) 24.5 39.3 5.53 123 341
Table 4.2: Experiment 1 on Movie dataset
Some directors of famous movies are clustered together by CrossClus with Clarans:
(Sci.& Fic.): George Lucas (Star Wars), Montgomery Tully (Battle Beneath the Earth, The Terrornauts),
Robert Wiemer (Star Trek), Robert Zemeckis (Back to the Future 1,2 ), Andy Wachowski (Matrix1,2,3 ), ...
(Romance): Mike Newell (Four Weddings and a Funeral, Mona Lisa Smile), Nora Ephron (Sleepless in
Seattle, You’ve Got Mail), Alexander Hall (Forever Darling, Because You are Mine), Anthony Minghella
(The English Patient, Mr.Wonderful), ...
(Kid and Ani.): Hamilton Luske (Cinderella, Peter Pan), Charles Nichols (Tom and Jerry), Roger Allers
(The Lion King, Aladdin), John Lasseter (Finding Nemo, Monster, Inc.), ...
(Action): James Cameron (Terminator, Alien, True Lies), Brett Ratner (Rush Hour 1,2 ), Quentin Tarantino
(Kill Bill 1,2 ), Tony Scott (Top Gun, Enemy of the State, Crimson Tide), ...
Task 2: Clustering actors according to their eras. The query is “CLUSTER Actors WITH Movies.movieyear”.
The standard feature set is
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1. [Actors  Casts  Movies, movieyear,average],
2. [Actors, yearstart, average],
3. [Actors, yearend, average],
4. [Actors, birthyear, average],
5. [Actors, deathyear, average],
The feature set selected by CrossClus contains feature 1,2,5, and another feature [Actors  Casts 
Movies  Directors, yearend, average]. The results are shown in Table 4.3.6 Again we do not test
agglomerative clustering on the 6773 actors.
CrossClus Clarans CrossClus k-means Baseline Proclus RDBC
Accuracy 0.517 0.570 0.321 0.413 0.380
Runtime (sec) 61.6 25.4 7.16 1008 1080
Table 4.3: Experiment 2 on Movie dataset
From the above experiments it can be seen that CrossClus successfully ﬁnds features pertinent to the
clustering tasks, and generates more accurate clustering results than the other approaches. This also validates
that user guidance plays an important role in clustering.
4.6.3 Scalability Tests
In this experiment we test the scalability of CrossClus (with Clarans and k-means), Proclus, and RDBC.
CrossClus with agglomerative clustering is not used because it requires quadratic time and space. We
ﬁrst test the scalability w.r.t. the sizes of databases .We use TPC-H databases7 of raw data sizes from
5MB to 25MB (number of tuples from 43.5K to 217K). The following query is used “CLUSTER Customer
WITH Orders.totalprice”. For each database, the CrossClus algorithm selects the following four features
for clustering: average total price of orders, priority of orders, mktsegments of customers, and regions of
customers. Please notice that CrossClus selects some categorical features although the initial feature is
numerical.
The running time of CrossClus, Proclus, and RDBC are shown in Figure 4.14 (a) (in log scale), and that
of CrossClus is shown in Figure 4.14 (b). It can be seen that CrossClus and Proclus are linearly scalable w.r.t.
database size, and CrossClus is substantially more eﬃcient. RDBC becomes unaﬀordable for large datasets.
We also test scalability w.r.t. number of relations in databases. We use the data generator used in [111],
which randomly generates relational schemas and ﬁlls data according to some rules. The expected number
6Clustering with a set of numerical features often has low accuracy, because numerical features do not provide clear ways
for partitioning tuples. For example, if actors are clustered with their birthyear by two algorithms, it is quite possible that one
generates clusters like (1920—1929, 1930—1939, . . . ), while the other generates (1925—1934, 1935—1944, . . . ).
7TPC-H benchmark database. http://www.tpc.org/tpch.
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Figure 4.14: Scalability on TPC-H
of tuples in each relation is 1000. The results are shown in Figure 4.15. It can be seen that CrossClus is
scalable w.r.t. the number of relations.
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Figure 4.15: Scalability vs. #relation
4.7 Summary
In this chapter we propose CrossClus, an eﬃcient and eﬀective approach for cross-relational clustering.
Because there exist numerous features in a relational database with various semantic meanings, CrossClus
employs a new concept: user-guided clustering, which selects features and performs clustering based on
user’s guidance. We propose a new form of user guidance, — one or a small set of pertinent features, which
is very easy for user to provide. We also propose a new similarity measure for feature selection based on
how they cluster tuples. Our experiments show that CrossClus generates meaningful clusters that match the
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users’ expectation, and achieves high eﬃciency and scalability. We believe CrossClus represents a promising
direction for user guided clustering of data in multiple relations.
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Chapter 5
Multi-relational Duplicate Detection
In this chapter we discuss a real-world application of multi-relational data mining: Duplicate detection in
relational databases. Duplicate detection aims at ﬁnding objects that appear to be diﬀerent but are actually
the same. For example, “Alon Y. Levy” and “Alon Y. HaLevy” may be considered as two diﬀerent persons,
but are actually diﬀerent names of the same person. The most important challenge of duplicate detection is
how to measure the similarity between diﬀerent objects. This is especially true in relational environments,
because two objects can be related in many diﬀerent ways in a relational database.
In this chapter we study the properties of duplication in relational databases, especially the linkages
between duplicate objects. Based on this analysis, we design an approach for duplicate detection based on
linkages between diﬀerent objects.
5.1 Overview
Duplication exists in most databases and data warehouses in the world, which is generated by various
reasons such as spelling errors, use of abbreviations, and inconsistent conventions. In many applications
substantial amounts of time and money are spent on detecting and removing duplicate tuples in databases.
There have been extensive studies on duplicate detection (also known as deduplication, record linkage,
merge/purge and object matching) [4, 8, 11, 21, 25, 34, 36, 42, 59, 63, 85, 99, 97, 107]. They employ many
diﬀerent methodologies, including probabilistic approaches [42, 85, 107], string similarity based approaches
[4, 21, 25, 59, 63], and machine learning based approaches [11, 34, 36, 99, 97].
Most existing approaches work on a single table containing a set of tuples. To determine whether two
tuples are duplicates, their values on each attribute are compared. Diﬀerent models are used to compute the
similarity on each attribute (equivalence/inequivalence, edit-distance, TF/IDF, etc.), and diﬀerent methods
are used to combine similarities on diﬀerent attributes (joint probability, weighted sum, SVM kernels, etc.).
However, most real-world structured data is stored in relational databases. When detecting duplicates in a
relational database, although the tuples to be matched are usually stored in one relation, in most cases no
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single relation can provide suﬃcient information for detecting duplicates. For example, in the database of
a CS department (as in Figure 5.1), in order to detect duplicate tuples in Student relation, one will need
information in many other relations including their advisors, research groups, courses, and publications.
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name
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Figure 5.1: Schema of CS department database
Some approaches have been proposed to utilize certain types of relational information. In [4] and [8]
approaches are proposed to detect duplicates with concept hierarchies or relational data. When matching
two tuples in a certain relation, they consider not only their attributes, but also their “neighbor tuples”
(tuples directly joinable with them). In Semex system for personal information management [36], the user
can select certain context information such as co-authors and email contacts, in order to detect duplicates
among a certain type of tuples (e.g., authors).
Although the above approaches can utilize some relational information, the types of relational information
being used are limited to either directly joinable tuples, or those speciﬁed by users. On the other hand,
a relational database contains very rich linkage information, which cannot be used by above approaches.
For example, in the database of a CS department, two students can be linked in many ways, such as they
share advisors, take same courses, or one student coauthors with another student’s advisor. Some linkages
may be very useful in duplicate detection. For example, a student may appear with diﬀerent names in
administration data and publication data (e.g., “Xiaoxin Yin” and “X. Yin”), leading to duplicate tuples in
Student relation. It is very likely that there exist some linkages between them, such as “X. Yin” coauthors
papers with the advisor of “Xiaoxin Yin”, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Such duplicates are very common in databases containing data integrated from diﬀerent sources, and
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X. Yin
advise Jiawei Han
Data Mining Group
work in work in
(some paper title)publish
publish
path 1
path 2
Figure 5.2: Duplicates in CS Dept database
are also introduced by spelling errors or inconsistent conventions, especially in relations input by diﬀerent
people. These duplicates cannot be detected by existing approaches, which only utilize simple relational
information such as directly joinable tuples. On the other hand, if we collapse tuples joinable (directly or
indirectly) with each student into a set, the useful information may be overwhelmed by the vast amount of
useless information, such as the hundreds of classmates of each student. Therefore, it is desirable to design
a new approach that considers the linkages between diﬀerent tuples for duplicate detection.
We study this problem from a new perspective. Instead of studying the “common values” or “common
neighbors” of diﬀerent tuples for duplicate detection, we focus on the linkages between diﬀerent tuples. We
deﬁne a path p between two tuples x and y as a list of tuples that starts from x and ends at y, and each two
consecutive tuples on p are joinable. For example, in Figure 5.2 “Xiaoxin Yin” and “X. Yin” are connected
by two paths, one going through advisor and publication, and the other going through research group and
publication.
Paths can capture any kind of linkages in a relational database, and our experiments show that paths pro-
vide very useful information in duplicate detection. In Section 5.3 we will present experiments showing that,
under certain deﬁnition of connectivity based on paths, most tuples have higher connectivity to themselves
than to other tuples in the same relation. For example, on average each author in DBLP database [32] has
higher connectivity to herself than to 99.9% of authors. Therefore, if an author appears with two diﬀerent
names in all of her papers, the two tuples corresponding to the two names should be highly connected to
each other. This property can be used to make accurate judgement on whether two tuples are duplicates.
Based on the above observation, we introduce Relom (Relational Object Matcher), a new approach for
matching duplicate tuples in relational databases based on paths between tuples. We test two models for
measuring strength of connection between tuples, and ﬁnally select a random walk model, which measures
the probability of walking between two tuples in the graph of tuples. Because diﬀerent join paths have
very diﬀerent semantic meanings and properties, a uniform random walk strategy may bury the useful
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information in the piles of useless information. Therefore, we choose a path-based random walk model, in
which the probabilities of walking along diﬀerent join paths are independent from each other. We compute
the probabilities of walking between diﬀerent tuples along each join path (there may be many paths between
two tuples along a certain join path), and uses machine learning algorithms to combine probabilities along
diﬀerent join paths. Because it is very expensive to compute random walk probabilities between many pairs
of tuples in a large database, we propose an approach that can eﬃciently compute the probability of walking
from one tuple to another by computing the probabilities on only half of the join paths.
We perform comprehensive experiments on two real databases. The experiments show that Relom suc-
cessfully detects hundreds of duplicate authors in DBLP database, with very high precision. Thus we believe
Relom is suitable for detecting duplicates in very large relational databases.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem deﬁnitions are presented in Section
5.2. We describe Relom’s algorithm for duplicate detection in Section 5.4. Empirical evaluation is presented
in Section 5.5. We discuss related work in Section 5.6 and conclude this study in Section 5.7.
5.2 Problem Deﬁnitions
Consider a relational database D containing a set of relations, and some duplicate tuples in relation Rt.
The goal of a multi-relational duplicate detection approach is to detect and merge duplicate tuples in Rt.
Rt is called the target relation, whose tuples are target tuples, which are subjects of duplicate detection.
There is usually limited and insuﬃcient information in Rt for detecting duplicates, and one needs to rely on
information in other relations. For example, in order to detect duplicate tuples in Student relation in Figure
5.1, one needs information about their advisors, publications, courses, research groups, etc.
Relom builds a model for duplicate detection based on a training set, which contains pairs of duplicate
target tuples (positive examples) and pairs of distinct target tuples (negative examples). Such a training set
is automatically generated as described in Section 5.4.4, instead of manually created.
Relom relies on paths between diﬀerent tuples to measure their connectivity with each other. Here a path
p between two tuples t0 and tl is a list of tuples t0 → t1 → · · · → tl−1 → tl, so that ti is joinable with ti+1
(0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1). A path p follows a join path ρ. For example, path 1 in Figure 5.2 follows join path Student
→ Advise → Professor → Publish → Publication → Publish → Student. As in some existing systems on
relational databases (e.g., [60]), only joins between keys and their corresponding foreign-keys are considered.
Unlike most existing duplicate detection approaches that measure the similarity between two tuples based
on their values on diﬀerent attributes, Relom uses connectivity between diﬀerent tuples to detect duplicates,
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which is deﬁned based on the paths between tuples. This method can utilize linkages between two tuples
via arbitrary join paths, thus better captures the inter-connected information in a relational database.
5.3 Closed Loop Property
An interesting and useful property is that, most tuples in a relational database are have higher connectivity
to themselves than to most other tuples. The underlying reason is that, if a tuple tˆ has a path to a tuple t
in another relation, then tˆ is likely to have more paths to t, which is also shown in social network research
[74, 86]. For example, if a student is advised by a professor, she is likely to co-author with the professor,
work in the same group with him, and take his classes. Another example is that, if someone publishes a
paper in a conference, she is likely to publish more papers in that conference. This leads to the property
that a tuple usually has more paths to itself than to other tuples in the same relation.
We call this property as closed loop property, which is very useful in duplicate detection. If two tuples
are duplicates and should be merged into one tuple, there are usually many paths between them. We verify
this property on two datasets: (1) CS Dept dataset [26], which is collected from the web resources of Dept.
of Computer Science, UIUC, and (2) DBLP dataset, which is from the XML ﬁle of DBLP [32]. The details
of these two datasets are provided in Section 5.5.
In each dataset, we use two measures to evaluate the connectivity between two tuples tˆ and tˆ′. The ﬁrst
measure is the number of paths between tˆ and tˆ′. The second measure is to perform a random walk from tˆ
(with equal weight on every join path), and compute the total probability of reaching tˆ′. This method will
be explained in details in Section 5.4. To avoid very expensive computation, we consider paths of length
less than 8 (using at most 8 joins). In each measure we do not consider paths like tˆ → t1 → · · · → t1 → tˆ,
because in duplicate detection two duplicate tuples will not be directly joinable with the same tuple.
In CS Dept dataset, for each student tˆ, we rank all students according to their connectivity with tˆ using
each measure, from highest to lowest. Then we ﬁnd the rank of tˆ itself in this list (called self-rank). The
result is shown in Figure 5.3 (a). The x-axis is the self-rank, and the y-axis is the proportion of tuples
having such ranks. For example, the left most point of the curve of random walk probability indicates that,
about 42% of tuples rank themselves at 1% at most, which means that they have higher connectivity with
themselves than at least 99% of tuples. From this ﬁgure one can see that random walk probability is a better
measure, with which most students rank themselves in top 10%.
For DBLP dataset, because it is very expensive to compute connectivity between a huge number of
authors, we randomly select 31,608 authors (10%). Among them we randomly select 500 authors with at
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Figure 5.3: Closed loop property in CS Dept
least 5 publications. For each selected author tˆ, we rank the 31,608 authors using their connectivity with
tˆ. The result is shown in Figure 5.3 (b). Again random walk achieves better performance, with which most
authors rank themselves in top 0.5%.
The closed loop property is very useful in deduplication. For example, suppose there are two authors
“Xiaoxin Yin” and “X. Yin” in DBLP. If they are duplicates, then each of them should rank the other one
in top few percent. If they are distinct and unrelated, then the expected rank is 50%. Thus we can perform
accurate deduplication if using this property properly.
5.4 Duplicate Detection Algorithm
In general, Relom measures the connectivity between two tuples by combining the random walk probabilities
between them along diﬀerent join paths. In this section we will present (1) our model of path-based random
walk, (2) how to eﬃciently compute probabilities based on such models, and (3) how to build such models
from training examples.
The overall procedure of duplicate detection algorithm is as follows:
1. Find P, the set of all join paths that both start and end at the target relation Rt.
2. For each training example that is a pair of tuples tˆ1 and tˆ2, compute random walk probability from tˆ1
to tˆ2 and that from tˆ2 to tˆ1 along each join path in P.
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3. For each training example, convert the above probabilities into a vector, whose entries are probabilities
along diﬀerent join paths. Use support vector machines to train a classiﬁer from the vectors of all
training examples.
4. For each pair of tuples to be reconciled, compute random walk probabilities between them along
diﬀerent join paths, and use the above classiﬁer to judge whether they are duplicates.
5.4.1 Path-Based Random Walk Model
Consider the graph constructed by using tuples as nodes and joins between tuples as edges. The path-based
random walk process starts from a target tuple tˆ, walks in this graph for a number of steps, and computes
the probabilities of walking to other tuples in the database. It is an extension of random walk [79, 92],
except that the walk process follows a certain join path, and we are interested in computing probabilities of
walking between diﬀerent tuples, instead of a stable probability distribution on all nodes.
In a relational database diﬀerent join paths have very diﬀerent properties and importance. For example,
join path Student →Work-In → Research-Group may play an important role in detecting duplicate students
because a student is tightly related to her advisor, but join path Student → Register → Course may be
much less important because one cannot distinguish students by their courses. Therefore, we use a path-
based random walk model, in which the walk process along each join path is independent from those of
other join paths, and the probabilities along each join path are computed separately. Each join path that
connects target tuples (i.e., starting and ending at target relation) will be assigned a certain weight by our
training process (described in Section 5.4.4). The random walk probabilities along diﬀerent join paths will
be combined in duplicate detection.
The process of random walk is deﬁned as follows. Suppose the process reaches a tuple t in relation R
with probability p(t) at a certain step. Suppose R is joinable with relations R1, . . . , Rk in the database
schema. In our model the total probability of walking from t into all tuples in Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is 1. Suppose
t is joinable with m tuples in Ri, then the probability of walking into each of them is 1m .
An example is shown in Figure 5.4, in which the random walk process has probability 0.3 of reaching
tuple “Jiawei Han” at a certain step. Let R(t) represent the relation in which t belongs to. Let TR→R′(t)
represent all tuples in R′ that are joinable with t which is in R. The probability of walking from t to t′ is
P [t → t′] = 1|TR→R′(t)| (5.1)
Suppose a path p = t0 → t1 → · · · → tl. The probability of walking along p is P [p] =
∏l−1
i=0 P [ti → ti+1].
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Figure 5.4: Model of path-based random walk
We use ρ(p) to represent the join path that p follows, i.e., ρ(p) = R(t0) → · · · → R(tl). We use ρ to represent
a join path, and Q(ρ) to represent all paths following ρ. Since we only focus on the connectivity between
diﬀerent target tuples (e.g., authors in DBLP), in the random walk process from a target tuple tˆ, we are
only concerned about the probability of walking from tˆ to any target tuple tˆ′. Because it is very expensive
to compute probabilities of walking along very long paths in a very large database (e.g., DBLP), and very
long join paths usually indicate weak semantic linkages between tuples, we only compute the probability of
random walk within L steps (we use L = 8 in our experiments).
Deﬁnition 11 Random walk probability along a certain join path. Suppose tˆ and tˆ′ are two tuples,
and Qρ
tˆ∼tˆ′ is the set of all paths from tˆ to tˆ
′, following join path ρ. We deﬁne the random walk probability
from tˆ to tˆ′ along ρ as Pρ[tˆ ∼ tˆ′] =
∑
p∈Qρ
tˆ∼tˆ′
P [p].
The random walk probability between two tuples is deﬁned as a weighted sum of random walk probabil-
ities between them along diﬀerent join paths. Although weighted sum is a very simple method, it has been
used in majority of studies on record linkage [4, 8, 21, 34, 42, 63, 99, 97]. Each join path ρ is assigned a
certain weight w(ρ) by the training process, which will be described in Section 5.4.4.
Deﬁnition 12 Random walk probability between target tuples. Suppose tˆ and tˆ′ are two target tuples,
and P is the set of all join paths that both start and end at the target relation with length no greater than L.
We deﬁne the random walk probability from tˆ to tˆ′ as P [tˆ ∼ tˆ′] =∑ρ∈P w(ρ) · Pρ[p].
5.4.2 Computing Random Walk Probabilities
It is still very expensive to ﬁnd all paths between two target tuples t and t′ of length no greater than L,
and compute their probabilities. In fact a path of length l can be decomposed into two subpaths of length
no greater than  l2. It is much less expensive to compute the probability of all paths of length no greater
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than L2  from either tˆ or tˆ′, and then compute P [tˆ ∼ tˆ′] based on such paths. A path can be decomposed
as deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 13 Balanced decomposition of paths. For a path p = t0 → · · · → tl, its balanced decom-
position is two subpaths p≺ and p	, so that p≺ = t0 → · · · → t
 l2  and p
	 = t
 l2  → · · · → tl.
The balanced decomposition of a join path ρ is deﬁned similarly, i.e., if ρ = R0 → · · · → Rl, then
ρ≺ = R0 → · · · → R
 l2  and ρ
	 = R
 l2  → · · · → Rl. It can be easily proved that each path (or join path)
has one and only one balanced decomposition.
It is easy to show that the probability of walking along path p can be calculated by P [p] = P [p≺] ·P [p	].
Let ←−p represent the reverse path of p. If we have computed P [p] and P [←−p ] for every path p that starts from
tˆ or tˆ′ and has length no greater than L2 , then we can calculate P [tˆ ∼ tˆ′].
For two paths p1 and p2, we say p1 is connected with p2 if the last tuple of p1 is same as the ﬁrst tuple
of p2. We use p1 + p2 to represent the path of appending p2 to the end of p1. Similarly we say join path ρ1
is connected with ρ2 if the last relation of ρ1 is same as the ﬁrst relation of ρ2, and use ρ1 + ρ2 to represent
the join path of appending ρ2 to the end of ρ1. We use p1  p2 to represent p1 is connected with p2, and
0 ≤ |p1| − |p2| ≤ 1. ρ1  ρ2 is deﬁned similarly.
Theorem 1 Suppose P l is the set of join paths starting at the target relation with length no greater than l.
Suppose Qρt is the set of all paths p starting at t following join path ρ. Suppose P [p] and P [←−p ] are known
for every path p in Qρt and Q
ρ
t′ , for every ρ ∈ P

L
2 ,
P [tˆ ∼ tˆ′] =
∑
ρ1∈P
L
2 ,ρ2∈P
L
2 ,ρ1←−ρ2
w(ρ1 +←−ρ2)×
⎛
⎜⎝ ∑
p1∈Qρ1
tˆ
,p2∈Qρ2
tˆ′
,p1
←−p2
P [p1] · P [←−p2]
⎞
⎟⎠ (5.2)
Proof. Each path (or join path) has exactly one balanced decomposition. From Deﬁnition 13, it can be
easily proved that if p1  p2 (or ρ1  ρ2), then p1 and p2 (or ρ1 and ρ2) are a balanced decomposition of
p1+ p2 (or ρ1+ρ2). Thus for a path p of length at most L that starts at t and ends at t′, p≺ ∈
⋃
ρ∈PL2  Q
ρ
t ,
and
←−
p	 ∈ ⋃
ρ∈PL2  Q
ρ
t′ . And for any p1 ∈
⋃
ρ∈PL2  Q
ρ
t , p2 ∈
⋃
ρ∈PL2  Q
ρ
t′ , if p1 
←−p2, then p1 +←−p2 is a path
from t to t′ of length at most L. From the above one-to-one mapping, it can be shown that
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P [t ∼ t′] =
∑
ρ∈P
w(ρ) ·
∑
p∈QL
tˆ→tˆ′
P [p]
=
∑
ρ∈P
w(ρ) ·
∑
p∈QL
tˆ→tˆ′
P [p≺] · P [p	]
=
∑
ρ1∈P
L
2 ,ρ2∈P
L
2 ,ρ1←−ρ2
w(ρ1 +←−ρ2)×
⎛
⎜⎝ ∑
p1∈Qρ1
tˆ
,p2∈Qρ2
tˆ′
,p1
←−p2
P [p1] · P [←−p2]
⎞
⎟⎠
Theorem 1 shows that, in order to compute the random walk probability within L steps between a set of
target tuples tˆ1, . . . , tˆn (which are the target tuples appearing in the training set), we only need to compute
the following information: for any path p whose length is no greater than L2  and starts from tˆi (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
compute P [p] and P [←−p ].
This can be done by a depth-ﬁrst search starting from target relation Rt in the graph of database schema.
For each relation R and each qualiﬁed join path from Rt to R, we maintain entries like: (1) Pρ[tˆi ∼ t], the
probability of going from target tuple tˆi to tuple t in R via join path ρ; and (2) P←−ρ [t ∼ tˆi], the probability
of going from t to tˆi via ←−ρ . Only non-zero entries are kept, which are stored in a hashtable and can be
accessed or modiﬁed in constant time. When the depth-ﬁrst search goes from relation R to R′, the following
process is used to compute the random walk probabilities on R′. Suppose ρ1 is the join path currently used
for R, and ρ2 is the join path of appending R′ to ρ1. For each tuple t in R that have non-zero random
walk probability along ρ1, and each tuple t′ in R2 that is joinable with t, we can calculate Pρ2 [tˆi ∼ t′] and
P←−ρ2 [t′ ∼ tˆi], as shown in Algorithm 1.
Here we analyze the improvement on eﬃciency by using the above algorithm to compute random walk
probabilities. Suppose Relom needs to compute random walk probabilities between N pairs of target tuples,
which are candidates of duplicates detected by some cheap measures [21, 52, 63, 76] (as described in Section
5.4.4). Suppose each tuple in the database is joinable with c tuples on average (c > 1). If we compute
random walk probabilities on all paths of lengths at most L, the computational cost is O(NcL). If we
compute random walk probabilities on paths of lengths at most L2 , the cost is only O(Nc

L
2 ), and the cost
of computing random walk probabilities between all pairs of candidates is also O(Nc

L
2 ). Thus the algorithm
proposed above can improve eﬃciency with a magnitude of c
L
2  compared with the naive approach.
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Algorithm 4 Path-based random walk
Input: A relational database D with a target relation Rt, and a set of target tuples T that appear in the
training set.
Output: For any tˆ ∈ T , the random walk probability for any path that starts from tˆ or ends at tˆ and has
length no greater than L2 .
Procedure
initialize all random walk probabilities in all relations to 0
for each tˆi ∈ Rt
Pφ[tˆi ∼ tˆi] ← 1; //where φ is the empty join path
end for
stack S ← empty
push (Rt, φ) into S
while(S not empty)
(R, ρ1) ← pop(S)
for each relation R′ joinable with R
ρ2 ← append R′ to the end of ρ1
for each t in R and tˆi in Rt that Pρ1 [tˆi ∼ t] > 0
for each t′ in R′ joinable with t
Pρ2 [tˆi ∼ t′] ← Pρ2 [tˆi ∼ t′] + P [t → t′] · Pρ1 [tˆi ∼ t]
end for
end for
for each t in R and tˆi in Rt that P←−ρ1 [t ∼ tˆi] > 0
for each t′ in R′ joinable with t
P←−ρ2 [t′ ∼ tˆi] ← P←−ρ2 [t′ ∼ tˆi] + P [t′ → t] · P←−ρ1 [t ∼ tˆi]
end for
end for
if |ρ2| < L2  then push (R′, ρ2) into S
end for
end while
Figure 5.5: Algorithm Path-based random walk
In Relom all relevant relations of the database and the probabilities are stored in main memory. This
makes the whole process very eﬃcient. For most applications that do not involve too much data, this
approach is feasible. Even if the database itself is very large, the data involved in the process of random
walk from a certain set of target tuples can usually ﬁt in the main memory.
There is an alternative implementation, in which the database is stored in a backend database server,
and only the random walk probabilities are stored in main memory. Because the training set contains a
small number of target tuples (no more than a few thousand), the depth of search is limited (L2  = 4 in
our experiments), and joins that have very high cardinality are automatically blocked (e.g., Conference →
Publication in DBLP database), the total number of entries for random walk probabilities is reasonably
small and can be easily stored in main memory even for very large databases. In the process of propagating
probabilities, SQL queries are used to retrieve tuples joinable with certain tuples, or cardinalities of such
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joins. For example, if Relom needs to ﬁnd all tuples in Advise relation that are joinable with tuple “Jiawei
Han” in Professor relation, the following SQL query is executed:
SELECT * FROM Advise WHERE professor = ’Jiawei Han’
After computing the probabilities as above, Relom can easily compute the random walk probability
between a pair of target tuples following Equation (5.2). It ﬁrst identiﬁes all qualiﬁed pairs of join paths
ρ1 and ρ2 as in Equation (5.2). Then for each pair of join paths that meet at relation R, it retrieves all
probabilities of tuples in R along ρ1 and ρ2, and computes the random walk probability between each pair
of target tuples along join path ρ1  ←−ρ2. This can be done in a highly eﬃcient way since all probabilities
are stored in hashtables and can be accessed in constant time. Our experiments show that Relom can run
eﬃciently even for large databases such as DBLP.
5.4.3 Handling Shared Attribute Values
So far we have discussed how to utilize the paths between diﬀerent target tuples for detecting duplicates.
However, there is another type of important information that has been missing. As shown in Figure 5.6, if
two target tuples share common value on a certain attribute in some relation, it indicates some relationship
between them, which may play an important role in duplicate detection.
Xiaoxin Yin
X. Yin
Author Publish Publication
conf/icde2004
conf/icde2005
ICDE......
...... ICDE
Conference
Figure 5.6: Shared attribute values of tuples
Relom utilizes such information in the following way. In principle, the attribute value of a tuple (except
primary key) is considered as another tuple. For example, in the example in Figure 5.6, “ICDE” is considered
as an individual tuple, which is joinable with tuples “conf/icde2004” and “conf/icde2005”. Thus “Xiaoxin
Yin” and “X. Yin” can be connected by path “Xiaoxin Yin→ · · · → conf/icde2004→ ICDE→ conf/icde2005
→ · · · → X. Yin”. In this way we can use a single model to utilize both neighbor tuples and their attribute
values.
5.4.4 Building Model of Path-based Random Walk
We have presented our model of path-based random walk and our methods for eﬃciently computing random
walk probabilities. In this section we will discuss how to build such a model. Since the join paths are already
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determined given the database schema, the major task for building such a model is to determine the weight
of each join path.
Relom uses a training set that contains pairs of duplicate tuples (positive examples) and pairs of distinct
tuples (negative examples). Such a training set can be created by users by manual labelling, which might be
very tedious and time-consuming. We create such training sets automatically. A negative example is created
by randomly selecting a pair of tuples. We use certain heuristics to make sure that such pairs of tuples are
distinct, such as the edit distance of their names is above a certain threshold.
In order to create a positive example, we randomly select a tuple tˆ, and split all tuples containing foreign-
keys pointing to tˆ into two parts. For example, for a student tˆ in CS Dept database, we ﬁrst create a duplicate
entry of student tˆ′, whose name is similar to that of tˆ. Then we ﬁnd all tuples in relations Advise, Work-In,
Publish, and Register that points to tˆ. For each tuple found above, with probability 0.5, we modify it and
let it point to tˆ′ instead of tˆ. In this way, we have created a pair of duplicate students.
Suppose a training set is given, and P is the set of all join paths that both start and end at the target
relation with length no greater than L. For each example that consists of a pair of tuples tˆ1 and tˆ2, Relom
computes random walk probabilities between tˆ1 and tˆ2 along each join path: Pρ[tˆ1 ∼ tˆ2] and Pρ[tˆ2 ∼ tˆ1], and
uses Pρ[tˆ1 ∼ tˆ2] + Pρ[tˆ2 ∼ tˆ1] as similarity between tˆ1 and tˆ2 w.r.t. ρ. A vector is created for each example,
which contains the similarity of the two tuples w.r.t. each join path in P.
In order to determine the weight of each join path, Relom uses support vector machines [19]1, the state-
of-the-art approach of classiﬁcation. Linear kernel is used for SVM, which produces linear classiﬁers that
are linear combinations of diﬀerent features (join paths in our case). Thus the weight of each join path can
be easily determined from the model built by SVM.
After building the model of path-based random walk, Relom can judge whether a pair of tuples are
duplicates or not, thus can identify duplicate tuples in the testing dataset. Because it is often impossible
to compute the connectivity between each pair of target tuples in a large dataset (e.g., DBLP has more
than 300,000 authors), Relom relies on some inexpensive method to ﬁnd all candidate pairs of tuples (e.g.,
pairs of authors whose names have edit-distance less than a certain threshold). There have been many
studies for eﬃciently ﬁnding such candidates [21, 52, 63, 76], which are either based on q-grams and inverted
index, or search trees in metric spaces. Since ﬁnding candidates and duplicate detection are two independent
procedures, any method above can be used in Relom. In this chapter we use a naive method that computes
the edit distance between names of each pair of target tuples (e.g., authors). This usually leads to a large
set of candidates.
1Relom uses SVM-light at http://svmlight.joachims.org
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Relom computes the random walk probability between each pair of tuples using the model of path-based
random walk. In most tasks of duplicate detection, negative examples greatly outnumbers positive examples.
For example, searching for duplicates in tens of thousands of authors in DBLP is like searching for a needle
in a haystack. Therefore, we use precision-recall curves instead of accuracy to evaluate the performance of
duplicate detection.
5.5 Empirical Study
In this section we report our experimental results that validate the accuracy and scalability of Relom. Relom
is implemented by Microsoft Visual Studio.Net. All experiments are performed on a 2.4GHz Intel PC with
1GB memory, running Windows XP Professional. As mentioned before, we set L (maximum length of paths)
to 8.
We compare Relom with Marlin[11], a recent approach representing the state of the art for record linkage
with supervised learning approaches. Because there has not been mature approaches for multi-relational
record linkage, it is inevitable for us to choose a single-table record linkage approach and adapt it to utilize
multi-relational information. We do not choose probabilistic approaches such as [42] which are diﬃcult to
be adapted to set-valued attributes, or string similarity based approaches such as [4] and [21] which do not
use training data. We choose Marlin because it is easier to be adapted to handle multi-relational data. In
a task of duplicate detection, we can compress the relational database into a table, by using each attribute
in each relation joinable with the target relation as an attribute in the table. For example, for a join path
Author → Publish → Publication in DBLP database, every attribute in Publication is used as an attribute
in the table, by collapsing values of all tuples joinable with each author into a bag of values. For example, if
“Xiaoxin Yin” publishes two papers in 2004 and one in 2003, then he will have value “{2004, 2004, 2003}”
in the attribute of Publication.year. Because Marlin is designed to handle attributes that contain bags of
words, it can be applied on such tables with set-valued attributes. This modiﬁed version of Marlin uses richer
relational information than existing approaches for duplicate detection for relation data [4, 8, 36], and uses
SVM [19], the state-of-the-art machine learning approach to build models. Thus we believe it is suﬃcient to
compare Relom with this modiﬁed Marlin.
In fact Relom and Marlin use the same information for duplicate detection. They both use relations
joinable with the target relation via join paths of length no greater than L2 . All attributes that are strings
(paper titles, conference titles, and course names) are converted into bags of keywords. (Relom treats each
keyword as a value of that attribute, while Marlin can handle bags of keywords directly.) All other attributes
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(including paper keys, people names, etc.) are used as single values. The major diﬀerence between Relom
and Marlin is that, Marlin considers such information as a single table with many attributes, while Relom
considers it as many paths between target tuples, and thus utilizes arbitrary linkages that start and end at
the target tuples.
We use two real datasets in our experiments. The ﬁrst one is the CS Dept dataset [26] shown in Figure
5.1. It is collected from web sources of the Department of Computer Science at UIUC, in August 2003. All
relations contain real data, except Register relation which is randomly generated and is not considered in
our experiments. The target relation is Student.
author
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Publication
confkey
year
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paperkey
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author
confkey
Editor
title
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Figure 5.7: Schema of DBLP database
The second dataset is the DBLP dataset [32] shown in Figure 5.7. It is converted from the XML data
from DBLP web site. Instead of using the up-to-date data that changes everyday, we use an older version
that does not change over time, which is the ﬁle “dblp20040213.xml.gz” from http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/.
It contains information about 316076 authors, 452397 papers, and 1029708 tuples of authorship. The target
relation is Author.
5.5.1 CS Dept Dataset
The CS Dept dataset does not contain duplicate students, thus we need to add duplicates to enable training
and testing. Two-fold experiments are used. All 184 students are randomly divided into two sets, and we
split each student in one set into two tuples (as described in Section 5.4.4). In this way two datasets are
created, each containing 92 original tuples and 92 pairs of duplicate tuples. In two fold experiments, we use
one dataset as training set (with duplicates known to us)2, and build models with Relom and Marlin. The
2When creating a training set in CS Dept dataset, it is a little tricky to create negative examples. Since a positive example
is created by splitting all tuples containing foreign-keys pointing to a student, the two students in a positive example will not
share common values on attributes involving advisors and research groups (each student usually has one advisor and works in
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other dataset is used as test set. We use edit-distance between student names to ﬁnd all candidate pairs of
tuples in the test set, and use Relom and Marlin to judge for each candidate pair whether they are duplicates
or not.
The distance between two names is deﬁned as a weighted average of distances between last names, ﬁrst
names, and middle names. The weights of the three parts are: last name 1/2, ﬁrst name 1/3, and middle
name 1/6. The distance between two last names ln1 and ln2 is deﬁned as
6×edit distance(ln1,ln2)
ln1.length+ln2.length
. The distance
between two ﬁrst names or middle names is deﬁned in the same way, except that the distance between a name
and its initial (e.g. ‘Steven’ and ‘S.’) is set to 0.3. Two names are considered as candidates for duplicates if
their distance is less than a threshold (0.7 in CS Dept dataset).
There are 705 candidate pairs of students found in the two folds, among which 184 are positive. Both
Relom andMarlin rank all candidates using their models. Three diﬀerent SVM kernels (linear, polynomial and
Gaussian) are used in Marlin. Relom only uses linear kernel. The recall-precision curves of both approaches
are shown in Figure 5.8. The CS Dept dataset is quite small and can be put in main memory. All approaches
ﬁnish in less than 2 seconds.
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Figure 5.8: Accuracy on CS Dept dataset
one group). If negative examples are created with a pair of original students, they usually share common values on attributes
such as years of advisor’s publications, or position of advisor (e.g., professor). Thus it is trivial to distinguish positive and
negative examples, because negative examples usually have non-zero similarity on certain attributes, while positive examples
usually have zero similarity on them. In order to make this dataset meaningful, we “split” negative examples in the same way
as we split positive ones. For each student used in a negative example, we only keep half foreign-keys pointing to it, and the
two students in a negative example cannot both have values in relations Advisor and Work-In. This is fair for both Relom and
Marlin.
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One can see that although both Relom and Marlin achieve high precision at low recalls, Relom achieves
much higher precision when recall is higher. This is because there are a small portion of duplicate students
that can be identiﬁed using shared values in the table created for Marlin by collapsing relational data (e.g.,
co-authors, conferences of publications). However, many other duplicate students can only be detected using
linkages between tuples. For example, a student usually works in the same group with her advisor, co-authors
papers with her advisor and group mates, etc. Relom can easily ﬁnd such duplicates, but Marlin cannot.
5.5.2 DBLP Dataset
From our experiences on DBLP dataset, we believe that it has at least a few hundred duplicate authors.
However, nobody knows the exact set of duplicate authors, and in this section we still add duplication into
it in order to test the precision and recall of diﬀerent approaches. In next section we will present results of
Relom on the original dataset, which are real duplicates in DBLP.
In this experiment we only consider authors with at least 3 papers (there are 79957 of them) for the
following reasons: (1) If an author has only one or two papers, it is often hard even for human to tell whether
she is the duplicate of another author, (2) 87% of papers remain in the dataset after unproductive authors
are ignored.
In order to create a duplicate author, we randomly ﬁnd an author tˆ of at least 10 papers, modify tˆ’s
name slightly to create a new author tˆ′. For each tuple containing a foreign-key pointing to tˆ, we redirect it
to tˆ′ with probability 0.5. We create 4000 duplicate authors in DBLP dataset, which is much more than the
original duplicates in DBLP according to our experiences.
Relom and Marlin use this dataset both for training and testing. They create a certain number of (1000
in this experiment) positive examples by splitting tuples pointing to authors, and create the same number
of negative examples by randomly selecting authors with completely diﬀerent names. After building models
from training sets, they ﬁnd candidates of duplicates, which are pairs of names with distance less than 0.3
(as deﬁned in Section 5.5.1). Two diﬀerent forms of a name (e.g. “S. G. Parker” and “Steven Parker”)
will deﬁnitely be considered as a candidate pair. 15356 candidate pairs are found, among which the 4000
synthetic duplicates are considered as positive.
The recall-precision curves of Relom and Marlin are shown in Figure 5.9. (SVM with Polynomial kernel
fails to ﬁnish in reasonable time.) It can be seen that both approaches are accurate in identifying duplicates,
and the precision of Relom is 4-5% higher than that of Marlin at most recalls.
We leave the judgement of whether this improvement is signiﬁcant to the readers, by providing the
relevant facts. On one hand, the join path Author → Publish → Publication plays the dominant role in this
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Figure 5.9: Accuracy on DBLP dataset
experiment, since Publish relation has 756990 tuples, while relations on alternative join paths have less than
100000 tuples. On the other hand, all duplicate authors are created from the 19989 authors with at least
10 papers. 4041 authors among them have been editors, and 5960 of them have papers cited in Citation
relation. In our opinion, the improvement of 4-5% is signiﬁcant, and is also a reasonable result.
We use 1000 positive and 1000 negative examples in above experiments. We do not use larger training
sets because the training set size has little inﬂuences on accuracy. We test the accuracy of Relom and Marlin
(linear kernel) on training sets of diﬀerent sizes (from 250 to 1000 positive and negative examples), and show
the results in Figure 5.10. The recall-precision curves of diﬀerent training sets are very close to each other.
Thus we do not think a larger training set will improve accuracy signiﬁcantly.
5.5.3 Detecting Real Duplicates in DBLP
In this section we present the result of Relom on the original DBLP dataset with no synthetic duplicates.
Relom creates a training set with 1000 positive and 1000 negative examples, builds a model, and uses it
to rank all candidates of duplicates. For the top 200 candidates identiﬁed by Relom, we manually judge
whether each of them is a real pair of duplicates of not, with the following information. (1) If we can ﬁnd
the web site of an author, we can judge whether the two names refer to the same author. (2) If we can ﬁnd
papers (in PDF or PS) on the web, or abstract pages on ACM Portal or IEEEXplore, we can usually ﬁnd
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Figure 5.10: Accuracy with diﬀerent numbers of training examples
aﬃliations of authors at certain years, which can help to judge whether two names are duplicates. (3) In
the rare case that all above information is unavailable, we judge by their co-authors.
There are four cases for each candidate pair of names. (1) Match: all (or most) papers of one name
are written by the same author who wrote all (or most) papers of the other name. (2) Partial match:
some papers of the two names are written by the same author. (3) Non-match: no papers of one name are
written by authors of papers of the other name. (4) Undecided : there is not suﬃcient information to make
a judgement (e.g., for authors in early years).
match partial non-match undecided
Number 150 34 10 6
Proportion 75% 17% 5% 3%
Table 5.1: Real duplicates in DBLP
The results are shown in Table 5.1. Relom achieves the high accuracy ( matched+partialmatched+partial+nonmatch ) of
94.8%. It is a very tedious and time-consuming job to manually identify whether two names are duplicates,
and thus we do not perform the same task for Marlin. We put the top 200 duplicate names and their
publications at http://www.ews.uiuc.edu/∼xyin1/projects/DBLP duplicates.html, together with our evidences
for each judgement. The reader is welcomed to inspect our results and notify us about any mistakes we have
made.
There are mainly two types of duplicates in DBLP. (1) Diﬀerent forms of names: For example, “Jan M.
Smith” and “Jan Smith” both refer to a professor Sweden. Some asian names may be written in diﬀerent
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ways, such as “Hong-Jiang Zhang” and “Hongjiang Zhang”. (2) Typos, such as “Zhengqiang Chen” and
“Zhenqiang Chen”, or “Constantin Halatsis” and “Constantine Halatsis”. We found another interesting case
that does belong to the above two categories. “Alon Y. Levy” and “Alon Y. Halevy” are names of the same
professor in diﬀerent periods of time. These two entries have high score of duplication according to Relom
(ranked at top 100) because they are highly connected with each other.
Since we use a stable but older version of DBLP data, some duplicates have been corrected by DBLP.
For example, if one searches “Ralph Martin” in DBLP, she will be led to the page of “Ralph R. Martin”,
although one can ﬁnd both entries in the version used by us. Some authors seemed to be deleted when
merging duplicates, such as “Georges Gielen” (changed to “Georges G. E. Gielen”). We found 72 of the
184 duplicated authors found by Relom have been merged by DBLP. We do not know how such duplicates
are detected, but we think some of them may be reported by the original authors (actually the ﬁrst author
reported once).
5.5.4 Experiments on Scalability
In this section we test the scalability of Relom and Marlin on large datasets. We use the whole DBLP dataset
(with all 316076 authors and 452397 papers) in this experiment.
We ﬁrst test the scalability of Relom w.r.t. training set size. We use the whole DBLP dataset, with
from 500 to 2000 training examples (half positive and half negative). The running time and memory usage
are shown in Figure 5.11 (a) and (b). One can see that both approaches are linear scalable w.r.t. size of
training set. Relom consumes less CPU time, because it propagates probabilities among objects which can
be represented by their IDs, while Marlin needs to process the textual information of the tuples. The memory
consumption of both approaches are very slightly aﬀected by the training set size, because most memory
usage is dedicated to storage of the database. Relom consumes slightly more memory because it needs to
store the probabilities.
Then we use diﬀerent portions of all the authors (from 20% to 100%) to test the scalability of Relom and
Marlin with respect to the size of database. When creating a database with x% of all authors, we put all
relevant information of these authors in the database, including their publications, conferences, editorship,
and relevant citations. The running time and memory consumption of the two approaches are shown in
Figure 5.12 (a) and (b). Training sets of 2000 examples (half positive and half negative) are used. We can
see that the running time is not very much aﬀected by the database size, because even when the database
is much larger, it still takes a similar amount of time to create a training set of 2000 examples. However,
when the database is large, random accesses to some data structures (e.g., sorted trees for indexing) are
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Figure 5.11: Scalability w.r.t. training set size
more expensive, and the total running time will be longer. The memory consumption grows sub-linearly
with the portion of authors used, as the database size also grows sub-linearly with the portion of authors.
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Figure 5.12: Scalability w.r.t. database size
5.6 Related Work
The problem of record linkage [107] (also known as deduplication [97] or merge/purge [59]) was originally
proposed in [85] and was placed into a statistical framework in [42]. Most subsequent studies are based on
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computing pairwise similarities and collapsing similar tuples [4, 11, 21, 59, 63]. In [59] an approach was
proposed based on sorted neighborhood for eﬃcient record linkage. There were substantial amount of work
on using approximate string similarities or TF/IDF model for duplicate detection, such as [21, 25, 52].
In recent years machine learning based approaches [11, 34, 36, 99, 97] received much attention in record
linkage. Their common principle is to use a set of training examples (containing pairs of duplicate or
distinct tuples) to build a classiﬁcation model to predict whether a pair of tuples are duplicates or not.
Diﬀerent classiﬁers such as SVM [19], decision tree [95] and Naive Bayes [77] are used. As the most widely
used classiﬁer, SVM is the most popular approach in record linkage, and its high accuracy is veriﬁed in
[11] and [97] (without active learning). That is why we compare Relom with Marlin [11], the most recent
learning-based record linkage approach, which is based on SVM and text vector model.
In [99] an approach based on conditional random ﬁeld [72] was used to model the inﬂuences between the
reconciliation decisions of diﬀerent tuples/values. It builds a graph by representing each pair of tuples/values
to be reconciliated as a node, and representing the inﬂuence between two reconciliation decisions as an edge.
It is shown that such an approach improves accuracy of record linkage. However, the numbers of nodes and
edges in the graph are quadratic to the numbers of tuples/values in the database, which is unaﬀordable for
large databases.
In a very recent paper [36] the Semex system is presented, which uses similar ideas as [99] to reconcile
references for personal information management by considering the inﬂuences between the reconciliation
decisions of diﬀerent tuples/values. Semex uses pruning techniques to reduce the number of nodes and edges
in the graph. However, there are still a large number of reconciliation decisions and possible inﬂuences
between such decisions in a large database, which leads to the generation of large graphs that may not ﬁt
in main memory. We do not compare Relom with Semex because: (1) Semex requires domain knowledge
on extracting and reconciling data of certain types (e.g., emails and person names), while Relom requires
no knowledge from users in duplicate detection; (2) Relom is based on supervised learning, while Semex is
based on unsupervised learning.
In [4] an approach is proposed to work on a concept hierarchy (e.g. street address, city, state, and
country), and can utilize the parent and children of each tuple to help deduplication. In [8] an approach is
proposed to work in relational databases and use the tuples directly joinable with each tuple to help matching
them. Although the above two approaches utilize relational information, their approaches can be simulated
by converting tuples directly joinable with each target tuple along a certain join path into a set-valued
attribute, and tables containing set-valued attributes can be handled by deduplication approaches such as
[11] and [97]. In contrast, we propose an approach that can utilize the linkages between diﬀerent tuples to
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help matching them, thus utilizing a new form of information that is not used by existing approaches.
One problem in record linkage is how to ﬁnd all candidates of duplication eﬃciently (e.g. pairs of persons
that the edit-distance between their names is less than a threshold). There have been many studies for
eﬃciently ﬁnding such candidates [21, 52, 63, 76], which are either based on q-grams and inverted index,
or search trees in metric spaces. Since the detection of candidates and reconciliation of them are two
independent procedures, any eﬃcient approach for ﬁnding candidates can be used in Relom. Therefore, we
do not discuss how to ﬁnd such candidates in this chapter.
5.7 Summary
Duplication exists in most real world databases and data warehouses. Therefore, duplicate detection (or
record linkage) plays an important role in data cleaning. Most existing approaches on duplicate detection
are only applicable to data stored in single tables. However, most real world databases contain multiple
inter-connected relations.
In this chapter we present Relom, a novel approach for detecting duplicates in relational databases.
Unlike existing approaches which rely on common attribute values, Relom employs the paths connecting
diﬀerent tuples for duplicate detection. Thus it can utilize complex linkages between diﬀerent tuples, which
cannot be used by previous approaches even we convert a relational database into a table by a universal join
(with limited number of joins). We use a model based on random walk to measure the connectivity between
diﬀerent tuples, and propose an eﬃcient algorithm for computing the probabilities of random walk. Our
experiments show that Relom achieves signiﬁcantly higher accuracy than existing approaches, and is linear
scalable w.r.t. dataset size.
This work can be extended to exploit more domain knowledge, such as domain-speciﬁc matchers for
addresses or names. The method of connection-based duplicate detection can also be integrated into existing
data integration systems to provide data cleaning functions using relational information.
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Chapter 6
Object Distinction In Relational
Databases
In the previous chapter we study the problem of detecting duplicate objects with diﬀerent names. In
this chapter we discuss a similar but diﬀerent problem, — distinguishing diﬀerent objects with identical
names. Diﬀerent people or objects may share identical names in the real world, which causes confusion in
many applications. For example, a publication database may easily mix up diﬀerent authors with identical
names. It is a nontrivial task to distinguish these objects or people, especially when there is only very
limited information associated with each of them. As mentioned in previous chapter (Section 5.3), we
found that the linkages among objects provide useful information. Unfortunately, such information is often
intertwined and inconsistent with the identities of objects. In this chapter we develop a methodology of object
distinction, which utilizes supervised learning to fuse diﬀerent types of linkages. Our approach combines
two complementary measures for relational similarity: set resemblance of neighbor tuples and random walk
probability. Experiments show that our approach can accurately distinguish diﬀerent objects with identical
names in real databases.
6.1 Introduction
People retrieve information from diﬀerent databases on the Web in their everyday life, such as DBLP, Yahoo
shopping, and AllMusic. When querying such databases, one problem that has always been disturbing is
that diﬀerent objects may share identical names. For example, there are 197 papers in DBLP written by at
least 14 diﬀerent “Wei Wang”s. Another example is that there are 72 songs and 3 albums named “Forgotten”
in allmusic.com. User are often unable to distinguish them, because the same object may appear in very
diﬀerent contexts, and there is often limited and noisy information associated with each appearance.
In this chapter we study the problem of Object Distinction, i.e., Distinguishing Objects with Identical
Names. Given a database and a set of references in it referring to multiple objects with identical names,
our goal is to split the references into clusters, so that each cluster corresponds to one real object. In this
chapter we assume the data is stored in a relational database, and the objects to be distinguished and their
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Figure 6.1: Papers by four diﬀerent “Wei Wang”s
references reside in a table. A mini example is shown in Figure 6.1, which contains some papers by four
diﬀerent “Wei Wang”s and the linkages among them.
This problem of object distinction is the opposite of a popular problem called reference reconciliation (or
record linkage, duplicate detection) [107], which aims at merging records with diﬀerent contents referring to
the same object, such as two citations:
“J. Liu, W. Wang, J. Yang. A framework for ontology driven subspace clustering. KDD 2004.”
“Jinze Liu et al. A framework for ontology-driven subspace clustering. SIGKDD Conf. 2004.”
referring to the same paper. There have been many record linkage approaches [9, 11, 21, 36, 42, 64, 99].
They usually use some inexpensive techniques [52, 63, 76] to ﬁnd candidates of duplicate records (e.g., pairs
of objects with similar names), and then check whether each pair of candidates are duplicates. Diﬀerent
approaches are used to reconcile each candidate pair, such as probabilistic models of attribute values [36,
42, 99, 107] and textual similarities [11, 21].
Compared with record linkage, objection distinction is a very diﬀerent problem. First, because the
references have identical names, textual similarity is useless, i.e., the approaches based on textual similarity
[11, 21] cannot be applied. Second, each reference is usually associated with limited information, such as the
authors, title and venue of a paper in DBLP, and thus it is diﬃcult to make good judgements based on them.
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Third and most importantly, because diﬀerent references to the same object appear in diﬀerent contexts, they
seldom share common or similar attribute values. Most record linkage approaches [11, 21, 36, 42, 99, 107]
are based on the assumption that duplicate records should have equal or similar values, and thus cannot be
used on this problem.
Although the references are associated with limited and possibly inconsistent information, the linkages
among references and other objects still provide crucial information for grouping references. For example,
in a publication database, diﬀerent references to authors are connected in numerous ways through authors,
conferences and citations. References to the same author are often linked in certain ways, such as through
their coauthors, coauthors of coauthors, citations, etc.. These linkages provide important information, and
a comprehensive analysis on them may likely disclose the identities of objects.
In this chapter we develop a methodology called DISTINCT that can distinguish object identities by
fusing diﬀerent types of linkages with diﬀerentiating weights, and using a combination of diﬀerent similarity
measures to assess the value of each linkage. Speciﬁcally, we address the following three challenges to achieve
high accuracy.
Challenge 1: The linkage information is usually sparse and noisy. Two references to the same object are
often unlinked, and all references to the same object may form several weakly linked partitions. On the
other hand, there are often linkages between references to diﬀerent objects.
Example 1 As shown in Figure 6.1, each “Wei Wang” has diﬀerent sets of collaborators in diﬀerent periods
of time, because he or she changes aﬃliation at certain time points. On the other hand, diﬀerent “Wei
Wang”s are often linked. For example, the ﬁrst and third “Wei Wang”s both coauthored with “Jiawei Han”
and “Haixun Wang”, and the other two “Wei Wang”s are also linked with them via “Hongjun Lu” or
“Aidong Zhang”. Moreover, all four “Wei Wang”s work on database and data mining. The intertwined
linkage information makes it very diﬃcult to ﬁnd the identity of each reference even for human.
From Example 1 one can see that comprehensive analysis on linkages is needed to correctly group refer-
ences according to their identities. DISTINCT combines two approaches for measuring similarities between
records in a relational database. The ﬁrst approach is set resemblance between the neighbor tuples of two
records [9] (the neighbor tuples of a record are the tuples linked with it). The second is random walk prob-
ability between two records in the graph of relational data [64]. These two approaches are complementary:
one uses the neighborhood information, and the other uses connection strength of linkages.
Challenge 2: How to identify the roles of diﬀerent types of linkages? There are many types of linkages among
references, each following a join path in the database schema. Diﬀerent types of linkages have very diﬀerent
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semantic meanings and diﬀerent levels of importance. For example, two references being linked by the same
coauthor is a much stronger indication that they refer to the same person, in comparison with their linking
to the same conference. Existing record linkage approaches for relational databases [9, 64] treat diﬀerent
types of linkages equally, which may bury crucial linkages in many unimportant ones.
DISTINCT uses Support Vector Machines (SVM) [19] to learn a model for weighing diﬀerent types of
linkages. This is the most challenging part of the solution since we want to collect training data without
explicit labeling—it is very labor intensive to manually build a training set, especially for non-expert users.
Fortunately, although a database contains objects with undistinguishable names, it usually contains many
more objects with distinct names, which naturally serves as training data. We design a method for identifying
objects with distinct names by analyzing the popularity of object names, and then automatically constructing
training examples from those objects. In this way, DISTINCT performs supervised learning without manually
labeled training data, which makes it easy to use even for layman users.
Challenge 3: How to group references into clusters accurately and eﬃciently? As mentioned in Challenge
1, two references to the same object are often unlinked, and there are often linkages between references to
diﬀerent objects. It is insuﬃcient to merely identify pairs of references that refer to the same object, because
some identiﬁed pairs may be wrong and many true pairs may not be identiﬁed. Therefore, it is crucial to use
clustering methods to group references based on similarities among them, in order to accurately distinguish
references to diﬀerent objects. Because references to the same object can be merged and considered as a
whole, we use agglomerative hierarchical clustering [61], which repeatedly merges the most similar pairs of
clusters. However, it is very expensive to repeatedly compute the similarity between each newly created
cluster and other existing clusters. We develop an eﬃcient method that computes similarities between
clusters incrementally as clusters are merged, and thus avoids redundant computation and achieves high
eﬃciency.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes our similarity measure between
references. Section 6.3 presents the approach for combining similarities on diﬀerent join paths using super-
vised learning. The approach for clustering references is described in Section 6.4, and experimental results
are presented in Section 6.5. We discuss related work in Section 6.6 and conclude our study in Section 6.7.
6.2 Similarity Between References
We say a set of references are resembling if they have identical textual contents (e.g., references to authors
with identical names). Two references are equivalent if they refer to the same object, and distinct if they
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do not. Our goal is to group a set of resembling references into clusters so that there is a 1-to-1 mapping
between the clusters and the real objects.
In this section we describe our similarity measure for references. Because each reference is usually
associated with very limited information, one has to utilize the relationships between each reference and
other tuples in the database. We analyze such relationships using the following two types of information:
(1) the neighbor tuples of each reference and (2) the linkages between diﬀerent references. Based on our
observation, for two references, the more overlapping on their neighborhood, or the stronger linkages between
them (e.g., short linkages with low fan outs), the more likely they are equivalent.
We introduce a composite similarity measure by adopting and extending two existing similarity measures.
The ﬁrst measure is set resemblance between neighbor tuples of two references [9]. We extend it to incorporate
the connection strength between each reference and the neighbor tuples. The second measure is random
walk probability between two references within a certain number of steps [64]. We integrate it with the ﬁrst
measure and compute both measures eﬃciently using the same framework.
6.2.1 Neighbor Tuples
author author
paper-key
proc-key
conference
location
Authors Publish Proceedings
year
paper-key
title
Publications
proc-key
conference
Conferences
publisher
Figure 6.2: The schema of DBLP database
The neighbor tuples of a reference are the tuples joinable with it. A reference has a set of neighbor tuples
along each join path starting at the relation containing references. The semantic meaning of neighbor
tuples is determined by the join path. For example, the schema of DBLP database is shown in Figure 6.2,
and we only consider joins between keys and foreign-keys as shown in the ﬁgure. We study the references
to authors in Publish relation (each tuple in Publish relation links an author with a paper, and each
tuple in Publication is usually linked with multiple tuples in Publish). The neighbor tuples along join path
“Publish  Publications  Publish  Authors” represent the authors of the paper for a reference. Because
diﬀerent join paths have very diﬀerent semantic meanings, we treat the neighbor tuples along diﬀerent join
path separately, and will combine them later by supervised learning.
Deﬁnition 14 (Neighbor tuples) Suppose the references to be resolved are stored in relation Rr. For a
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reference r that appears in tuple tr, and a join path P that starts at Rr and ends at relation Rt, the neighbor
tuples of r along join path P are the tuples in Rt joinable with tr along P . We use NBP (r) to represent the
neighbor tuples of reference r along join path P .
Besides neighbor tuples of each reference, the attribute values of neighbor tuples are also very useful for
reconciling references. For example, two neighbor tuples in Conferences relation sharing the same value on
publisher attribute indicates some relationship between these two tuples. In DISTINCT, we consider each
value of each attribute (except keys and foreign-keys) as an individual tuple. Let us take the publisher
attribute in Proceedings relation as an example. We create a new relation called Publisher, and each distinct
value of publisher attribute (ACM, Springer, etc.) is considered as a tuple in this relation. The publisher
attribute in Proceedings relation is considered as a foreign-key referring to those new tuples. In this way we
can use a single model to utilize both neighbor tuples and their attribute values.
6.2.2 Connection Strength
For a reference r and a join path P , the strengths of relationships between r and diﬀerent tuples in
NBP (r) could be very diﬀerent. For example, suppose a reference to “Wei Wang” is connected to a paper
“vldb/wangym97”, and then to two other authors of the paper “Jiong Yang” and “Richard Muntz”, who are
further connected to other papers. If “Richard Muntz” is a productive author and has many more papers
than “Jiong Yang”, the relationship between “Wei Wang” and “Richard Muntz” is weaker than that for
“Wei Wang” and “Jiong Yang”. Moreover, if many papers by “Richard Muntz” and “Jiong Yang” are in
KDD conference, then “Wei Wang” has strong relationship with KDD compared with other conferences.
We use probability propagation [106] to model the connection strength between a reference r and its
neighbor tuples NBP (r). Initially the tuple containing r has probability 1. At each step, for each tuple t
with non-zero probability, we uniformly propagate t’s probability to all tuples joinable with t along the join
path P .
Similar to some approaches on record linkage using relational data [9, 64], in DISTINCT we consider join
paths with length no more than L. For each qualiﬁed join path P , we propagate probability from each
reference r along P . For each tuple t ∈ NBP (r), we compute ProbP (r → t), the probability of reaching
t from r via join path P , which is used as the connection strength between r and t. We also compute
ProbP (t → r), which is the probability of reaching r from t via the reverse join path of P . This probability
can greatly facilitate the computation of random walk probability, as explained in Section 6.2.4.
The computation of both types of probabilities can be done in a depth-ﬁrst traversal of all qualiﬁed join
paths. Figure 6.3 shows the procedure of propagating probabilities from a tuple in Rr to tuples in R1 and
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Figure 6.3: Propagating probabilities between tuples
R2. The two numbers in each box are the probability of reaching this tuple and the probability of reaching
the origin from this tuple. Let P1 be the current join path from Rr to R1, and P2 be the join path from Rr
to R2. Let TRkRl(t) be the set of tuples in Rl joinable with a tuple t in Rk. For each tuple ti ∈ R1 we
have already computed ProbP1(r → ti) and ProbP1(ti → r). Then for each tuple tj ∈ R2, we can compute
ProbP2(r → tj) according to the deﬁnition:
ProbP2(r → tj) =
∑
ti∈TR2R1 (tj)
ProbP1(r → ti)
|TR1R2(ti)|
(6.1)
ProbP2(tj → r) can be computed by
ProbP2(tj → r) =
∑
ti∈TR2R1 (tj)
ProbP1(ti → r)
|TR2R1(tj)|
(6.2)
6.2.3 Set Resemblance of Neighbor Tuples
Our ﬁrst measure for similarity between two references r1 and r2 is the set resemblance between their neighbor
tuples. This measure represents the similarity between the contexts of two references in a relational database.
In DBLP database, it indicates whether two references to authors are connected with similar coauthors,
publications, conferences, etc. The set resemblance between neighbor tuples is deﬁned by Jaccard coeﬃcient
[101]. Because the relationships between a reference and diﬀerent neighbor tuples have diﬀerent strength,
the connection strengths between references and tuples are incorporated into our deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 15 (Set Resemblance.) The set resemblance similarity between two references r1 and r2 with
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respect to join path P is deﬁned as
ResemP (r1, r2) =
∑
t∈NBP (r1)∩NBP (r2)min(ProbP (r1 → t), P robP (r2 → t))∑
t∈NBP (r1)∪NBP (r2)max(ProbP (r1 → t), P robP (r2 → t))
(6.3)
(ProbP (r → t) = 0 if t is not in NBP (r).)
DISTINCT stores the neighbor tuples of each reference along each join path in a hashtable. Thus
ResemP (r1, r2) can be computed in linear time by scanning the two hashtables.
6.2.4 Random Walk Probability
Set resemblance similarity represents the similarity between the contexts of references. There is another
important factor for similarity, which are the linkages between them. Diﬀerent linkages have very diﬀerent
strengths. For example, consider two references to authors r1 and r2. If there is a linkage between r1 and r2
through “ICDE 2006”, then this linkage is pretty weak because “ICDE 2006” is connected to many authors.
If r1 and r2 both coauthor with author a3 for many times, then the linkage between r1 and r2 through a3
is quite strong.
Based on the above analysis, we adopt the random walk probability model used in multi-relational record
linkage [64]. It performs probability propagation as in Section 6.2.2, and the total strength of the linkages
between two references is deﬁned as the probability of walking from one reference to the other within a
certain number of steps. A novel feature of our approach is that, we compute the random walk probability
along each join path separately, in order to acknowledge the diﬀerent semantics of diﬀerent join paths.
Machine learning techniques will be used to combine the random walk probabilities through diﬀerent join
paths, which is described in Section 6.3.
It is very expensive to compute random walk probabilities along long join paths. On the other hand,
since we have computed the probabilities of walking from references to their neighbor tuples, and those from
neighbor tuples to references, we can easily compute the probability of walking between two references by
combining such probabilities. Let P be the set of join paths no longer than L starting from the relation
containing references. For each join path P ∈ P, for a reference r and each tuple t ∈ NBP (r), we have
computed the probability of walking from r to t and that from t to r. Because each join path no longer than
2L can be decomposed into two join paths no longer than L, we can compute the random walk probabilities
between two references through join paths no longer than 2L by combining probabilities along join paths no
longer than L.
Lemma 5 Let ←−P represent the reverse join path of join path P . For each join path Q so that |Q| ≤ 2L, Q
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can be decomposed as Q = P1 
←−
P2, so that P1 ∈ P and P2 ∈ P. The random walk probability of walking
from reference r1 to r2 through Q is
ProbQ(r1 → r2) =
∑
t∈NBP1 (r1)∩NBP2 (r2)
ProbP1(r1 → t)× ProbP2(t → r2) (6.4)
Proof. We can divide the join path Q into two parts P1 and P ′2, so that |P1| =  |Q|2  and |P ′2| =  |Q|2 .
Let P2 =
←−
P ′2. If |Q| ≤ 2L, then |P1| ≤ L and |P2| ≤ L, and both P1 and P2 start at the relation containing
references Rr and end at a relation Rm. According to the deﬁnition of random walk, the probability of walking
from r1 to r2 via Q is the sum of the probability of walking from r1 to a tuple t in Rm (via P1) times the
probability of walking from t to r2 (via P ′2).
For two references r1 and r2, their similarity based on random walk probability through join path Q is
deﬁned as the geometric average of the probability of going from r1 to r2 and that from r2 to r1.
WalkProbQ(r1, r2) =
√
ProbQ(r1 → r2) · ProbQ(r2 → r1) (6.5)
Geometric average is used because these two probabilities often diﬀer by hundreds or thousands of times,
and arithmetic average will ignore the smaller one.
In general, random walk probability indicates how likely it is to walk from one reference to another
through all linkages between them. It is a complementary measure to set resemblance, which indicates the
context similarity of references. DISTINCT combines both measures to perform comprehensive analysis on
similarities between references.
6.3 Supervised Learning with Automatically Constructed
Training Set
In record linkages approaches that utilize relation information [9, 64], all join paths are treated equally.
However, linkages along diﬀerent join paths have very diﬀerent semantic meanings, and thus should have
diﬀerent weights on importance. For example, in DBLP database two references to authors being linked
by the same coauthor is a strong indication of possible equivalence, whereas two references being linked by
the same conference is much weaker. The schema of a real database is often more complicated than that of
DBLP, thus making it more crucial to distinguish important join paths from unimportant ones.
DISTINCT uses supervised learning to determine the pertinence of each join path and assign a weight to it.
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Supervised learning has proven eﬀective in record linkage in a single table [11]. But its usage in reconciling
records or references in relational databases has not been explored much.
In order to use supervised learning, we need a training set which contains equivalent references as positive
examples and distinct references as negative ones. It is labor intensive to manually create a training set,
especially for non-expert users. Thus it is highly desirable if one can construct a training set automatically.
An important observation is that although a database contains undistinguishable objects, it usually contains
many more objects with distinct names. For example, most authors in DBLP (or most songs, movies in
entertainment websites) have distinct names, and we can create many training examples from them. We can
use a pair of references to an object with unique name as a positive example, and use a pair of references to
two diﬀerent objects as a negative example.
In order to determine whether an object’s name is unique, we consider whether each term in the name is
frequent. For example, a person’s name usually consists of a ﬁrst name and a last name. We say a last (or
ﬁrst) name is rare if it co-appears with only one or a few ﬁrst (or last) names. If a person’s name contains
a rare ﬁrst name and a rare last name, the name is very likely to be a unique one. In this way we can ﬁnd
many names from the DBLP that are very likely to be unique, and use them to construct training sets.
When distinguishing other objects such as songs and movies, we can also utilize the frequencies of words in
their names. A name that contains several rare words is very likely to be unique.
Given the training examples, we use Support Vector Machines (SVM) [19] to learn a model based on
similarities via diﬀerent join paths. As shown in previous studies on record linkage [11], SVM is an eﬀective
approach for combining diﬀerent attributes for reconciling records. However, we are using SVM for weighting
or diﬀerentiating join paths.
We ﬁrst introduce the learning procedure for set resemblance similarities. Each training example (which
is a pair of references) is converted into a vector, and each dimension of the vector represents set resemblance
similarity between the two references along a certain join path. Then SVM with linear kernel is applied to
these training sets, and the learned model is a linear combination of similarities via diﬀerent join paths.
Usually, some important join paths have high positive weights, whereas others have weights close to zero
and can be ignored in further computation.
Let Resem(r1, r2) be the overall set resemblance similarity between r1 and r2,
Resem(r1, r2) =
∑
P∈P
w(P ) ·ResemP (r1, r2), (6.6)
where w(P ) is the weight of join path P .
We apply the same procedure to similarities based on random walk probabilities. Let WalkProb(r1, r2)
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be the overall random walk probability between r1 and r2. It is deﬁned in the same way as Resem(r1, r2).
6.4 Clustering References
As mentioned earlier, the similarity between references cannot accurately represent their relationships, as
two references to the same object are often unlinked, and there are often linkages between references to
diﬀerent objects. Therefore, it is very important to use clustering methods to group resembling references
into clusters, so that each cluster corresponds to a real entity. The clustering procedure will be discussed in
this section.
6.4.1 Clustering Strategy
There are many clustering approaches [61]. The problem of clustering references has the following features:
(1) The references do not lie in an Euclidean space, (2) the number of clusters is completely unknown,
and (3) equivalent references can be merged into a cluster, which still represent a single object. Therefore,
agglomerative hierarchical clustering is most suitable for this problem.
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm ﬁrst uses each reference as a cluster, and then re-
peatedly merges the most similar pairs of clusters. A most important issue is how to measure the similarity
between two clusters of references. There are diﬀerent measures including Single-Link (highest similarity
between two points in two clusters), Complete-Link (lowest similarity between two points in two clusters),
and Average-Link (average similarity between all points in two clusters) [61]. As shown in the example
of “Wei Wang” in Figure 6.1, references to the same object may form weakly linked partitions, and thus
Complete-Link is not appropriate. On the other hand, references to diﬀerent objects may be linked, which
makes Single-Link inappropriate.
In comparison, Average-Link is a reasonable measure, as it captures the overall similarity between two
clusters and is not aﬀected by individual linkages which may be misleading. However, it suﬀers from the
following problem. References to the same object often form weakly linked partitions. For example, in DBLP
an author may collaborate with diﬀerent groups of people when she is aﬃliated with diﬀerent institutions,
which leads to groups of weakly linked references. During the clustering process, some references may be
highly related to part of a big cluster, but not related to the other parts. Figure 6.4 shows an example,
in which each point represents a reference and points close to each other have high similarity. We can see
cluster C2 is similar to the upper part of cluster C1, but the average similarity between C2 and C1 is pretty
low, and they will not be merged using Average-Link.
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C1 C2
C3
Figure 6.4: Problems with Average-Link
To address this problem, we combine the average similarity with collective similarity, which is computed
by considering each cluster as a whole. Among our two similarity measures, random walk probability can
be more naturally applied to groups of equivalent references, as the random walk probability between two
clusters is just the probability of walking from one group of references to another. (The probability of
walking from a cluster C1 to another cluster C2 is the probability of walking from a uniformly randomly
selected reference in C1 to any reference in C2.) Using this measure, in Figure 6.4 the average probability
of walking between C1 and C2 is fairly high, and they will be merged.
Therefore we introduce a composite similarity measure by combining the average set resemblance sim-
ilarity with the collective random walk probability when measuring similarity between clusters. Because
these two measures may have diﬀerent scales, and arithmetic average will often ignore the smaller one, we
use the geometric average of the two measures as the overall similarity between two clusters.
Sim(C1, C2) =
√
Resem(C1, C2) ·WalkProb(C1, C2), (6.7)
where Resem(C1, C2) is the average set resemblance similarity between references in C1 and those in C2,
and WalkProb(C1, C2) is the collective random walk probability between them.
6.4.2 Eﬃcient Computation
During agglomerative hierarchical clustering, one needs to repeatedly compute similarities between clusters.
When clusters are large, it is very expensive to compute the average similarity between two clusters in the
brute-force way, and it is also very expensive to compute the collective random walk probability between two
clusters as there are often a huge number of linkages between them. Therefore, we design eﬃcient methods
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that can incrementally compute the similarity between clusters as clusters are merged.
Initially each reference is used as a cluster, and the set resemblance similarity and random walk probability
between each pair of clusters are computed. This is usually aﬀordable because the number of references
having identical names is seldom very large. At each step, the two most similar clusters C1 and C2 are
merged into a new cluster C3, and we need to compute the similarity between C3 and each existing cluster
Ci. When C3 is very large, a brute-force method may consume similar amount of time as computing pair-wise
similarity during initialization, and it is unaﬀordable to perform such computation at every step.
One important observation for improving eﬃciency is that, both the average set resemblance similarity
and random walk probability between C3 and Ci can be directly computed by aggregating the similarities
between C1, C2 and Ci. This is formalized in the following two properties.
Property 1 (Additive property of set resemblance.) Let C3 = C1 ∪ C2. For another cluster Ci,
Resem(C3, Ci) =
|C1| ·Resem(C1, Ci) + |C2| ·Resem(C2, Ci)
|C1|+ |C2| . (6.8)
Proof. Can be derived from deﬁnitions.
The random walk probability between a merged cluster and existing clusters can also be computed by
combining the probabilities involving the two clusters being merged.
Property 2 (Additive property of random walk probability.) Let WalkProbQ(Ci → Cj) be the
probability of walking from a randomly selected reference in Ci to any reference in Cj through join path Q.
If C3 = C1 ∪ C2, then for another cluster Ci,
WalkProbQ(C3 → Ci) = |C1| ·WalkProbQ(C1 → Ci) + |C2| ·WalkProbQ(C2 → Ci)|C1|+ |C2| . (6.9)
WalkProbQ(Ci → C3) = WalkProbQ(Ci → C1) + WalkProbQ(Ci → C2). (6.10)
Proof. We ﬁrst prove Equation (6.9). When randomly selecting a reference r from C3, the probability of
r ∈ C1 is |C1||C1|+|C2| , and that of r ∈ C2 is
|C2|
|C1|+|C2| . Thus the probability of walking from a random reference
in C3 to cluster Ci is
|C1|
|C1|+|C2| × WalkProbQ(C1 → Ci) +
|C2|
|C1|+|C2| × WalkProbQ(C2 → Ci). Then we
prove Equation (6.10). The probability of walking from a reference r in Ci to C3 is the sum of probability of
walking from r to C1 and that of walking from r to C2.
The procedure of clustering references is described below.
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1. Use each reference as a cluster. Compute the similarity between each pair of clusters. Store the
similarities between all pairs of clusters in a binary search tree.
2. Remove the highest similarity. If this similarity is lower than min-sim, go to step 4. Otherwise suppose
it is between cluster Ci and Cj . If Ci or Cj has been merged into other clusters and does not exist
any more, repeat this step.
3. Create cluster Ck = Ci∪Cj , and remove Ci and Cj . For each existing cluster Cl, compute the average
set resemblance similarity and collective random walk probability between Ck and Cl, using Property
1 and 2. Insert the similarity between Ck and Cl into the binary search tree. Go to step 2.
4. Output the clusters.
As shown in [61], the time and space complexity of a regular agglomerative hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm is O(N2 logN) and O(N2). Although we use Average-Link and collective random walk probability,
both measures can be aggregated in constant time as shown in Property 1 and 2, and this does not increase
complexity. The number of references with identical textual contents is not large in most cases. For example,
in DBLP the most productive author has 371 publications, and there are only 580 authors with at least 100
publications. Therefore, our approach can usually cluster references in very short time.
6.5 Experimental Results
In this section we report our empirical study to test the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the proposed approach
for distinguishing references of diﬀerent objects with identical names. All algorithms are implemented using
Microsoft Visual Studio.Net (C#), and all experiments are conducted on an Intel Pentium IV 3.0GHz PC
with 1GB memory, running Microsoft Windows XP professional.
As DISTINCT is the ﬁrst approach for distinguishing references of diﬀerent identities, we test the advan-
tages of the new methods that we introduce. We compared DISTINCT with the previous approaches that
use each single similarity measure between references—set resemblance [9] or random walk probability [64].
We also compare DISTINCT with the approach using both similarity measures but does not use supervised
learning and treats all join paths equally.
6.5.1 Experiments on Accuracy
We test DISTINCT on DBLP database, which is converted from the XML data of DBLP. Its schema is shown
in Figure 6.2. We remove authors with no more than 2 papers, and there are 127,124 authors left. There
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are about 616K papers and 1.29M references to authors in Publish relation (authorship). In DBLP we focus
on distinguishing references to authors with identical names.
Training
We ﬁrst build a training set using the method in Section 6.3. We ﬁrst randomly select 1000 rare names, so
that it is very likely that each of them represents a single author. In DBLP we consider a name as rare if
it has a middle name (or middle initial) and a rare last name. We randomly select a pair of references to
each author, so as to create 1000 positive examples. We randomly select 1000 pairs of references to diﬀerent
authors as negative examples. Then SVM with linear kernel is applied on this training set to build a model
combining diﬀerent join paths. The whole process takes 62.13 seconds.
Synthetic Groups of Resembling References
DISTINCT is ﬁrst tested on synthetic groups of references to diﬀerent objects with identical names, which are
created by changing the names of some objects. We ﬁrst select 1000 authors with rare names not used in
the training data, each having at least 5 papers. Then we divide the 1000 authors into many small groups,
each having G authors (G = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10), and assign a single name for the authors in each group. DISTINCT
is applied on all references to authors in each group, and generates clusters of references. The clusters are
compared with the standard clustering with G clusters, each corresponding to an author.
We measure the performance of DISTINCT by precision, recall and accuracy, which are deﬁned by con-
sidering each pair of equivalent references as an item in the correct answer. Suppose the standard set of
clusters is C∗, and the set of clusters by DISTINCT is C. Let TP (true positive) be the number of pairs of
references that are in the same cluster in both C∗ and C. Let FP (false positive) be the number of pairs
of references in the same cluster in C but not in C∗, and FN (false negative) be the number of pairs of
references in the same cluster in C∗ but not in C. Precision and recall are deﬁned as
precision =
TP
TP + FP
, recall =
TP
TP + FN
.
Accuracy is deﬁned by Jaccard coeﬃcient [101]
accuracy =
TP
TP + FP + FN
.
A high precision means that references to diﬀerent authors are seldom merged together, and a high recall
means that references to the same author are seldom partitioned. Precision is 1 if each cluster contains only
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one reference, and recall is 1 if all references are put into one cluster.
An important parameter in clustering references is min-sim. During agglomerative hierarchical clustering,
two clusters are merged if their similarity is no less than min-sim. Thus min-sim controls the precision and
recall of DISTINCT – a smaller min-sim leads to less clusters, higher recall and lower precision. We will test
the performance of DISTINCT with diﬀerent min-sim, in order to analyze the relationship between precision
and recall.
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy of DISTINCT with diﬀ. min-sim
The accuracy of DISTINCT on synthetic reference groups to authors with identical names is shown in
Figure 6.5, which contains the average accuracy of groups with size 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 (there are 1000/G
groups with size G). For each group size, we test DISTINCT with 12 min-sim values (starting from 0.01
and decreasing exponentially). Please note that accuracy (Jaccard coeﬃcient) is a tough measure. For two
clustering C1 and C2, if 80% of equivalent pairs of C1 and 80% of those of C2 are overlapped, the accuracy
is only 0.8/(0.8 + 0.2 + 0.2) = 0.667.
The precision-recall curve of DISTINCT is shown in Figure 6.6. One can see that the precision is quite high
when group size is small, indicating that references to diﬀerent authors are seldom put into the same cluster.
When group size is large, it can still achieve reasonably high precision and recall (e.g., precision=0.83 and
recall=0.65 when each group has 10 authors). This shows that DISTINCT can eﬀectively group references
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according to their real identities.
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Figure 6.7: DISTINCT v.s. previous approaches
We compare DISTINCT using the composite similarity measure with the existing approaches using each
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individual similarity measure without supervised learning, including the approach using set-resemblance [9]
and that using random walk probability [64]. The same clustering method is used for all three approaches.
The highest accuracy and f-measure (using any of the 12 values of min-sim) are shown in Figure 6.7. It can
be seen that when group size is 2, DISTINCT improves accuracy and f-measure1 by only 2-3%. However, the
improvement increases sharply with group size, and DISTINCT improves accuracy and f-measure by about
15% when group size is 10. It shows that compared with existing approaches, DISTINCT has more advantages
on more diﬃcult problems of distinguishing references.
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Figure 6.8: DISTINCT with and w/o supervised learning
Then we test the eﬀectiveness of supervised learning by comparing DISTINCT with the same approach
that does not use supervised learning. The highest accuracy and f-measure are shown in Figure 6.8. One
can see that supervised learning improves accuracy and f-measure by only 2% when group size is 2, and
improves accuracy by 13% and f-measure by 10% when group size is 10.
We also test the eﬀectiveness of combining two complementary similarity measures, by comparing
DISTINCT with the approach that uses each individual measure (with supervised learning). Figure 6.9 shows
the highest accuracy and f-measure of the three approaches. One can see that the accuracy is improved by
4% for groups with sizes greater than 6 by combining both measures.
1f-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
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Figure 6.9: Combined vs. individual measures
Real Cases
We test DISTINCT on real names in DBLP that correspond to multiple authors. We try many combinations
of popular ﬁrst and last names, and ﬁnd 10 names corresponding to multiple authors. Table 6.1 shows the
10 names2, together with the number of authors and number of references.
In order to test the accuracy of our approach, we manually label the references to these names. For each
name, we divide the references into groups according to the authors’ identities, which are determined by the
authors’ home pages or aﬃliations shown on the papers.3
Name #author #ref
Hui Fang 3 9
Ajay Gupta 4 16
Joseph Hellerstein 2 151
Rakesh Kumar 2 36
Michael Wagner 5 29
Bing Liu 6 89
Jim Smith 3 19
Lei Wang 13 55
Wei Wang 14 141
Bin Yu 5 44
Table 6.1: Names corresponding to multiple authors
2We manually merge “Joseph M. Hellerstein” and “Joseph L. Hellerstein” into “Joseph Hellerstein”.
3References whose author identities cannot be found (e.g., no electronic version of paper) are removed. We also remove
authors with only one reference that is not related to other references by coauthors or conferences, because such references will
not aﬀect accuracy.
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We use DISTINCT to distinguish references to each name. min-sim is set to 0.0005, which leads to highest
accuracy in Section 6.5.1 when group size is 8 or 10. Table 6.2 shows the accuracy, precision, and recall
of DISTINCT for each name. In general, DISTINCT successfully group references with pretty high accuracy.
There is no false positive in 7 out of 10 cases, indicating that DISTINCT seldom merges references to diﬀerent
authors. In the mean time, the average recall is 83.6%, showing that references to the same author can be
merged in most cases. In some cases references to one author are divided into multiple groups. For example,
18 references to “Michael Wagner” in Australia are divided into two groups, which leads to low recall.
Name accuracy precision recall f-measure
Hui Fang 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ajay Gupta 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Joseph Hellerstein 0.810 1.0 0.810 0.895
Rakesh Kumar 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Michael Wagner 0.395 1.0 0.395 0.566
Bing Liu 0.825 1.0 0.825 0.904
Jim Smith 0.829 0.888 0.926 0.906
Lei Wang 0.863 0.920 0.932 0.926
Wei Wang 0.716 0.855 0.814 0.834
Bin Yu 0.658 1.0 0.658 0.794
average 0.810 0.966 0.836 0.883
Table 6.2: Accuracy for distinguishing references
We compare DISTINCT with DISTINCT without supervised learning, and DISTINCT using each of the two
similarity measures: Set-resemblance [9] and random walk probabilities [64] (with and without supervised
learning). Please notice that supervised learning is not used in [9] and [64]. For each approach except
DISTINCT, we choose the min-sim that maximizes average accuracy. Figure 6.10 shows the average accuracy
of each approach. DISTINCT improves the accuracy by about 20% compared with the approaches in [9] and
[64]. The accuracy is improved by more than 10% with supervised learning, and 4% with combined similarity
measure.
We visualize the results about “Wei Wang” in Figure 6.11. References corresponding to each author is
shown in a gray box, together with his/her current aﬃliation and number of references. The arrows and
small blocks indicate the mistakes made by DISTINCT. It can be seen that in general DISTINCT does a
very good job in distinguishing references, although it makes some mistakes because of the linkages between
references to diﬀerent authors.
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Figure 6.11: Groups of references of “Wei Wang”
6.5.2 Scalability
We test the scalability of DISTINCT w.r.t. the number of references to be reconciled. In the test on synthetic
groups of references in DBLP database, there are 1141 groups of references to be reconciled. We apply
DISTINCT on these 1141 problems of distinguishing references (min-sim=0.0005). Figure 6.12 is a scattered
plot, where each point represents the running time and number of references of a group. One can see that
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although DISTINCT has O(N2 logN) complexity as it uses agglomerative hierarchical clustering, it is highly
eﬃcient and only takes a few seconds to split 200 references. The average time for each group is 0.392
seconds.
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Figure 6.12: Scalability of DISTINCT on DBLP
6.6 Related Work
Reference splitting aims at ﬁnding diﬀerent groups of references that refer to diﬀerent objects among a set
of identical references. This problem is most similar to record linkage [107], which aims at ﬁnding records
with diﬀerent contents but representing the same object or fact. Record linkage was ﬁrst placed into a
statistical framework in [42]. Most subsequent studies are based on computing pairwise similarities and
collapsing similar records [4, 11, 21, 63]. There are substantial amount of work on using approximate string
similarities or TF/IDF model for duplicate detection [21, 25, 52]. Some recent approaches [36, 99] consider
the inﬂuences between diﬀerent reconciliation decisions, and reconcile many candidate pairs simultaneously,
although this could be very expensive for large-scale problems.
A record linkage approach usually follows a two-step procedure. It ﬁrst identiﬁes candidates of duplicate
pairs of records, usually with a cheap measure (e.g., textual similarity) such as the methods in [21, 52, 63].
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Then it computes the similarity between each pair of candidate records based on their attribute values to
decide whether they are duplicates.
However, the above procedure cannot be used to distinguish references with identical names. Because
all references to be reconciled have identical names, textual similarity becomes useless, and there is no
candidate. Because each reference is usually associated with very limited information, and even worse, two
references to the same object may not have identical or similar attribute values since they appear in diﬀerent
contexts, one cannot judge their similarity by analyzing their attribute values.
There have been several studies on record linkage in relational databases [4, 9, 64]. Delphi is proposed in
[4], which uses parents and children in a concept hierarchy help record linkage. Bhattacharya et al. propose
RC-ER [9] which uses both the attributes and the neighbor tuples of records to match them. Kalashnikov
et al. propose RelDC [64] which uses the random walk probabilities between diﬀerent objects in a relational
database to detects duplicates.
DISTINCT combines the two existing measures for similarities in record linkage in relational environments:
(1) Set resemblance between the neighbor tuples [9], and (2) random walk probabilities [64]. Although
DISTINCT uses existing measures, it works on a very diﬀerent problem. The approaches in [9] and [64] aim
at detecting duplicate objects with diﬀerent names, and thus consider objects with identical names to be
the same4. In comparison, DISTINCT aims at distinguishing references with identical names, and thus each
reference being resolved must be considered as an individual object. This brings new challenges such as very
limited information for each reference and no textual similarity. We use new techniques to address these
challenges, which are shown to be highly eﬀective by experiments.
Supervised learning has been used in record linkage in recent years [11]. Similar to statistics based
approaches [42, 107], training data (pairs of duplicate or distinct records) is used to build a model for
predicting whether a pair of records are duplicates. Among diﬀerent machine learning approaches, SVM has
been shown to be eﬀective in [11].
6.7 Summary
In this chapter we study the problem of object distinction, i.e., distinguishing references to objects with iden-
tical names. We develop a general methodology called DISTINCT for supervised composition of heterogeneous
link analysis, that can fuse diﬀerent types of linkages with diﬀerentiating weights, and use a combination
of distinct similarity measures to assess the value of each linkage. DISTINCT combines two complementary
4In [9] authors with popular names (e.g., “X. Wang”) and authors who do not share coauthors are not considered as the
same author.
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measures for relational similarity (set resemblance of neighbor tuples and random walk probability). Us-
ing an SVM method to weigh diﬀerent types of linkages, DISTINCT performs comprehensive linkage analysis
based on linkages along diﬀerent join paths. Our experiments show that DISTINCT can accurately distinguish
diﬀerent objects with identical names in real databases.
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Chapter 7
Eﬃcient Linkage-based Clustering
In Chapter 4 we introduce multi-relational clustering, which utilizes the multi-relational features and adopts
the methodology of traditional clustering approaches. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 we explore the power of
linkages in relational data mining. We believe linkages can also play an important role in clustering, because
linkages contain rich semantic information and indicate the relationships among objects, which are essential
for clustering objects.
In this chapter we study clustering based on linkages instead of object properties as in traditional clus-
tering algorithms. The most crucial information for clustering is the similarities between objects. In our
study the similarity between two objects is measured based on the similarities between the objects linked
with them, i.e., two objects are similar to each other if and only if they are linked to similar objects. We
take advantage of the power law distribution of links, and develop a hierarchical structure called SimTree
to represent similarities in multi-granularity manner. This method avoids the high cost of computing and
storing pairwise similarities but still thoroughly explore relationships among objects. Experiments show the
proposed approach achieves high eﬃciency, scalability, and accuracy in clustering multi-typed linked objects.
7.1 Introduction
As a process of partitioning data objects into groups according to their similarities with each other, clustering
has been extensively studied for decades in diﬀerent disciplines including statistics, pattern recognition,
database, and data mining. There have been many clustering methods [1, 53, 75, 88, 98, 114], but most of
them aim at grouping records in a single table into clusters using their own properties.
In many real applications, linkages among objects of diﬀerent types can be the most explicit information
available for clustering. For example, in a publication database (i.e., PubDB) in Figure 7.1, one may want
to cluster each type of objects (authors, institutions, publications, proceedings, and conferences/journals),
in order to ﬁnd authors working on diﬀerent topics, or groups of similar publications, etc.. It is not so useful
to cluster single type of objects (e.g., authors) based only on the properties of them, as those properties
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often provide little information relevant to the clustering task. On the other hand, the linkages between
diﬀerent types of objects (e.g., those between authors, papers and conferences) indicate the relationships
between objects and can help cluster them eﬀectively. Such linkage-based clustering is appealing in many
applications. For example, an online movie store may want to cluster movies, actors, directors, reviewers,
and renters, in order to improve its recommendation systems. In bioinformatics one may want to cluster
genes, proteins, and their behaviors in order to discover their functions.
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Figure 7.1: Schema of a publication database (PubDB)
Clustering based on multi-typed linked objects has been studied in multi-relational clustering [67, 112], in
which the objects of each type are clustered based on the objects of other types linked with them. Consider
the mini example in Figure 7.2. Authors can be clustered based on the conferences where they publish
papers. However, such analysis is conﬁned to direct links. For example, Tom publishes only SIGMOD
papers, and John publishes only VLDB papers. Tom and John will have zero similarity based on direct
links, although they may actually work on the same topic. Similarly, customers who have bought “Matrix”
and those who have bought “Matrix II ” may be considered dissimilar although they have similar interests.
The above example shows when clustering objects of one type, one needs to consider the similarities
between objects of other types linked with them. For example, if it is known that SIGMOD and VLDB are
similar, then SIGMOD authors and VLDB authors should be similar. Unfortunately, similarities between
conferences may not be available, either. This problem can be solved by SimRank [62], in which the similarity
between two objects is recursively deﬁned as the average similarity between objects linked with them. For
example, the similarity between two authors is the average similarity between the conferences in which they
publish papers. In Figure 7.2 “sigmod” and “vldb” have high similarity because they share many coauthors,
and thus Tom and John become similar because they publish papers in similar conferences. In contrast,
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Figure 7.2: An example of linked objects in PubDB
John and Mary do not have high similarity even they are both linked with “vldb05”.
Although SimRank provides a good deﬁnition for similarities based on linkages, it is prohibitively expen-
sive in computation. In [62] an iterative approach is proposed to compute the similarity between every pair
of objects, which has quadratic complexity in both time and space, and is impractical for large databases.
Is it necessary to compute and maintain pairwise similarities between objects? Our answer is no for
the following two reasons. First, hierarchy structures naturally exist among objects of many types, such as
the taxonomy of animals and hierarchical categories of merchandise. Consider the example of clustering
authors according to their research. There are groups of authors working on the same research topic (e.g.,
data integration or XML), who have high similarity with each other. Multiple such groups may form a
larger group, such as the authors working on the same research area (e.g., database vs. AI), who may have
weaker similarity than the former. As a similar example, the density of linkages between clusters of articles
and words is shown in Figure 7.3 (adapted from Figure 5 (b) in [20]). We highlight four dense regions with
dashed boxes, and in each dense region there are multiple smaller and denser regions. The large dense regions
correspond to high-level clusters, and the smaller denser regions correspond to low-level clusters within the
high-level clusters.
Second, recent studies show that there exist power law distributions among the linkages in many domains,
such as Internet topology and social networks [40]. Interestingly, based on our observation, such relationships
also exist in the similarities between objects in interlinked environments. For example, Figure 7.4 shows
the distribution of pairwise SimRank similarity values between 4170 authors in DBLP database (the plot
shows portion of values in each 0.005 range of similarity value). It can be seen that majority of similarity
entries have very small values which lie within a small range (0.005 – 0.015). While only a small portion of
similarity entries have signiﬁcant values, — 1.4% of similarity entries (about 123K of them) are greater than
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0.1, and these values will play the major role in clustering. Therefore, we want to design a data structure
that stores the signiﬁcant similarity values, and compresses those insigniﬁcant ones.
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Figure 7.4: Portions of similarity values
Based on the above two observations, we propose a new hierarchical strategy to eﬀectively prune the
similarity space, which greatly speedups the identiﬁcation of similar objects. Taking advantage of the power
law distribution of linkages, we substantially reduce the number of pairwise similarities that need to be
tracked, and the similarity between less similar objects will be approximated using aggregate measures.
We propose a hierarchical data structure called SimTree as a compact representation of similarities
between objects. Each leaf node of a SimTree corresponds to an object, and each non-leaf node contains
a group of lower-level nodes that are closely related to each other. SimTree stores similarities in a multi-
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granularity way by storing similarity between each two objects corresponding to sibling leaf nodes, and storing
the overall similarity between each two sibling non-leaf nodes. Pairwise similarity is not pre-computed or
maintained between objects that are not siblings. Their similarity, if needed, is derived based on the similarity
information stored in the tree path. For example, consider the hierarchical categories of merchandise in
Walmart. It is meaningful to compute the similarity between every two cameras, but not so meaningful to
compute that for each camera and each TV, as an overall similarity between cameras and TVs should be
suﬃcient.
Based on SimTree, we propose LinkClus, an eﬃcient and accurate approach for linkage-based clustering.
At the beginning LinkClus builds a SimTree for each type of objects in a bottom-up manner, by ﬁnding groups
of objects (or groups of lower level nodes) that are similar to each other. Because inter-object similarity
is not available yet, the similarity between two nodes are measured based on the intersection size of their
neighbor objects. Thus the initial SimTrees cannot fully catch the relationships between objects (e.g., some
SIGMOD authors and VLDB authors have similarity 0).
LinkClus improves each SimTree with an iterative method, following the recursive rule that two nodes are
similar if they are linked with similar objects. In each iteration it measures the similarity between two nodes
in a SimTree by the average similarity between objects linked with them. For example, after one iteration
SIGMOD and VLDB will become similar because they share many authors, which will then increase the
similarities between SIGMOD authors and VLDB authors, and further increase that between SIGMOD
and VLDB. We design an eﬃcient algorithm for updating SimTrees, which merges the expensive similarity
computations that go through the same paths in the SimTree. For a problem involving N objects and M
linkages, LinkClus only takes O(M(logN)2) time and O(M + N) space (SimRank takes O(M2) time and
O(N2) space).
Comprehensive experiments on both real and synthetic datasets are performed to test the accuracy and
eﬃciency of LinkClus. It is shown that the accuracy of LinkClus is either very close or sometimes even
better than that of SimRank, but with much higher eﬃciency and scalability. LinkClus also achieves much
higher accuracy than other approaches on linkage-based clustering such as ReCom [105], and approach for
approximating SimRank with high eﬃciency [43].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 7.2, and give an
overview in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 introduces SimTree, the hierarchical structure for representing similar-
ities. The algorithms for building SimTrees and computing similarities are described in Section 7.5. Our
performance study is reported in Section 7.6, and this study is concluded in Section 7.7.
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7.2 Related Work
Clustering has been extensively studied for decades in diﬀerent disciplines including statistics, pattern recog-
nition, database, and data mining, with many approaches proposed [1, 53, 75, 88, 98, 114]. Most existing
clustering approaches aim at grouping objects in a single table into clusters, using properties of each object.
Some recent approaches [67, 112] extend previous clustering approaches to relational databases and measures
similarity between objects based on the objects joinable with them in multiple relations.
In many real applications of clustering, objects of diﬀerent types are given, together with linkages among
them. As the attributes of objects often provide very limited information, traditional clustering approaches
can hardly be applied, and linkage-based clustering is needed, which is based on the principle that two
objects are similar if they are linked with similar objects.
This problem is related to bi-clustering [23] (or co-clustering [31], cross-association [20]), which aims at
ﬁnding dense submatrices in the relationship matrix of two types of objects. A dense submatrix corresponds
to two groups of objects of diﬀerent types that are highly related to each other, such as a cluster of genes and
a cluster of conditions that are highly related. Unlike bi-clustering that involves no similarity computation,
LinkClus computes similarities between objects based on their linked objects. Moreover, LinkClus works on
a more general problem as it can be applied to a relational database with arbitrary schema, instead of two
types of linked objects. LinkClus also avoids the expensive matrix operations often used in bi-clustering
approaches.
A bi-clustering approach [31] is extended in [7], which performs agglomerative and conglomerative clus-
tering simultaneously on diﬀerent types of objects. However, it is very expensive, — quadratic complexity
for two types and cubic complexity for more types.
Jeh and Widom propose SimRank [62], a linkage-based approach for computing the similarity between
objects, which is able to ﬁnd the underlying similarities between objects through iterative computations.
Unfortunately SimRank is very expensive as it has quadratic complexity in both time and space. The authors
also discuss a pruning technique for approximating SimRank, which only computes the similarity between a
small number of preselected object pairs. In the extended version of [62] the following heuristic is used: Only
similarities between pairs of objects that are linked with same objects are computed. With this heuristic, in
Figure 7.2 the similarity between SIGMOD and VLDB will never be computed. Neither will the similarity
between Tom and John, Tom and Mike, etc.. In general, it is very challenging to identify the right pairs
of objects at the beginning, because many pairs of similar objects can only be identiﬁed after computing
similarities between other objects. In fact this is the major reason that we adopt the recursive deﬁnition of
similarity and use iterative methods.
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A method is proposed in [43] to perform similarity searches by approximating SimRank similarities. It
creates a large sample of random walk paths from each object and uses them to estimate the SimRank
similarity between two objects when needed. It is suitable for answering similarity queries. However, very
large samples of paths are needed for making accurate estimations for similarities. Thus it is very expensive in
both time and space to use this approach for clustering a large number of objects, which requires computing
similarities between numerous pairs of objects.
Wang et al. propose ReCom [105], an approach for clustering inter-linked objects of diﬀerent types.
ReCom ﬁrst generates clusters using attributes and linked objects of each object, and then repeatedly
reﬁnes the clusters using the clusters linked with each object. Compared with SimRank that explores
pairwise similarities between objects, ReCom only explores the neighbor clusters and does not compute
similarities between objects. Thus it is much more eﬃcient but much less accurate than SimRank.
LinkClus is also related to hierarchical clustering [53, 98]. However, they are fundamentally diﬀerent.
Hierarchical clustering approaches use some similarity measures to put objects into hierarchies. While
LinkClus uses hierarchical structures to represent similarities.
7.3 Overview
Linkage-based clustering is based on the principle that two objects are similar if they are linked with similar
objects. For example, in a publication database (Figure 7.2), two authors are similar if they publish similar
papers. The ﬁnal goal of linkage-based clustering is to divide objects into clusters using such similarities.
Figure 7.5 shows an example of three types of linked objects, and clusters of similar objects which are inferred
from the linkages. It is important to note that objects 12 and 18 do not share common neighbors, but they
are linked to objects 22 and 24, which are similar because their common linkages to 35, 37 and 38.
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Figure 7.5: Finding groups of similar objects
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In order to capture the inter-object relationships as in the above example, we adopt the recursive deﬁnition
of similarity in SimRank [62], in which the similarity between two objects x and y is deﬁned as the average
similarity between the objects linked with x and those linked with y.
As mentioned in the introduction, a hierarchical structure can capture the hierarchical relationships
among objects, and can compress the majority of similarity values which are insigniﬁcant. Thus we use
SimTree, a hierarchical structure for storing similarities in a multi-granularity way. It stores detailed sim-
ilarities between closely related objects, and overall similarities between object groups. We generalize the
similarity measure in [62] to hierarchical environments, and propose an eﬃcient and scalable algorithm for
computing similarities based on the hierarchical structure. Each node in a SimTree has at most c children,
where c is a constant and is usually between 10 and 20. Given a database containing two types of ob-
jects, N objects of each type, and M linkages between them, our algorithm takes O(Nc + M) space and
O(M · (logc N)2 · c2) time. This is aﬀordable for very large databases.
7.4 SimTree: Hierarchical Representation of Similarities
In this section we describe SimTree, a new hierarchical structure for representing similarities between objects.
Each leaf node of a SimTree represents an object (by storing its ID), and each non-leaf node has a set of
child nodes, which are a group of closely related nodes of one level lower. An example SimTree is shown
in Figure 7.6. The small gray circles represent leaf nodes, which must appear at the same level (which is
level-0, the bottom level). The dashed circles represent non-leaf nodes. Each non-leaf node has at most c
child nodes, where c is a small constant. Between each pair of sibling nodes ni and nj there is an undirected
edge (ni, nj). (ni, nj) is associated with a real value s(ni, nj), which is the average similarity between all
objects linked with ni (or with its descendant objects if ni is a non-leaf node) and those with nj . s(ni, nj)
represents the overall similarity between the two groups of objects contained in ni and nj .
Another view of the same SimTree is shown in Figure 7.7, which better visualizes the hierarchical struc-
ture. The similarity between each pair of sibling leaf nodes is stored in the SimTree. While the similarity
between two non-sibling leaf nodes is estimated using the similarity between their ancestor nodes. For ex-
ample, suppose the similarity between n7 and n8 is needed, which is the average similarity between objects
linked with n7 and those with n8. One can see that n4 (or n5) contains a small group of leaf nodes including
n7 (or n8), and we have computed s(n4, n5) which is the average similarity between objects linked with
these two groups of leaf nodes. Thus LinkClus uses s(n4, n5) as the estimated similarity between n7 and
n8. In a real application such as clustering products in Walmart, n7 may correspond to a camera and n8 to
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Figure 7.6: Structure of an example SimTree
a TV. We can estimate their similarity using the overall similarity between cameras and TVs, which may
correspond to n4 and n5, respectively. Similarly when the similarity between n7 and n9 is needed, LinkClus
uses s(n1, n2) as an estimation.
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Figure 7.7: Another view of the SimTree
Such estimation is not always accurate, because a node may have diﬀerent similarities to other nodes com-
pared with its parent. LinkClus makes some adjustments to compensate for such diﬀerences, by associating a
value to the edge between each node and its parent. For example, the edge (n7, n4) is associated with a real
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value s(n7, n4), which is the ratio between (1) the average similarity between n7 and all leaf nodes except n4’s
descendants, and (2) the average similarity between n4 and those nodes. Similarly we can deﬁne s(n4, n1),
s(n6, n2), etc.. When estimating the similarity between n7 and n9, we use s(n1, n2) as a basic estimation,
use s(n4, n1) to compensate for the diﬀerence between similarities involving n4 and those involving n1, and
use s(n7, n4) to compensate for n7. The ﬁnal estimation is s(n7, n4) ·s(n4, n1) ·s(n1, n2) ·s(n6, n2) ·s(n9, n6)=
0.9 · 0.8 · 0.2 · 0.9 · 1.0 = 0.1296.
In general, the similarity between two leaf nodes w.r.t. a SimTree is the product of the values of all edges
on the path between them. Because this similarity is deﬁned based on the path between two nodes, we call
it path-based similarity.
Deﬁnition 16 (Path-based Node Similarity) Suppose two leaf nodes n1 and nk in a SimTree are con-
nected by path n1 → . . . → ni → ni+1 → . . . → nk, in which ni and ni+1 are siblings and all other edges are
between nodes and their parents. The path-based similarity between n1 and nk is
simp(n1, nk) =
k−1∏
j=1
s(nj , nj+1) (7.1)
Each node has similarity 1 with itself (simp(n, n) = 1).
Please note that within a path in Deﬁnition 16, there is only one edge that is between two sibling nodes,
whose similarity is used as the basic estimation. The other edges are between parent and child nodes whose
similarities are used for adjustments.
7.5 Building SimTrees
The input to LinkClus are objects of diﬀerent types, with linkages between them. LinkClus maintains a
SimTree for each type of objects to represent similarities between them. Each object is used as a leaf node
in a SimTree. Figure 7.8 shows the leaf nodes created from objects of two types, and the linkages between
them.
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Figure 7.8: Leaf nodes in two SimTrees
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Initially each object has similarity 1 to itself and 0 to others. LinkClus ﬁrst builds SimTrees using the
initial similarities. These SimTrees may not fully catch the real similarities between objects, because inter-
object similarities are not considered. LinkClus uses an iterative method to improve the SimTrees, following
the principle that two objects are similar if and only if they are linked with similar objects. It repeatedly
updates each SimTree using the following rule: The similarity between two nodes ni and nj is the average
similarity between objects linked with ni and those linked with nj . The structure of each SimTree is also
adjusted during each iteration by moving similar nodes together. In this way the similarities are reﬁned in
each iteration, and the relationships between objects can be discovered gradually.
7.5.1 Initializing SimTrees Using Frequent Pattern Mining
The ﬁrst step of LinkClus is to initialize SimTrees using the linkages as shown in Figure 7.8. Although no
inter-object similarities are available at this time, the initial SimTrees should still be able to group related
objects or nodes together, in order to provide a good base for further improvements.
Because only leaf nodes are available at the beginning, we initialize SimTrees from bottom level to top
level. At each level, we need to eﬃciently ﬁnd groups of tightly related nodes, and use each group as a
node of the upper level. Consider a group of nodes g = {n1, . . . , nk}. Let neighbor(ni) denote the set
of objects linked with node ni. Initially there are no inter-object similarities, and whether two nodes are
similar depends on whether they are co-linked with many objects. Therefore, we deﬁne the tightness of
group g as the number of objects that are linked with all group members, i.e., the size of intersection of
neighbor(n1), . . . , neighbor(nk).
The problem of ﬁnding groups of nodes with high tightness can be reduced to the problem of ﬁnding
frequent patterns [3]. A tight group is a set of nodes that are co-linked with many objects of other types,
just like a frequent pattern is a set of items that co-appear in many transactions. Figure 7.9 shows an
example which contains four nodes n1, n2, n3, n4 and objects linked with them. The nodes linked with each
object are converted into a transaction, which is shown on the right side. The following lemma shows that,
the number of objects that are linked with all members of a group g is equal to the support of the pattern
corresponding to g in the transactions.
Lemma 6 Given a set of nodes {n1, . . . , nN} and their neighbor objects, suppose we are looking for groups
of nodes with high tightness among them. If we convert the nodes linked with each neighbor object into a
transaction, then a group of nodes has tightness T if and only if the corresponding pattern has support T in
the transactions.
Proof. (Please refer to Figure 7.9.) For a group of nodes g = {n′1, . . . , n′k}, the tightness of this group
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Figure 7.9: Groups of tightly related nodes
T is the number of objects that are linked to all nodes in g. If an object o is linked to all nodes in g, then the
pattern (n′1, . . . , n
′
k) appears in the transaction of o, and this pattern appears in the transaction of o only if
all nodes in g are linked to o. Therefore, the tightness of a group is equal to the support of the corresponding
pattern.
For example, nodes n1 and n2 are co-linked with two objects (#2 and #4), and pattern {n1, n2} has
support 2 (i.e., appear twice) in the transactions.
Let support(g) represent the number of objects linked with all nodes in g. When building a SimTree,
we want to ﬁnd groups with high support and at least min size nodes. For two groups g and g′ such that
g ⊂ g′ and support(g) = support(g′), we prefer g′. Frequent pattern mining has been studied for a decade
with many eﬃcient algorithms. We can either ﬁnd groups of nodes with support greater than a threshold
using a frequent closed pattern mining approach [104], or ﬁnd groups with highest support using a top-k
frequent closed pattern mining approach [58]. LinkClus uses the approach in [104] which is very eﬃcient on
large datasets.
Now we describe the procedure of initializing a SimTree. Suppose we have built Nl nodes at level-l of
the SimTree, and want to build the nodes of level-(l + 1). Because each node can have at most c child
nodes, and because we want to leave some space for further adjustment of the tree structure, we control the
number of level-(l + 1) nodes to be between Nlc and
αNl
c (1 < α ≤ 2). We ﬁrst ﬁnd groups of level-l nodes
with suﬃciently high support. Since there are usually many such groups, we select αNlc non-overlapping
groups with high support in a greedy way, by repeatedly selecting the group with highest support that is
not overlapped with previously selected groups. After selecting αNlc groups, we create a level-(l + 1) node
based on each group. However, these groups usually cover only part of all level-l nodes. For each level-l
node ni that does not belong to any group, we want to put ni into the group that is most connected with
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ni. For each group g, we compute the number of objects that are linked with both ni and some members
of g, which is used to measure the connection between ni and g. We assign ni to the group with highest
connection to ni.
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Figure 7.10: Some linkages between two SimTrees
Figure 7.10 shows the two SimTrees built upon the leaf nodes in Figure 7.8. The dashed lines indicate the
leaf nodes in ST2 that are linked with descendants of two non-leaf nodes na and nb in ST1. After building
the initial SimTrees, LinkClus computes the similarity value associated with each edge in the SimTrees. As
deﬁned in Section 7.4, the similarity value of edge (na, nb), s(na, nb), is the average similarity between objects
linked with descendants of na and those of nb. Because initially the similarity between any two diﬀerent
objects is 0, s(na, nb) can be easily computed based on the number of objects that are linked with both the
descendants of na and those of nb, without considering pairwise similarities. Similarly, the values associated
with edges between child and parent nodes can also be computed easily.
7.5.2 Reﬁning Similarity between Nodes
The initial SimTrees cannot fully catch the real similarities, because similarities between objects are not
considered when building them. Therefore, LinkClus repeatedly updates the SimTrees, following the principle
that the similarity between two nodes in a SimTree is the average similarity between the objects linked with
them, which is indicated by other SimTrees. This is formally deﬁned in this subsection.
We use [n ∼ n′] to denote the linkage between two nodes n and n′ in diﬀerent SimTrees. We say there is a
linkage between a non-leaf node n in ST1 and a node n′ in ST2, if there are linkages between the descendant
leaf nodes of n and the node n′. Figure 7.10 shows the linkages between na, nb and leaf nodes in ST2. In
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order to track the number of original linkages involved in similarity computation, we assign a weight to each
linkage. By default the weight of each original linkage between two leaf nodes is 1. The weight of linkage
[n ∼ n′] is the total number of linkages between the descendant leaf nodes of n and n′.
In each iteration LinkClus updates the similarity between each pair of sibling nodes (e.g., na and nb)
in each SimTree, using the similarities between the objects linked with them in other SimTrees. The
similarity between na and nb is the average path-based similarity between the leaf nodes linked with na
({n10,n11,n12,n16}) and those with nb ({n10,n13,n14, n17}). Because this similarity is based on linked ob-
jects, we call it linkage-based similarity. na (or nb) may have multiple linkages to a leaf node ni in ST2, if
more than one descendants of na are linked with ni. Thus the leaf nodes in ST2 linked with na are actually
a multi-set, and the frequency of each leaf node ni is weight([na ∼ ni]), which is the number of original
linkages between na and ni. The linkage-based similarity between na and nb is deﬁned as the average path-
based similarity between these two multi-sets of leaf nodes, and in this way each original linkage plays an
equal role.
Deﬁnition 17 (Linkage-based Node Similarity) Suppose a SimTree ST is linked with SimTrees ST1, . . . , STK .
For a node n in ST , let NBSTk(n) denote the multi-set of leaf nodes in STk linked with n. Let wn′n′′ rep-
resent weight([n′ ∼ n′′]). For two nodes na and nb in ST , their linkage-based similarity siml(na, nb) is
the average similarity between the multi-set of leaf nodes linked with na and that of nb. We decompose the
deﬁnition into several parts for clarity.
(The total weights between NBSTk(na) and NBSTk(nb))
weightSTk(na, nb) =
∑
n∈NBSTk (na)
∑
n′∈NBSTk (nb)
wnan · wnbn′
(The sum of weighted similarity between them)
sumSTk(na, nb) =
∑
n∈NBSTk (na)
∑
n′∈NBSTk (nb)
wnan · wnbn′ · simp(n, n′)
(The linkage-based similarity between na and nb w.r.t. STk)
simSTk(na, nb) =
sumSTk(na, nb)
weightSTk(na, nb)
(The ﬁnal deﬁnition of siml(na, nb))
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siml(na, nb) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
simSTk(na, nb). (7.2)
Equation (7.2) shows that if a SimTree ST is linked with multiple SimTrees, each linked SimTree plays
an equal role in determining the similarity between nodes in ST . The user can also use diﬀerent weights for
diﬀerent SimTrees according to the semantics.
7.5.3 Aggregation-based Similarity Computation
The core part of LinkClus is how to iteratively update each SimTree, by computing linkage-based similari-
ties between diﬀerent nodes. This is also the most computation-intensive part in linkage-based clustering.
Deﬁnition 17 provides a brute-force method to compute linkage-based similarities. However, it is very ex-
pensive. Suppose each of two nodes na and nb is linked with m leaf nodes. It takes O(m2 logc N) to compute
siml(na, nb) (logc N is the height of SimTree). Because some high-level nodes are linked with Θ(N) objects,
this brute-force method requires O(N2 logc N) time, which is unaﬀordable for large databases.
Fortunately, we ﬁnd that the computation of diﬀerent path-based similarities can be merged if these
paths are overlapped with each other.
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Figure 7.11: Computing similarity between nodes
Example 2 A simpliﬁed version of Figure 7.10 is shown in Figure 7.11, where siml(na, nb) is the aver-
age path-based similarity between each node in {n10,n11,n12} and each in {n13,n14}. For each node nk ∈
{n10,n11,n12} and nl ∈ {n13,n14}, their path-based similarity simp(nk, nl) = s(nk, n4) · s(n4, n5) · s(n5, nl).
All these six path-based similarities involve s(n4, n5). Thus siml(na, nb), which is the average of them, can
be written as
siml(na, nb) =
∑12
k=10 s(nk, n4)
3
· s(n4, n5) ·
∑14
l=13 s(nl, n5)
2
. (7.3)
Equation (7.3) contains three parts: the average similarity between na and descendants of n4, s(n4, n5), and
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the average similarity between nb and descendants of n5. Therefore, we pre-compute the average similarity
and total weights between na,nb and n4,n5, as shown in Figure 7.11. (The original linkages between leaf nodes
do not aﬀect similarities and thus have similarity 1.) We can compute siml(na, nb) using such aggregates,
i.e., siml(na, nb) = 0.9+1.0+0.83 × 0.2 × 0.9+1.02 = 0.9 × 0.2 × 0.95 = 0.171, and this is the average similarity
between 3 × 2 = 6 pairs of leaf nodes. This is exactly the same as applying Deﬁnition 2 directly. But now
we have avoided the pairwise similarity computation, since only the edges between siblings and parent-child
are involved.
This mini example shows the basic idea of computing linkage-based similarities. In a real problem na
and nb are often linked with many leaf nodes lying in many diﬀerent branches of the SimTrees, which makes
the computation much more complicated. The basic idea is still to merge computations that share common
paths in SimTrees.
To facilitate our discussion, we introduce a simple data type called simweight, which is used to represent
the similarity and weight associated with a linkage. A simweight is a pair of real numbers 〈s, w〉, in which s
is the similarity of a linkage and w is its weight. We deﬁne two operations of simweight that are very useful
in LinkClus.
Deﬁnition 18 (Operations of simweight)
The operation of addition is used to combine two simweights corresponding to two linkages. The new similarity
is the weighted average of their similarities, and the new weight is the sum of their weights:
〈s1, w1〉+ 〈s2, w2〉 = 〈s1 · w1 + s2 · w2
w1 + w2
, w1 + w2〉. (7.4)
The operation of multiplication is used to compute the weighted average similarity between two sets of
leaf nodes. The new weight w1 · w2 represents the number of pairs of leaf nodes between the two sets.
〈s1, w1〉 × 〈s2, w2〉 = 〈s1 · s2, w1 · w2〉. (7.5)
Lemma 7 The laws of commutation, association, and distribution hold for the operations of simweight.
Proof. Can be derived from deﬁnitions.
LinkClus uses a simweight to represent the relationship between two nodes in diﬀerent SimTrees. We use
NBST (n) to denote the multi-set of leaf nodes in ST linked with node n. For example, in Figure 7.10
NBST2(na) ={n10,n11,n12,n16} and NBST2(nb) = {n10,n13,n14,n17}.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the weight and similarity of a linkage between two non-leaf nodes in two SimTrees. A
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non-leaf node represents the set of its child nodes. Therefore, for a node na in ST1 and a non-leaf node ni
in ST2, the weight and similarity of linkage [na ∼ ni] is the sum of weights and weighted average similarity
between their child nodes. Furthermore, according to Deﬁnition 16, the similarity between two non-sibling
nodes ni and nj on the same level of ST2 can be calculated as
simp(ni, nj) = s(ni, parent(ni)) · simp(parent(ni), parent(nj)) · s(nj , parent(nj)).
Thus we also incorporate s(ni, parent(ni)) (i.e., the ratio between average similarity involving ni and that
involving parent(ni)) into the deﬁnition of linkage [na ∼ ni]. We use swnani to denote the simweight of
[na ∼ ni].
Deﬁnition 19 Let na be a node in SimTree ST1 and ni be a non-leaf node in ST2. Let children(ni) be all
child nodes of ni. The simweight of linkage [na ∼ ni] is deﬁned as
swnani =
∑
nˆ∈children(ni)
〈s(nˆ, ni), 1〉 × swnanˆ. (7.6)
(In Equation (7.6) we use 〈x, 1〉× 〈s, w〉 as a convenient notation for 〈x · s, w〉. Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12
show swnani and swnbni for each node ni in ST2.)
Using Deﬁnition 19, we formalize the idea in Example 2 as follows.
Lemma 8 For two nodes na and nb in SimTree ST1, and two sibling non-leaf nodes ni and nj in ST2, the
average similarity and total weight between the descendant objects of ni linked with na and those of nj linked
with nb is
swnani × 〈s(ni, nj), 1〉 × swnbnj .
(This corresponds to Equation (7.3) if i = 4 and j = 5.)
Proof. Can be derived from deﬁnitions.
We outline the procedure for computing the linkage-based similarity between na and nb (see Figure 7.12).
siml(na, nb) is the average similarity between NBST2(na) and NBST2(nb). We ﬁrst compute the aggregated
simweights swnan and swnbn for each node n in ST2, if n is an ancestor of any node in NBST2(na) or
NBST2(nb), as shown in Figure 7.12. Consider each pair of sibling nodes ni and nj in ST2 (e.g., n4
and n5), so that ni is linked with na and nj with nb. According to Lemma 2, the average similarity
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Figure 7.12: Computing similarity between nodes
and total weight between the descendant objects of ni linked with na and those of nj linked with nb is
swnani ×〈s(ni, nj), 1〉×swnbnj . For example, swnan4 = 〈0.9, 3〉 (where the weight is 3 as na can reach n4 via
n10, n11 or n12), swnbn5 = 〈0.95, 2〉, and s(n4, n5) = 0.2. Thus swnan4 × 〈s(n4, n5), 1〉 × swnbn5 = 〈0.171, 6〉
(as in Example 2), which represents the average similarity and total weights between {n10,n11,n12} and
{n13,n14}. We note that the weight is 6 as there are 6 paths between leaf nodes under n4 linked with na
and those under n5 linked with nb.
From the above example it can be seen that the eﬀect of similarity between every pair leaf nodes in
ST2 will be captured when evaluating their ancestors that are siblings. For any two leaf nodes nˆi and
nˆj in ST2, there is only one ancestor of nˆi and one of nˆj that are siblings. Thus every pair of nˆi, nˆj
(nˆi ∈ NBST2(na), nˆj ∈ NBST2(nb)) is counted exactly once, and no redundant computation is performed.
In general, siml(na, nb) can be computed using Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 (Sibling-pair based Similarity Computation) Suppose na and nb are two nodes in SimTree
ST1. Let NBST2(na) and NBST2(nb) be the multi-sets of leaf nodes in SimTree ST2 linked with na and nb,
respectively.
〈siml(na, nb), weight is ignored〉 =∑
n∈ST2
∑
ni,nj∈children(n),ni =nj
swnani × 〈s(ni, nj), 1〉 × swnbnj +
∑
ni∈NBST2 (na)
⋂
NBST2 (nb)
swnani × swnbni . (7.7)
Proof. Suppose 〈sab, wab〉 is the weighted average similarity and sum of products of weights between
NBST2(na) and NBST2(nb). We need to prove that 〈sab, wab〉 = 〈sˇ, wˇ〉.
Let us ﬁrst consider that part in 〈sab, wab〉 that comes from the linkages from na and nb to the same node
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in ST2. For each node nˆ in NBST2(na)
⋂
NBST2(nb), the linkage [na ∼ nˆ] (or [nb ∼ nˆ]) has similarity 1.
Therefore, the part in 〈sab, wab〉 that comes from linkages from na and nb to NBST2(na)
⋂
NBST2(nb) is∑
ni∈NBST2 (na)
⋂
NBST2 (nb)
swnani × swnbni .
Then let us consider two diﬀerent leaf nodes ni ∈ NBST2(na) and nj ∈ NBST2(nb). Let nˇij be the least
common ancestor of ni and nj. In equation (7.7) we consider the product of sim-weight of the two linkages
[na ∼ ni] and [nb ∼ nj ] exactly once. That is when considering child nodes of nˇij.
Then we will show that the product of sim-weight of the two linkages [na ∼ ni] and [nb ∼ nj ] is correctly
added into 〈sab, wab〉. Let nˇi and nˇj be ancestors of ni and nj which are children of nˇij. From Deﬁnition 16
we know that sim(ni, nj) is the product of similarities on all edges on the path p(ni, nj) from ni to nj. pij
can be decomposed into three parts: p(ni, nˇi), nˇi → nˇj, and p(nˇj , nj). From Deﬁnition 19, we can see that
simweight([na ∼ ni]) takes care of the product of similarities on p(ni, nˇi). So does simweight([nb ∼ nj ])
for p(nˇj , nj). And s(ni, nj) is the product of similarity of path nˇi → nˇj. Therefore, the similarity between ni
and nj within ST2 and the product of weights of [na ∼ ni] and [nb ∼ nj ] are correctly added into 〈sab, wab〉
using equation (7.7).
We have shown that each pair of leaf nodes ni ∈ NBST2(na) and nj ∈ NBST2(nb) is considered exactly
once, and the similarity between them and the product of their weights are correctly added. Therefore,
〈sˇ, wˇ〉 represents the weighted average similarity and the total product of weights between NBST2(na) and
NBST2(nb).
Please note that the this theorem does not depend on any particular deﬁnitions of similarity associated
with edges. We can deﬁne any similarity for edges. We can also deﬁne additive edge weights instead of
similarities. For example, we can use logarithm of similarity as the weight for an edge.
The ﬁrst term of equation (7.7) corresponds to similarities between diﬀerent leaf nodes. For all leaf nodes
under ni linked with na and those under nj linked with nb, the eﬀect of pairwise similarities between them
is aggregated together as computed in the ﬁrst term. The second term of equation (7.7) corresponds to
the leaf nodes linked with both na and nb. Only similarities between sibling nodes are used in equation
(7.7), and thus we avoid the tedious pairwise similarity computation in Deﬁnition 17. In order to compute
the linkage-based similarities between nodes in ST1, it is suﬃcient to compute aggregated similarities and
weights between nodes in ST1 and nodes in other SimTrees. This is highly eﬃcient in time and space as
shown in Section 7.5.5.
Now we describe the procedure of computing siml(na, nb) based on Theorem 2.
Step 1: Attach the simweight of each original linkage involving descendants of na or nb to the leaf nodes in
ST2.
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Step 2: Visit all leaf nodes in ST2 that are linked with both na and nb to compute the second term in
Equation (7.7).
Step 3: Aggregate the simweights on the leaf nodes to those nodes on level-1. Then further aggregate
simweights to nodes on level-2, and so on.
Step 4: For each node ni in ST2 linked with na, and each sibling of ni that is linked with nb (we call it nj),
add swnani × 〈s(ni, nj), 1〉 × swnbnj to the ﬁrst term of equation (7.7).
Suppose na is linked with m leaf nodes in ST2, and nb is linked with O(m · c) ones. It is easy to verify
that the above procedure takes O(mc logc N) time.
7.5.4 Iterative Adjustment of SimTrees
After building the initial SimTrees as described in Section 7.5.1, LinkClus needs to iteratively adjust both the
similarities and structure of each SimTree. In Section 7.5.3 we have described how to compute the similarity
between two nodes using similarities between their neighbor leaf nodes in other SimTrees. In this section we
will introduce how to restructure a SimTree so that similar nodes are put together.
The structure of a SimTree is represented by the parent-child relationships, and such relationships may
need to be modiﬁed in each iteration because of the modiﬁed similarities. In each iteration, for each node
n, LinkClus computes n’s linkage-based similarity with parent(n) and the siblings of parent(n). If n has
higher similarity with a sibling node nˇ of parent(n), then n will become a child of nˇ, if nˇ has less than c
children. The moves of low-level nodes can be considered as local adjustments on the relationships between
objects, and the moves of high-levels nodes as global adjustments on the relationships between large groups
of objects. Although each node can only be moved within a small range (i.e., its parent’s siblings), with the
eﬀect of both local and global adjustments, the tree restructure is often changed signiﬁcantly in an iteration.
The procedure for restructuring a SimTree is shown in Algorithm 5. LinkClus tries to move each node n
to be the child of a parent node that is most similar to n. Because each non-leaf node nˇ can have at most
c children, if there are more than c nodes that are most similar to nˇ, only the top c of them can become
children of nˇ, and the remaining ones are reassigned to be children of other nodes similar to them.
After restructuring a SimTree ST , LinkClus needs to compute the value associated with every edge in
ST . For each edge between two sibling nodes, their similarity is directly computed as in Section 7.5.3. For
each edge between a node n and its parent, LinkClus needs to compute the average similarity between n and
all leaf nodes except descendants of parent(n), and that for parent(n). It can be proved that the average
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Algorithm 5 Restructure SimTree
Input: a SimTree ST to be restructured, which is linked with SimTrees ST1, . . . , STk.
Output: The restructured ST .
Sc ← all nodes in ST except root //Sc contains all child nodes
Sp ← all non-leaf nodes in ST //Sp contains all parent nodes
for each node n in Sc //ﬁnd most similar parent node for n
for each sibling node n′ of parent(n) (including parent(n))
compute siml(n, n′) using ST1, . . . , STk
end
sort the set of siml(n, n′) for n
p∗(n) ← n′ with maximum siml(n, n′)
end
while(Sc = ∅)
for each node nˇ ∈ Sp //assign children to nˇ
q∗(nˇ) ← {n|p∗(n) = nˇ}
if |q∗(nˇ)| < c
then children(nˇ) ← q∗(nˇ)
else
children(nˇ) ← c nodes in q∗(nˇ) most similar to nˇ
Sp ← Sp − {nˇ}
end
Sc ← Sc − children(nˇ)
end
for each node n ∈ Sc
p∗(n) ← n′ with maximum siml(n, n′) and n′ ∈ Sp
end
end
return ST
Figure 7.13: Algorithm Restructure SimTree
linkage-based similarity between n and all leaf nodes in ST except descendants of a non-leaf node n′ is
sumSTk(n, root(ST ))− sumSTk(n, n′))
weightSTk(n, root(ST ))− weightSTk(n, n′))
(7.8)
Please note that equation (7.8) uses notations in Deﬁnition 17. With equation (7.8) we can compute the
similarity ratio associated with each edge between a node and its parent. This ﬁnishes the computation of
the restructured SimTree.
7.5.5 Complexity Analysis
In this section we analyze the time and space complexity of LinkClus. For simplicity, we assume there are
two object types, each having N objects, and there are M linkages between them. Two SimTrees ST1 and
ST2 are built for them. If there are more object types, the similarity computation between each pair of
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linked types can be done separately.
When a SimTree is built, LinkClus limits the number of nodes at each level. Suppose there are Nl nodes on
level-l. The number of nodes on level-(l+1) must be between Nlc and
αNl
c (α ∈ [1, 2] and usually c ∈ [10, 20]).
Thus the height of a SimTree is O(logc N).
In each iteration, LinkClus restructures each SimTree using similarities between nodes in the other SimTree,
and then updates the values associated with edges in each SimTree. When restructuring ST1, for each node
n in ST1, LinkClus needs to compute its similarity to its parent and parent’s siblings, which are at most c
nodes. Suppose n is linked with m leaf nodes in ST2. As shown in Section 7.5.3, it takes O(mc logc N) time
to compute the n’s similarity with its parent or each of its parent’s siblings. Thus it takes O(mc2 logc N)
time to compute the similarities between n and these nodes.
There are N leaf nodes in ST1, which have a total of M linkages to all leaf nodes in ST2. In fact all
nodes on each level in ST1 have M linkages to all leaf nodes in ST2, and there are O(logc N) levels. Thus it
takes O(Mc2(logc N)2) time in total to compute the similarities between every node in ST1 and its parent
and parent’s siblings.
In the above procedure, LinkClus processes nodes in ST1 level by level. When processing the leaf nodes,
only the simweights of linkages involving leaf nodes and nodes on level-1 of ST1 are attached to nodes in
ST2. There are O(M) such linkages, and the simweights on the leaf nodes in ST2 require O(M) space. In
ST2 LinkClus only compares the simweights of sibling nodes, thus it can also process the nodes level by level.
Therefore, the above procedure can be done in O(M) space. Each SimTree has O(N) nodes, and it takes
O(c) space to store the similarity between each node and its siblings (and its parent’s siblings). Thus the
space requirement is O(M + Nc).
It can be easily shown that the procedure for restructuring a SimTree (Algorithm 1) takes O(Nc) space
and O(Nc log c) time, which is much faster than computing similarities.
After restructuring SimTrees, LinkClus computes the similarities between each node and its siblings. This
can be done using the same procedure as computing similarities between each node and its parent’s siblings.
Therefore, each iteration of LinkClus takes O(Mc2(logc N)2) time and O(M +Nc) space. This is aﬀordable
for very large databases.
7.6 Empirical Study
In this section we report experiments to examine the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of LinkClus. LinkClus is
compared with the following approaches: (1) SimRank [62], an approach that iteratively computes pair-
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wise similarities between objects; (2) ReCom [105], an approach that iteratively clusters objects using the
cluster labels of linked objects; (3) SimRank with ﬁngerprints [43] (we call it F-SimRank), an approach
that pre-computes a large sample of random paths from each object and uses the samples of two objects to
estimate their SimRank similarity; (4) SimRank with pruning (we call it P-SimRank) [62], an approach that
approximates SimRank by only computing similarities between pairs of objects reachable within a few links.
SimRank and F-SimRank are implemented strictly following their papers. (We use decay factor 0.8
for F-SimRank, which leads to highest accuracy in DBLP database.) ReCom is originally designed for
handling web queries, and contains a reinforcement clustering approach and a method for determining
authoritativeness of objects. We only implement the reinforcement clustering method, because it may not
be appropriate to consider authoritativeness in clustering. Since SimRank, F-SimRank and P-SimRank only
provide similarities between objects, we use CLARANS [88], a k-medoids clustering approach, for clustering
using such similarities. CLARANS is also used in ReCom since no speciﬁc clustering method is discussed in
[105]. We compare LinkClus using both hierarchical clustering and CLARANS.
All experiments are performed on an Intel PC with a 3.0GHz P4 processor, 1GB memory, running
Windows XP Professional. All approaches are implemented using Visual Studio.Net (C#). In LinkClus, α
is set to
√
2. We will discuss the inﬂuences of c (max number of children of each node) on accuracy and
eﬃciency in the experiments.
7.6.1 Evaluation Measures
Validating clustering results is crucial for evaluating approaches. In our test databases there are predeﬁned
class labels for certain types of objects, which are consistent with our clustering goals. Jaccard coeﬃcient
[101] is a popular measure for evaluating clustering results, which is the number of pairs of objects in same
cluster and with same class label, over that of pairs of objects either in same cluster or with same class label.
Because an object in our databases may have multiple class labels but can only appear in one cluster, there
may be many more pairs of objects with same class label than those in same cluster. Therefore we use a
variant of Jaccard coeﬃcient. We say two objects are correctly clustered if they share at least one common
class label. The accuracy of clustering is deﬁned as the number of object pairs that are correctly clustered
over that of object pairs in same cluster. Higher accuracy tends to be achieved when number of clusters is
larger. Thus we let each approach generate the same number of clusters.
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Figure 7.14: The schema of the DBLP database
7.6.2 DBLP Database
We ﬁrst test on the DBLP database, whose schema is shown in Figure 7.14. It is extracted from the XML
data of DBLP [32]. We want to focus our analysis on the productive authors and well-known conferences1,
and group them into clusters so that each cluster of authors (or conferences) are in a certain research area.
We ﬁrst select conferences that have been held for at least 8 times. Then we remove conferences that are
not about computer science or are not well known, and there are 154 conferences left. We select 4170 most
productive authors in those conferences, each having at least 12 publications. The Publications relation
contains all publications of the selected authors in the selected conferences. We select about 2500 most
frequent words (stemmed) in titles of the publications, except 50 most frequent words which are removed as
stop words. There are four types of objects to be clustered: 4170 authors, 2517 proceedings, 154 conferences,
and 2518 keywords. Publications are not clustered because too limited information is known for them (about
65% of publications are associated with only one selected author). There are about 100K linkages between
authors and proceedings, 363K linkages between keywords and authors, and 363K between keywords and
proceedings. Because we focus on clustering with linkages instead of keywords, we perform experiments both
with and without the keywords.
We manually label the areas of the most productive authors and conferences to measure clustering
accuracy. The following 14 areas are considered: Theory, AI, operating system, database, architecture,
programming languages, graphics, networking, security, HCI, software engineering, information retrieval,
bioinformatics, and CAD. For each conference, we study its historical call for papers to decide its area. 90%
of conferences are associated with a single area. The other 10% are associated with multiple areas, such as
KDD (database and AI). We analyze the research areas of 400 most productive authors. For each of them,
we ﬁnd her home page and infer her research areas from her research interests. If no research interests are
1Here conferences refer to conferences, journals and workshops. We are only interested in productive authors and well-known
conferences because it is easier to determine the research ﬁelds related to each of them, from which the accuracy of clustering
will be judged.
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speciﬁed, we infer her research areas from her publications. On average each author is interested in 2.15
areas. In the experiments each type of objects are grouped into 20 clusters, and the accuracy is tested based
on the class labels.
We ﬁrst perform experiments without keywords. 20 iterations are used for SimRank, P-SimRank, ReCom,
and LinkClus2 (not including the initialization process of each approach). In F-SimRank we draw a sample
of 100 paths (as in [43]) of length 20 for each object, so that F-SimRank can use comparable information
as SimRank with 20 iterations. The accuracies of clustering authors and conferences of each approach are
shown in Figure 7.15 (a) and (b), in which the x-axis is the index of iterations.
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Figure 7.15: Accuracy on DBLP w/o keywords
From Figure 7.15 one can see that SimRank is most accurate, and LinkClus achieves similar accuracy
as SimRank. The accuracies of ReCom and F-SimRank are signiﬁcantly lower. The error rates (i.e., 1 –
accuracy) of ReCom and F-SimRank are about twice those of SimRank and LinkClus on authors, and 1.5
times those of them on conferences. One interesting observation is that more iterations do not necessarily
lead to higher accuracy. This is probably because cluster labels are not 100% coherent with data. In fact
this is common for iterative clustering algorithms.
In the above experiment, LinkClus generates 20 clusters directly from the SimTrees: Given a SimTree, it
ﬁrst ﬁnds the level in which the number of nodes is most close to 20. Then it either keeps merging the most
similar nodes if the number of nodes is more than 20, or keeps splitting the node with most descendant
2Since no frequent patterns of conferences can be found using the proceedings linked to them, LinkClus uses authors linked
with conferences to ﬁnd frequent patterns of conferences, in order to build the initial SimTree for conferences.
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Max accuracy Time/iteration
Authors Conferences
LinkClus 0.9574 0.7229 76.74 sec
LinkClus-Clarans 0.9529 0.7523 107.7 sec
SimRank 0.9583 0.7603 1020 sec
ReCom 0.9073 0.4567 43.1 sec
F-SimRank 0.9076 0.5829 83.6 sec
Table 7.1: Performances on DBLP without keywords
objects if otherwise, until 20 nodes are created. We also test LinkClus using CLARANS with the similarities
indicated by SimTrees. The max accuracies and running time of diﬀerent approaches are shown in Table
7.1. (The running time per iteration of F-SimRank is its total running time divided by 20.) One can see
that the accuracy of LinkClus with CLARANS is slightly higher than that of LinkClus, and is close to that
of SimRank. While SimRank is much more time consuming than other approaches.
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Figure 7.16: LinkClus with diﬀerent c’s
In the above experiments we use c = 16 for LinkClus. c is an important parameter for LinkClus, and
thus we analyze its inﬂuences on accuracy and running time. As shown in Figure 7.16, we test c from 8
to 45, each diﬀering by
√
2. The running time grows almost linearly, and the accuracy is highest when c
equals 16 and 22. Theoretically, more similarities are computed and stored as c increases, and the accuracy
should also increase (LinkClus becomes SimRank when c is larger than the number of objects). However,
when c increases from 16 to 45, the SimTrees of authors and proceedings always have four levels, and that
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of conferences has three levels. Although more similarities are stored at lower levels of the SimTrees, there
are a comparatively small number of nodes at the second highest level. Thus not much more information
is stored when c increases from 16 to 45. On the other hand, it may be diﬃcult to generate 20 clusters if
the second highest level has too few nodes. In comparison, when c = 128 the SimTrees have less levels, and
accuracies become higher. Figure 7.16 also shows that the initialization time of LinkClus is very insigniﬁcant.
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Figure 7.17: Accuracy vs. Time on DBLP w/o keywords
In many methods of linkage-based clustering there is a trade-oﬀ between accuracy and eﬃciency. This
trade-oﬀ is shown in Figure 7.17, which contains the “accuracy vs. time” plots of SimRank, ReCom, LinkClus
with diﬀerent c’s (8 to 22, including c = 16 with CLARANS), and F-SimRank with sample size of 50, 100,
200 and 400. It also includes SimRank with pruning (P-SimRank), which uses the following pruning method:
For each object x, we only compute its similarity with the top-k objects that share most common neighbors
with x within two links (k varies from 100 to 500). In these two plots, the approaches in the top-left region
are good ones as they have high accuracy and low running time. It can be clearly seen that LinkClus greatly
outperforms the other approaches, often in both accuracy and eﬃciency. In comparison, pruning technique
of SimRank does not improve much on eﬃciency, because it requires using hashtables to store similarities,
and an access to a hashtable is 5 to 10 times slower than that to a simple array.
Then we test on the DBLP database with keyword information. The accuracies of the approaches on
authors and conferences are shown in Figure 7.18 (a) and (b). We only ﬁnish 7 iterations for SimRank
because it is too time consuming. When using keywords, the accuracies of most approaches either increase
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Figure 7.18: Accuracy on DBLP with keywords
or remain the same. The only exception is F-SimRank, whose accuracy drops more than 20%. This is
because there are many more linkages when keywords are used, but F-SimRank still uses the same sample
size, which makes the samples much sparser.
Max accuracy Time/iteration
Authors Conferences
LinkClus 0.9412 0.7743 614.0 sec
LinkClus-Clarans 0.9342 0.7287 654.9 sec
SimRank 0.9663 0.7953 25348 sec
ReCom 0.9363 0.5447 101.2 sec
F-SimRank 0.6742 0.3032 136.3 sec
Table 7.2: Performances on DBLP with keywords
Table 7.2 shows the max accuracy and running time of each approach. The total number of linkages
grows about 8 times when keywords are used. The running time of LinkClus grows linearly, and that of
SimRank grows quadratically. Because ReCom considers linked clusters of each object, instead of linked
objects, its running time does not increase too much. The running time of F-SimRank does not increase
much as it uses the same number of random paths.
We also test LinkClus with diﬀerent c’s, as shown in Figure 7.19. The accuracy is highest when c = 16 or
22.
Figure 7.20 shows the curves of accuracies vs. running time (in log scale) of LinkClus, SimRank, ReCom,
F-SimRank, and P-SimRank (100 to 400 similarity entries for each object). One can see that LinkClus is the
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Figure 7.19: LinkClus with diﬀerent c’s
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Figure 7.20: Accuracy vs. Time on DBLP with keywords
most competitive method, as it achieves high accuracies and is 40 times more eﬃcient than SimRank.
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7.6.3 Email Dataset
We test the approaches on the Email dataset [89], which contains 370 emails on conferences, 272 on jobs,
and 789 spam emails. To make the sizes of three classes more balanced, we keep all emails on conferences
and jobs, and keep 321 spam emails. We select about 2500 most frequent words (stemmed). The database
contains two types of objects, –emails and words, and about 141K linkages between them.
We use LinkClus (c = 22), SimRank, ReCom, F-SimRank (400 paths from each object), and the simple
CLARANS algorithm to generate three clusters on emails and words. 20 iterations are used for LinkClus,
SimRank, and ReCom. We do not test SimRank with pruning because this dataset is pretty small. Table 7.3
reports the max accuracy and running time of each approach. LinkClus achieves highest accuracy (slightly
higher than that of SimRank), possibly because it captures the inherent hierarchy of objects.
Max accuracy Time
LinkClus 0.8026 78.98 sec/iteration
SimRank 0.7965 1958 sec/iteration
ReCom 0.5711 3.73 sec/iteration
F-SimRank 0.3688 479.7 sec
CLARANS 0.4768 8.55 sec
Table 7.3: Performances on Email dataset
7.6.4 Synthetic Databases
In this section we test the scalability and accuracy of each approach on synthetic databases. Figure 7.21
shows an example schema of a synthetic database, in which R1, R2, R3R4 contain objects, and R5, R6, R7, R8
contain linkages. We use RxTyCzSw to represent a database with x relations of objects, each having y
objects which are divided into z clusters, and each object has w linkages to objects of another type (i.e.,
selectivity is w). In each relation of objects Ri, the x objects are randomly divided into z clusters. Each
cluster is associated with two clusters in each relation of objects linked with Ri. When generating linkages
between two linked relations Ri and Ri%4+1, we repeat the following procedure for x · w times: Randomly
select an object o in Ri, and ﬁnd the two clusters in Ri%4+1 associated with the cluster of o. Then generate
a linkage between o and a randomly selected object in these two clusters with probability (1− noise ratio),
and generate a linkage between o and a randomly selected object with probability noise ratio. The default
value of noise ratio is 20%. It is shown in previous experiments that in most cases each approach can achieve
almost the highest accuracy in 10 iterations, we use 10 iterations in this subsection. We let each approach
generate z clusters for a database RxTyCzSw. For LinkClus we use c = 16 and do not use CLARANS.
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Figure 7.21: The schema of a synthetic database
We ﬁrst test scalability w.r.t. the number of objects. We generate databases with 5 relations of objects,
40 clusters in each of them, and selectivity 10. The number of objects in each relation varies from 1000
to 5000. The running time and accuracy of each approach are shown in Figure 7.22. The time/iteration
of F-SimRank is the total time divided by 10. With other factors ﬁxed, theoretically the running time of
LinkClus is O(N(logN)2), that of SimRank is O(N2), and those of ReCom and F-SimRank are O(N). We
also show the trends of these bounds and one can see that the running time of the approaches are consistent
with theoretical derivations. LinkClus achieves highest accuracy, followed by ReCom and then SimRank, and
F-SimRank is least accurate. The possible reason for LinkClus and ReCom achieving high accuracy is that
they group similar objects into clusters (or tree nodes) in the clustering process. Because clusters are clearly
generated in data, using object groups in iterative clustering is likely to be beneﬁcial.
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Figure 7.22: Performances on R5T*C40S10
In the last experiment the accuracy of each approach keeps decreasing as the number of objects increases.
This is because the density of linkages decreases as cluster size increases. In R5T1000C40S10, each cluster
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has only 25 objects, each having 10 linkages to the two related clusters (50 objects) in other relations. In
R5T5000C40S10, each cluster has 125 objects and the two related clusters have 250 objects, which makes
the linkages much sparser. In the second experiment we increase the number of objects and clusters together
to keep density of linkages ﬁxed. Each cluster has 100 objects, and the number of objects per relation varies
from 500 to 20000. In the largest database there are 100K objects and 1M linkages. The running time
and accuracy of each approach are shown in Figure 7.233. ReCom and F-SimRank are unscalable as their
running time is proportional to the number of objects times the number of clusters, because they compute
similarities between each object and each cluster medoid. The accuracies of LinkClus and SimRank do not
change signiﬁcantly, even the numbers of objects and clusters grow 40 times.
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Figure 7.23: Performances on R5T*C*S10
Then we test each approach on databases with diﬀerent selectivities, as shown in Figure 7.24. We
generate databases with 5 relations of objects, each having 4000 objects and 40 clusters. The selectivity
varies from 5 to 25. The running time of LinkClus grows linearly and that of SimRank quadratically with
the selectivity, and those of ReCom and F-SimRank are only slightly aﬀected. These are consistent with
theoretical derivations. The accuracies of LinkClus, SimRank and ReCom increase quickly when selectivity
increases, showing that density of linkages is crucial for accuracy. The accuracy of F-SimRank remains stable
because it does not use more information when there are more linkages.
Finally we test the accuracy of each approach on databases with diﬀerent noise ratios, as shown in Figure
7.25. We change noise ratio from 0 to 0.4. The accuracies of LinkClus, SimRank and F-SimRank decrease
3We do not test SimRank and F-SimRank on large databases because they consume too much memory.
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Figure 7.24: Performances on R5T4000C40S*
with a stable rate when noise ratio increases. ReCom is most accurate when noise ratio is less than 0.2, but
is least accurate when noise ratio is greater than 0.2. It shows that LinkClus and SimRank are more robust
than ReCom in noisy environments.
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Figure 7.25: Accuracy vs. noise ratio on R5T4000C40S10
7.7 Summary
In this chapter we propose a highly eﬀective and eﬃcient approach of linkage-based clustering, LinkClus, which
explores the similarities between objects based on the similarities between objects linked with them. We
propose similarity-based hierarchical structure called SimTree as a compact representation for similarities,
and propose an eﬃcient algorithm for computing similarities, which avoiding pairwise computations by
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merging similarity computations that go through common paths. Experiments show LinkClus achieves high
eﬃciency, scalability, and accuracy in clustering multi-typed linked objects.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Directions
In the past decade data mining research has been focused on data in regular formats, such as individual
tables and sets of transactions. However, most of the structured data in the world is stored in relational
databases, and relational data can often provide crucial information for data mining tasks. For example,
classiﬁcation of an object depends on its neighbor objects in the database, and clustering depends on the
relational linkages between objects.
Although relational databases provide rich information for relationships between objects, there is not
much study on how to discover and utilize such relationships. One possible reason is that the complexity
of relational data makes it diﬃcult to design eﬃcient and eﬀective approaches. In a relational database
each object has many neighbor objects, and two objects (or two relations) can often be connected in many
diﬀerent ways. Another interesting property is that, the relationship between two objects often depends on
the relationships between their neighbor objects, which makes the analysis more complicated.
In this thesis we have studied how to apply data mining approaches on relational data. With multi-
relational data mining, we can solve some problems that are much more diﬃcult without capabilities of
multi-relational analysis. For example, we can analyze the identity of objects, in order to detect duplicates
or to merge identical objects with diﬀerent names. We can also cluster objects that have similar neighbors
(e.g., related to similar objects), but will be considered dissimilar without multi-relational analysis.
8.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis we present our solutions for performing several most important data mining tasks in multi-
relational environments, including classiﬁcation, clustering, duplicate detection, object distinction, and sim-
ilarity analysis. In general, we made the following contributions in this thesis.
• System framework
We propose a general methodology for multi-relational data mining. It includes tuple ID propagation,
an eﬃcient method for transferring information across diﬀerent relations for eﬀective cross-relational
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data mining. It also contains a heuristic method for searching for pertinent features in the relational
database. Our methodology focuses on two types of information in the data mining process: multi-
relational features (neighbor objects) and linkages between objects.
• Multi-relational features and linkages
In this thesis we employ two types of information for data mining: multi-relational features and
linkages between objects. A multi-relational feature is deﬁned based on the neighbor objects in a
certain relation, which models certain properties of objects. A linkage between two objects is a chain
of objects that links the two objects together, which has a certain semantic meaning. These two types
of information enables us to analyze the properties and relationships of objects.
• Algorithms
We develop several core algorithms for several data mining tasks: (1) CrossMine for performing eﬃcient
multi-relational classiﬁcation with tuple ID propagation, (2) CrossClus for multi-relational clustering
with user guidance incorporated, (3) Relom for duplicate detection using multi-relational information,
(4) DISTINCT for distinguishing objects with identical names in relational databases, and (5) LinkClus
for analyzing similarities between objects using similarities between related objects. These algorithms
provide highly eﬃcient and eﬀective solutions for the several most important data mining problems in
relational environments.
• Evaluation
We evaluate each proposed approach on both synthetic and real relational databases, and the experi-
ments show that each approach achieves high accuracy, eﬃciency, and scalability.
8.2 Future Work in Multi-relational Data Mining
In the past several years, the research on multi-relational data mining has been signiﬁcantly advanced.
Based on analysis on these studies, I believe there are several important directions that should be explored
to further advance this ﬁeld.
• Multi-relational data mining on new properties of data objects
In PageRank [92] by Page et al. and Authority-Hub Analysis [70] by Kleinberg, the authoritativeness
of web pages (with or without respect to certain queries) are analyzed using the linkage information
(hyperlinks), and eﬀective web search techniques are proposed. In SimRank [62] by Jeh and Widom
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and our work LinkClus [113], the relational information is used to analyze the similarities between
objects. These studies have solved problems that are very diﬃcult without using multi-relational or
linkage information, which illustrate the importance of relational and linkage data.
Besides authoritativeness and similarities, there are many other types of properties that could be
explored with linkage information. For example, in the catalog database of an online retailer, we
may use multi-relational data mining to identify related products, which can be recommended to
customers when they browse products (e.g., the recommendations on Amazon.com). Two products can
be considered as related if they share similar properties, or if they are linked to similar manufacturers,
customers, or reviewers. In many applications such as recommending movies, books, music, etc., multi-
relational data mining can be combined with collaborative ﬁltering [17] to make accurate predictions.
Compared with collaborative ﬁltering, multi-relational data mining can utilize a much wider spectrum
of information, including many types of linkages between many types of objects.
• Data quality control with linkage data
Although the data volume on the internet is extremely high and is increasing rapidly, the quality of
such data is not guaranteed. Some organizations have made signiﬁcant eﬀorts in building a trustable
knowledge base using mass collaboration, among whom the most noticeable one is www.wikipedia.org.
However, these knowledge bases only cover a very small portion of information on the web, and do
not include newly updated information. For example, there are many online retailers selling all kinds
of digital cameras, but most of them cannot provide the complete and correct speciﬁcations. Another
example is that diﬀerent online book retailers often provide diﬀerent information for the same book
(e.g., authors and number of pages).
It is very desirable if one can build a system to reconcile the conﬂictive information about certain
objects, which is provided by diﬀerent web sites. This can be modeled as a linkage analysis problem,
as there are linkages between objects, properties of objects, and information providers (e.g., web sites).
This can also be viewed as a mass collaboration problem, because the correct information is likely to
be acquired by many diﬀerent information providers. But it is also a very challenging problem since
the incorrect information can also be transmitted between diﬀerent information providers.
8.3 Envisioning A Uniﬁed Multi-relational Data Mining System
As can be seen from the discussions above, there are many applications in multi-relational data mining, such
as classiﬁcation, clustering, similarity analysis, duplicate detection, etc. These applications can signiﬁcantly
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inﬂuence each other. For example, similarity analysis is of crucial importance for clustering. Another example
is that, duplicate detection can help other applications by merging duplicate entries, while clustering and
similarity analysis play essential roles in duplicate detection.
Based the above observation, we believe it is highly desirable to build a uniﬁed multi-relational data
mining system, which can integrate diﬀerent modules and can use the output of one module as the input
of another module. For example, the similarities generated by similarity analysis can be used in clustering
analysis, while the clusters generated can be feeded back to the module of similarity analysis as background
information.
The greatest challenge in building a uniﬁed multi-relational data mining system is to build a uniﬁed
interface for diﬀerent data mining modules. Diﬀerent modules must work on the same format of relational,
tabular, and linkage data. Each module must generate output that can be understood by other modules.
Another challenge is that, some information (e.g., similarities between objects) may be shared by multiple
modules, and there should be an eﬃcient method to store and share information among diﬀerent modules.
This uniﬁed system should also have good extensibility, so that new modules can be easily invented and
integrated into the system.
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